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FLORIDA LEGlSLATURt - REGULAR SESSION - l9bl
0 7/21/bl

HISTORY OF StNATE BILLS

14: � 7

04/2 3/81

HOU5E

Ob/0 3/b I
Ob/04/8 I

HOUSE
HOU SE

Ob/04/ Bl SENA He
Ob/05/81 SENATE
Qb/23/bl SENATE
07/02/81

P.l.l,E 1()4

COMM. REPORJ: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACtU ON CALENUAR
oY REGULATOkY REFUMM -HJ 00199
PLACED UN SPECIAL OROcR CALENDAR
READ SECONU TIME; AMENOMENT5 ADOPTED; READ THIRD l!Mt;
PASStD AS AMtNDtU; YEAS 105 NAYS
O -HJ U08U�
IN HOUSE Mc>SAGES
CONCURRED; PASSEU AS AMENDED; YEAS 34 NAYS
O;
ORDERcO ENbMOSSEO, THEN ENROLLED -SPJ 00b�5
SIGNED BY uFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TU GuVERNUR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAP TER NO. 81-297

S 0304 GENERAL BILL bY MCCLAIN (COMPARE CS/S 0290)
HOUSING AUTHORITIES; PROVIDES lHAl C ERTAIN MEEllNGS OF HUUSING
AUTHORITIES ARE PUbLIC MtETINGS; PROVIDES PENALTIES. CRcATES 421.�3�.
EFFECTIVE OAJE: 10/01/bl.
02/2�/81 SENAH, PRcFlLEU
03/09/81 5ENATE REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPtRATlUNS
04/07/81 SENATE INTROOUCEU, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERAllONS
-SJ OOO�j; UN CUMMllTEE AGENDA-- l,OVERNMENTAL
O PERAllUNS 4/b/bl 2 PM RM H
04/08/81 SENAlE COMM. REPOkl: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON LALENOAk bY
GOVERNMtNTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00087
06/05/81 SENATE UIEU ON CALENUAR
S 0305 CONCURRENT RESGLUTIUN bY LANl,LEY
UNITED STATES/tUSINESS ENlERPRISE; REQUESTS CONGRESS TO PkUPOSE AN
AMENDMENT TO U.S. CONSll lUTIUN TU PROHIBIT U.S. GUVERNMENT FRGM cNGAGINb
IN ANY BUSINtSS, PROF cSS!ONAL, CUMhERCIAL, FINANCIAL OM INUUSTRIAL
ENTERPRISE tXCtPT AS SPtCIFIEU IN U.S. CONS Tl TUT lON & TO RtPtAL 16TH
AMEND/.IENT RE INCOME TAX.
OL/25/81 SENATE PREFlLED
03/u9/bl SENATE REFtRRED TU RULtS ANO CALENDAR
04/07/81 StNATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TU RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ OOU33
04/09/81 SENAlE ON CJMMJTTtE AGENDA-- RULES & CALENDAR 4/13/81 2 PM
RM A
04/17181 SENATt EXTtNSIUN UF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULE5 ANU CALtNOAR
04/29/81 SENAH EXTENSlGN UF TIME GRANTED COMMITlEE RULES AND CALENDAR
U5/07/bl SENAT E UN COMMITTEE AbENDA-- RULES & CALENUAk 5/ll/81 3 PM
RM A
05/12/81 SENATE EXlENSIUN OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEt RULES ANU CALtNDAR
05/2 2/81 SENATE EXTENSION Uf TlMt GRANTED COMMITTEc MULES AND CALENUAk
05/ 26/61 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGtNDA-- RULES & CALENDAR �/2ot81 b AM
RM A
05/28/bl SENATE COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON IAoLE UNOEk MULE uY
RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 003bl
06/01/Bl SENATt REMOVED F RUM TABLE; PLACED ON CALENDAk -SJ 00377
U6/0�/8l SENATE OIEU ON CALENUAR
S 0306 GENERAL BILL/CS BY COMMERCt, STEINBERG !SIMILAR H 11331
(CS/CS) CONDOMINIUMS & CUOPEMATIVtS; PROVIDES FOR APPO!NTMENl OF
RECEIVER WHEN AN ASSOCIAllUN FAILS TU FILL SUFFICIENT NUMbcR uF
VACANCIES ON &OARD OF ADMINISTkAllON; PROVIDES DIV. UF LANO SALES &
CONDOMINI UMS MAY APPROVE ASSURANCES IN LlFU OF CtRIAIN tSCkUW
REQlllREMENTS, ETC. AflEND S CHS. 718, 719. FrFFCI !Vi: UAlt: O/,tl�/81.
02/G6/8l SENATE PREF!LEU
03/09/81 SENATE REFERRED Tu ECONOMIC, COMMUN! TY AND CUNSuMtk AFFAIRS,
COMMERCE
04/0 7/cl SENA TE INTROOUCtO, REFERREO TO ECONOMIC, COMMUN! IY ANU
CON>UMER AFFAIRS, COM MERCE -SJ uuu;;; ON COMMITTEE
AGENDA-- tCONOMIC, COMM/CONS. AFFAlkS 4/8/&l 9 AM RM
H
C,4/08/81 SENA TE CUMM. REPORl: C/S BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CUNSUMER
AFFAIRS -SJ 00088
O't/13/8 l SENA Tc NOW IN COMMERCE -SJ UOObb
04/2L/6l SENAlE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMM! llEE CUMMtkCE
05/19/Bl SENATE ON CUMMITTtE AGENDA-- COMMERCE 5121/&l ; SM kM A
05/21/bl SENATE COMM. RtPORT: C/S FOR C/S PLACED ON CALENQAR bY
COMMERCE -SJ 00;;4
05/27/bl SENATt PLACtD ON �PcCIAL ORUER CALENDAR
CON! INUED ON NEXT PAuE
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PLACED lli ;PcCIAL URDER CALENDAR
P LACtD ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
PLACED ON SPEClAL ORDER CALtNDARi C/S READ FIRST l!Mt;
C/S PASSED; YEAS 29 NAYS
D -SJ 0040,
RECEIVED, PLACED UN CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME;
AMENDMcNTS AI.JOPTEui READ THIRD TIME; �ASSEO AS AMENDED;
YEAS lD7 NAYS
4 -HJ 00731
IN HOUSE HtSSAGtS
CONCURRED; C/5 PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 30 NAYS
O;
ORDERED E NGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED -SPJ 005ol
SIGNED bY uff!CcRS AND PRESENTED TU GOVERNUR
APPROVED 8Y GOVchNOR CHAPTER NO. Sl-lb�

S 0307 GtNERAL SILL bY POOLE (S!MILAk H 04831
ANTI-FEkCJNG ACT; REDHINES HRH "OdTAlNS DR USES" FGk PURPOSES Of SAID
ACl TG INCLUDE ubTA!NlNG P RUPERTY bY WILLFUL MlSREPRtScNlAT!ON OF A
FUTURE ACT OR A FALSE PRDHlSti PROVIDES PENALTIES. AMENDS ol2.0l2.
EFFECTIVc DATE: 10/01/bl.
02/2o/8l SENATE P REFILED
03/09/81 SEhAlE REFERRtD TO JUUICIARY--CRIMJNAL
U4/07/8l SENATE INTRODUCED, REftRRED 10 JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ OOOJ3i
ON CDHMITlEE AGENDA-- JUDJCIARY--CRlHlNAL 4/o/ol 9 AH
RM C
0,,/08/81 SEcNAlE COMM. RcPOkT: FAVORAbLE WITH AMEND., PLACtO ON CALENDAR
bY JUDIC!ARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 000&7
04/22/81 SENAH PLAClO UN SPtllAL DkOER CALENDAR
04/20/lll SENAlE PLACED ON SPECIAL URDER CALENDAR; PASSEU AS AMENDED;
YEAS �5 NAYS
O -SJ 00177
O�/U',/bl HOUSE RECclVEO, REFEMREU TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE �tJ 0�2bl
0>121/bl
HOUSE WIThORAWN FRUM CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ u0513i PLACtD ON
CALENI.JAR
Ob/Ol/81 HOUSE SU�STITUIEO FUR Ho 483; READ SECOND TlHt; RtAO THlRD
O -HJ UUolU
TIME; PASSED; YEAS 112 NAYS
Oo/01/bl StNATt OkOEktO tNROLLcO
Oc/ll/bl SENA lE S!GNtO bY OFFICERS AND P kEStNTED TO GOVERNOk
APPROVED bY bGVEkNOR CHAPTER NO. 81-o�
Oc/19/81
S O,uo GtNEKAL SILL oY POOL< ISIMILAk H 04931
LHILDREN'S MEDICAL SERVICES PkLGRAMi ESTABLISHES HEHAluLI.JGY-ONCOLOGY
(ARE CcNTcR PROGRAM UNDER H.K.S. OcPARTHENTi PRUVlOtS DEFINITIONS;
AUlHORlltS GRANT AGRtEHENTS � FUNUING; PROVIDES GUIOtLINtS FOR
DISbURSEMtNlS L REIMbURSlHENlS; PkOVlOES FUR STATEWIDE RtPORTING &
EVALUAllGN UF CERTAIN OAlA. EFfECllVE DATE: 07/01/81.
CJ2/2c/8l SENATE PREFILEu
u�/09/bl SENATE REFERRED TO HcALlH AND REHAB!LilATIVt SE�VICES,
APPROPR IA T IOkS
I.J4/07/8l SENATE JklRDOUCtO, RtfERkEO TO HEALTH ANO RthAb!LllAl!VE
SERVICES, APPROPklATIONS -SJ 00033
04/09/ol SENATE ON (.uMM!TltE AGENOA-- HEALTH & REHAB. StRVlCES 4/l�/81
2 PH RH A
U•ll,/bl S ENATt COHH. ktPOkT: FAVORAbLE BY HEALTH ANO RcHA8!L!TAT!VE
SERVICtS -SJ UUII•
0�110/bl SENATE r.uw !N AP�RUPRlAlIUNS -SJ 00114
1.J4/30/bl SENATE WIIHDRANN tkGH APPKUPRIATIONS -SJ OOlbbi PLACED ON
CALENDAR
u�/14/ol SeNArt PLACED UN SPECIAL ORDER CALtNOAR; PASSE D AS AMtNOtD;
YEAS 'lo NAY',
U -SJ 00249; IMHEl.ilAltLY C.cRI IFIEU
-SJ 00.2 :,2
u,/lo/ol HOUSE RECc!VEO, PLACEO ON CALENDAR -HJ OCJ3b1
U:./L�/ul HOUSE SU8ST!TUTEO tOK HB 49j; READ SECOND TlMt -HJ 004,3
l -HJ U04o,
0�/lb/til ltDUSE READ TH!Rl.i f!Mt; PASSED; YEAS 112 NAYS
U>/2o/8l SEN"-TE DRUtREO t NROLLcO
05/L9/0l SENA TE SlGkEU BY Uffl�ERS AND PREStNTED TO bOVtRNOR -SJ UlJ4Ll
APPROVtl.i oY bOVtRNOR CHAPTER NO. Ol-11
Oc,/(J�/bl
S uju9 GtNERAL BILL bY POOLE l ID ENllLAL H 0062, SIMILAR ENG/H 03U5, COMPARE
11 01�. S 01711
OkUG A6USt; PROVIDES THAl IT 15 UNLAWFUL TD POSSESS Dk USc I.JRUG
PARAPHERNALIA rOR CERTAIN PURPOSES RELATED TO CONTROLLED SUbSTANCES IN
CUNllNUED Ok NEXT PAGE
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H 1132 GENERAL BILL BY SELECT HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINHENT ANO PLANNING
ICOHPARE CS/S 03271
STATE GROUP INSURANCE PROGRAM; PROVIDES DEFINITIONS; REQUIRES THAT
ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT OFFER SlATE GROUP HEALTH PLANS WHICH PROVIDE
Ht,jANCIAL INC ENT IVES TO PARTICIPANTS WHO oo· NOT ANNUALLY USE AVAlLAl:ILE
l:IENE FITS; PROVIDES FOR REl:IAlES TO PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS. AMtoNOS 110.123.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/82.
0',/2b/bl HOUSE FILED
0',/30/81 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL lHPACT; INTROOUCEO, REFERRED
TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00251
Ob/05/ol HOUSE WITHDRAWN fRUk APPROPRIATIONS -HPJ 00831; PLACED ON
CALENDAR; 01EO ON CALENDAR, IOEN./SlH./COHPARE l:IILL
PASSED, REFER TO 58 327 ICH. 8l-l8bl
H 1133 GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY, RICHMOND (SIHILAR CS/S 030bl
CONOOHlNIUHS f. COOPERATIVES; PROVIDES ClRCUkSTANCES FOR APPOINTHENT OF
RECE IVER; DELETES REQUIREHENT TIIAT RECREATIONAL FACILITIES ARE FOR
EXCLUSIVE USE OF UNIT OWNERS f. INVITED GUESTS; PROVIDES THAT LAND SALES
f. CONOOHINIUHS DIV. HAY APPRCJVE ASSURANCES, ETC. AHENDS CHS. "/18, 719.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/81.
0',/28/81 HOUSE FILED
04/30/ol HOUSE lNTROOUCEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00251
05/21/Hl HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; READ SECUNO TlHE;
READ THIRD TlHE; PASSED; YEAS 97 NAYS
b -HJ 00511
05/27/81 SENATE lt,j HOUSE MESSAGES
05/28/81 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO .ECONOMIC, COMIIUNl lY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, CO�ERCE -SJ 003b0
Ob/05/81 5l:t,jATE DIED IN COHHlTTEE, lOEN./SlH./COHPARE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO 56 30b ICH. 81-1851
H 113� GENERAL BILL BY RETIREHENT, PERSONNEL f. COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
PUBLIC OFFICERS f. EMPLOYEES; AMENDS PROVISION RE AUTHORIZATION OF PUBLIC
AGENCIES TO ENTER INTO EMPLOYEE INTERCHANGE AGREEMENTS; DECLARES POLICY
OF PROGRAM; AUTliORlZES D.u.A. lU PKO MULGATE KULES FUR ::.TAlE
PARTlClPATION; REQUIRES APPKOVAL OF HOVING EXPENSES BY 0.0.A., ETC.
AHtNDS CH. 112. EfFECTIVt DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
0',/26/81 HOUSE FILED
u4/30/6l HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACrn ON CALENDAR -HJ 00l5l
Oo/05/ol HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 1135 GENE RAL 8lLL SY RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL f. COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
!COMPARE CS/S 04541
SlATt:; toHPLOYHENTi EXTENDS APPLICATION OF PERSONAL 1-0LIOAY FUR STATE
EMPLOYEES; CORRECTS A CROSS-REFERENCE; PROVIDED PRORATtO HOLIDAYS FOR
PART-llHE STATE EMPLOYEES. AMENDS 110.11 7. EFFECTIVE DATE: u7/0 l/Bl.
04/28/61 HOUSE FILED
04/30/&l HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATc FISCAL IMPACT; lNTROOUCtD, REFERRED
TO APPROPRIATION� -HJ 00251
Dt>/05/81 HOUSE DIED IN COHHITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
H ll3b GENERAL BILL BY RETlREHtoNT, PERSONNEL f. COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
tCOHPAkE CS/S 04541
fLORlOA RETlREMENT SYSTEM; EXCLUDiS PAYHENT FOR ACCUMULATED COMPENSATORY
LEAVE FROM CALCULATION OF AVERAGE FINAL COMPENSATION. AMENDS 121.021.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/81.
04/2&/ol HOUSE FlLEO
04/30/81 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL lHPACTi INTRODUCED, REFERRED
TO APPROPKlATlONS -HJ 00251
Ob/Ol/81 HOUSE COHH. Rt:;PORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRlATIOl'iS -HJ 00b39
Ob/05/bl HOUSE DIED ON C ALENDAR
H 1137 GENE�AL BILL BY RETlREHENT, PERSONNEL & COLLECTIVE BARGAlNlNG
tCOHPARE CS/H 0277, CS/S 0',,',1
PER DIEM L TRAVEL EXPEN�ES; tSTABLISHES A UNIFORM PAYHENT RATE FOR PER
DIEM FOR STATE EMPLOYEES TRAVtoLlNG Ot,j REQUIRED STATE BUSINESS; INCREASES
HILEAGE ALLOWANCE TO 20 CENTS PER HILE. AMENDS 112.0bl. EFFECTIVE OAJE:
07/01/61.
04/2b/Bl HOUSE FlLEO
CONT lNUEO ON t,EXT PAGE
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Volume I, Part One
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COMMITTEE
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CHAPTER 81-184

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 81-184

area of jurisdiction.
For the purposes of such investigation, the
committee shall have access to all client files and reports when such
clients are receiving services in facilities operated directly by the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services. In all other cases
the Human Rights Advocacy Committee shall have standing to petition
the circuit court for access to client records which are confidential
as specified by law. The petition shall state the specific reasons
that the committee is seeking access and the intended use of such
information.
The court may authorize committee access to such
records upon a finding that such access is directly related to an
investigation
regarding
the possible deprivation of human or
constitutional rights or the abuse of a client. Upon completion of a
general investigation of practices and procedures of the department,
the committee may make a report of its findings to the department.
All information obtained through an examination of such reports shall
remain confidential. Client files, records, and reports, or copies
thereof,
shall not be removed from the department or agency
facilities. All matters before a district human rights advocacy
committee concerning abuse or deprivation of rights of an individual
client or group of clients of the department subject to the
protections of this section shall be closed to the public and exempt
from the provisions of s. 119.07(1). All other matters before the
committee shall be open to the public and subject to chapter 119.
Any person who knowingly and
willfully
discloses
any
such
confidential information shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the
second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or
s. 775.084.
This section shall not be interpreted to allow committee
access to confidential adoption records in accordance with the
provisions of ss. 63.162, 63.022, and 39.11.
3. Reviewing, and making recommendation with respect to, the
involvement by departmental clients as subjects
for
research
projects, prior to implementation, insofar as their human rights are
affected.
4. Reviewing existing programs or services and new or revised
programs of the department and making recommendations as to how the
rights of clients are affected.
5. Appealing to
the district level.

the state committee any complaint unresolved at

6. Submitting an annual report by September 30 to the statewide
Human
Rights
Advocacy
activities,
Committee
concerning
and
complaints reviewed or developed by the
recommendations,
committee during the year.
7. Conducting meetings at least six times a year at the call of
the chairperson and at other times at the call of the Governor or by
written request of four members of the committee.
8. Developing bylaws to be used to carry out the purposes of this
subsection, _which bylaws are developed in consultation with the
district administrator, consistent with law, and amended______1:_Q_refl_ect
any statutory changes.
The bylaws shall address at least the
followin.9::
a.

The committee's responsibilities;

b. The
committee's
or.9:anization
P.E_2cedures for replacing a member;
562

and

operation,

including
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c. Procedures for receiving and investigating reports of abuse of
constitutional or human rights;
d. Relationship
Advocacy Committee;

of

the

committee to the statewide Human Rights

e. Relationship of the committee to the district, including th�
way in which reports of findings and recommendations related to
reported abuse are given to the department;
f. Provision for cooperation with the district nursing home and
long-term care facility ombudsman committee; and
g. Procedures for appeal in accordance with procedures developed
by the statewide Human Rights Advocacy Committee.
Section 8. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Sundown Act,
subsections 20.19(6) and (7), Florida Statutes,
shall not stand
repealed on October 1, 1981, as scheduled by such act, but said
subsections, as amended by this act, are hereby revived
and
readopted.
Section 9. Subsections 20.19(6) and (7), Florida Statutes, are
repealed on October 1, 1987, and shall be reviewed by the Legislature
pursuant to the Sundown Act.
Section 10. Contingent upon necessary appropriations, all powers,
duties, records, personnel, property, and unexpended balances of
appropriations, allocations,
or other funds of the Statewide Human
Rights Advocacy Committee, the district human rights
advocacy
committees, the State Nursing Horne and Long-Term Care Facility
Ombudsman Committee, and the district nursing home and long-term care
facility
ombudsman
committees
are hereby transferred to the
Department of Administration, effective July 1, 1982.
Section 11. This act shall take effect
becoming a law, whichever occurs later.

July

1, 1981 or upon

Approved by the Governor June 25, 1981.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 26, 1981.
CHAPTER 81-185
Committee Substitute for Committee Substitute for Senate Bill No. 306
An

act relating to condominiums and cooperatives; amending
s. 718.112(2)(a), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplerns,nt, to
provide for the appointment of a receiver when an
association fails to fill
sufficient
number
of
vacancies on a board of administration; amending s.
718.123(1), Florida Statutes, relating
to
common
elements, common areas, and recreational facilities;
amending s. 718.202(1) and (6), Florida Statutes, 1980
Supplement, providing that the Division of Florida Land
Sales and Condominiums may approve assurances in lieu
of
certain
escrow
requirements;
providing
for
additional requirements for the establishment of a
reservation program; amending s. 718.301(2) and (4)(c),
563
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Florida Statutes, providing notice to the division of
the
first
unit
owner elected to the board of
administration;
providing for a financial
review;
amending s. 718.401(6)(a),
(b) and (d) and (8)(a),
Florida Statutes, 1980
Supplement,
limiting
the
prohibition of certain escalation clauses tied to
consumer price indexes; amending s. 718.501, Florida
Statutes, providing that the division may conduct
investigations pursuant to
chapter
498,
Florida
Statutes; deleting provisions allowing the division to
investigate and intervene in disputes arising from the
internal
affairs
and
management
of condominium
associations; limiting the authority of the condominium
advisory
board;
amending
s. 718. 502(2), Florida
Statutes, adding certain requirements for approval of
reservation programs; adding subsection (6) to s.
719.104, Florida Statutes,
to
provide
for
the
appointment of a receiver when an association fails to
fill sufficient number of vacancies on a board of
administration;
providing powers of an association;
amending s. 719.106(1)(1), Florida Statutes, relating
to the vote required to adopt budgets having no or
inadequate reserves; amending s. 719.109(1), Florida
Statutes,
relating to common elements, common areas,
and recreational facilities; amending s. 719.202(1) and
(6),
Florida Statutes, providing that the division may
approve asst1rances
in
lieu
of
certain
escrow
requirements; providing for additional requirements for
the establishment of a reservation program; amending s.
719.301(2) and (4)(c), Florida Statutes,
providing
notice to the division of the first unit owner elected
to
the board of administration; providing for a
financial review; amending s. 719.401(6)(a), (b) and
(d)
and
(8),
Florida Statutes,
1980 Supplement,
limiting the prohibition of certain escalation clauses
tied to consumer price indexes; amending s. 719.501(1),
(3), Florida Statutes, providing that the division may
conduct investigations pursuant to chapter 498, Florida
Statutes; deleting provisions allowing the division to
in,·estigate and intervene in disputes arising from the
internal affairs
and
management
of
cooperative
association,;; amending s. 719.502(2), Florida Statutes,
adding certain requirements for approval of reservation
programs;
prohibiting the denial of access to cable
television service to any resident of any condominium
dwelling unit; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l. Paragraph (a) of subsection (2) of section 718.112,
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
718.112

Bylaws.--

(2) The bylaws shall provide for the following, and if they do
not do so, shall be deemed to include the following:
(a) The form of administration of the association shall be
described, indicating the title of the officers and board of
administration and specifying the powers, duties, manner of selection
and removal, and compensation, if any, of officers and boards.
In
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the absence of such a provision, the board of administration shall be
composed of five members, except in the case of condominiums having
five or fewer units, in which case one owner of each unit shall be a
member of the board of administration. In the absence of provisions
to the contrary in the bylaws, the board of administration shall have
a president, a secretary, and a treasurer, who shall perform the
duties
of such officers customarily performed by officers of
corporations.
Unless prohibited in the bylaws, the board
of
administration may appoint other officers and grant them the duties
it deems appropriate. Unless otherwise provided in the bylaws, the
officers shall serve without compensation and at the pleasure of the
board of administration. If an association fails to fill vacancies
on the board of administration sufficient to constitute a quorum-in
accordance with the bylaws, any unit owner may apply to the circuit
court
within whose jurisdiction the condominium lies for the
appointment of a receiver to manage the affairs of the associatio_i:i_,
At least 30 days prior to applying _t_o�he circuit court, the un�1:
owner shall mail to the association_and post in a conspic�OU!§.__�0'
on the condominium :eroj'.)ert_y�jce describing_!!le intended action
giving the association the opportunity to fill the vacan�i�_ _
_If
during which time the association fails to fill the vacanc�_s,_ _the
unit owner may proceed with the petition.
If _a_ __,eceiver is
appointed, the association shall be __ responsible for the__ sa1Ey_o.i__ the
receiver, court costs, and attorneys' fees. The receiver �<3:ll ha?e
all powers and duties of a duly constituted board of administratio�
and shall serve until the association fills vacancies on the board
sufficient to constitute a guorum.
Section 2. Subsection
is amended to read:
718.123

(1)

of section 718 .123, Florida Statutes,

Right of owners to peaceably assemble.--

(1) All
common
elements,
common
araas, and recreational
facilities serving any condominium shall be available to unit o�ners
in the condominium or condominiums served therebyancltheir invit,a<l
guests for the use intended for such common elements, common areas,
and recreational facilities. The ent�r �1tities_£e�onsible for
the operation of the common elements, common areas, and
__ re�reatio1_1_'3:..l
�eee�we6 eMe��e��e�y fe� tfle Mee eR� eeR�f�� ef ��e
facilities may
MR>l ewRe�e eRe the•� >RV>tee gHests� Eeeh essse,et,eR shell adopt
reasonable rules and regulations pertaining to the use of such common
elements, common areas, and recreational facilities.
t-1�121:l�...<2.E
entities shall �he Hee ef eaeh eeMMeR eleMeRte, eeMMeR e�ees, eRe
�ee�eet,eRel fee,l,t,ee shell be sttbjeet SR±Y te these �ales eRe
�e�alet,eRs es e�e eee�tee by the esseeiet,eR; heweve�, s�eh �Hlee
eRe �e�Hle�ieRe shell Rel unreasonably restrict any unit owner's
right to peaceably assemble or right to im,ite public officers or
candidates for public office to appear and speak on common elements,
common areas, and recreational facilities.
Section 3. Subsections (1) and (6) of section 718.202, Florida
Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read,
718.202

Sales or reservation deposits prior to closing.--

If a developer contracts to sell a condominium parcel and the
(1)
construction, furnishing, and landscaping of the property submitted
to condominium ownership has not been substantially completed in
accordance with the plans and specifications and representations made
by the developer in the disclosures required by this chapter, the
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developer shall pay into an escrow account established with a bank or
trust company having trust powers, an attorney who is a member of The
Florida Bar, a real estate broker registered under chapter 475, any
financial lending institution having a net worth in excess of 5
million dollars, or a title insurance company authorized to insure
title to real property in the State of Florida, all payments up to 10
percent of the sale price received by the developer from the buyer
towards the sale price. The escrow agent shall give to the purchaser
a receipt for the deposit, upon request. In lieu of the foregoing�
the division director shall have the discretion to accept other
assurances including, but not limited to, a surety bond or an
irrevocable letter of credit in an amount equal to the escrow
requirements of this section. Default determinations and refund of
deposits shall be governed by the escrow release provision of this
subsection. The escrowed funds may be deposited in separate accounts
or in common escrow or trust accounts or commingled with other escrow
or trust accounts handled by or received by the escrow agent.
The
escrow agent may invest the escrow funds in securities of the United
States or any agency thereof or in savings or time deposits in
institutions insured by an agency of the United States. Funds shall
be released from escrow as follows:
(a) If a buyer properly terminates the contract pursuant to its
terms or pursuant to this chapter, the funds shall be paid to the
buyer together with any interest earned.
(b) If the buyer defaults in the performance of his obligations
under the contract of purchase and sale, the funds shall be paid to
the developer together with any interest earned.
(c) If the contract does not provide for the payment of any
interest earned on the escrowed funds, interest shall be paid to the
developer at the closing of the transaction.
(d) If the funds of a buyer have not been previously disbursed in
accordance with the provisions of this subsection,
they may be
disbursed to the developer by the escrow agent at the closing of the
transaction, unless prior to the disbursement the escrow agent
receives from the buyer written notice of a dispute between the buyer
and developer.
(6) If a developer enters into a reservation agreement, the
developer shall pay into an escrow account established with a trust
company, a bank having trust powers, an attorney who is a member of
The Florida Bar, a real estate broker registered under chapter 475,
or a title insurance company authorized to insure title to real
property in this state all reservation deposit payments. Reservation
deposits shall be payable to the escrow agent,�ho shall give to the
prospective purchaser a receipt for the deposit H�eR re�Heet,
acknowledging that the deposit is being held pursuant to th�
requirements of this subsection. Funds shall not be deposited out of
state unless the out-of-state party holding such escrow funds submits
to the jurisdiction of the division and the courts of this state for
any cause of action arising from the escrow. The funds iR eeerew mey
ee ee�eei�ee iR ee�erete eeeeHR�e er iR eemmeR eeerew er ��Het
eeeeHR�e keReiee ey e� �eeeivee ey �ke eee�ew egeRt BRe may be placed
in either interest-bearing or noninterest-bearing accounts, provided
that the funds shall at all reasonable times be available for
withdrawal in full by the escrow agent. The developer shall maintain
separate records for each condominium or proposed condominium for
which deposits are being accepted. Upon written request to the escrow
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agent by the prospective purchaser or developer, the funds shall be
immediately and without qualification refunded in full to the
prospective purchaser. Upon such refund, any interest shall be paid
to the prospective purchaser, unless otherwise provided in the
reservation agreement.
Reservation deposits shall not be released
directly to the developer except as a down payment on the purchase
rice simultaneously with or subsequent to the execution of a
contract. Upon the execution of a purchase agreement for a unit, any
funds paid by the purchaser as a deposit to reserve the unit pursuant
to a reservation agreement, and any interest thereon, shall cease to
be subject to the provisions of this subsection and shall instead be
subject to the provisions of subsections (1)-(5).
Section 4. Subsection (2) and paragraph (c) of subsection (4) of
section 718.301, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
718.301

Transfer of association control.--

(2) Within 60 days after the unit owners other than the developer
are entitled to elect a member or members of the board
of
administration of an association, the association shall call, and
give not less than 30 days' or more than 40 days' notice of, a
meeting of the unit owners to elect the members of the board of
administration. The meeting may be called and the notice given by
any unit owner if the association fails to do so. l!.PE_!!.._�lection of
the first unit owner, other than the developer, to the board of
administration, the developer shall forward to the division the name
and mailing address of the unit owner board member.
(4) Prior to, or not more than 60 days after, the time that unit
owners other than the developer elect a majority of the members of
the board of administration of an association, the developer shall
relinquish control of the association, and the unit owners shall
accept control.
Simultaneously, the developer shall deliver to the
association all property of the unit owners and of the association
held or controlled by the developer, including, but not limited to,
the following items, if applicable, as to each condominium operated
by the association:
(c) The financial records, including financial statements of__ the
association, and source documents since the incorporation of the
association through the date of turnover.
The records shall be
reviewed by an independent certified public accountant. The minimum
report required shall be a review in accordance with generally
accepted accounting standards as defined by rule by the Board of
Accoun!��cy.
The accountant performing the review shall examine to
the extent necessary supporting documents and r_ecords, including _J:J::l�
cash
disbursements and related paid invoices to determine if
expenditures were for association purposes, and billi_ n�-cash
receipts and related records to determine that the developer was
charged and paid the proper amounts of assessments. AR eHeit eRe
eeeeHRtiRg, wkiek Rees Ret ee eer�i£iee 7 £er ell eeeeeietieR £HR�e,
�er£e�mee ey BR eHeite� iRee�eReeRt e£ tke eeveie�er, iRe±HS>Rg
ee�•�el
eeeeHRte, reeerve eeeHmH±BtieRe >R eeeereeRee witk e,
�iB,S94f�97fe7i,k,; BRS eeRtrieHtieRe,
Section 5. Paragraphs (a),
(b) and (d) of subsection (6) and
paragraph (a) of subsection (8) of section 718.401, Florida Statutes,
1980 Supplement, are amended to read:
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718.401 Leaseholds.--A condominium may be created on lands held
under lease or may include recreational facilities or other common
elements or commonly used facilities on a leasehold, if, on the date
the first unit is conveyed by the developer to a bona fide purchaser,
the lease has an unexpired term of at least 50 years. If rent under
the lease is payable by the association or by the unit owners, the
lease shall include the following requirements:
(6)(a) A lease of recreational or other commonly used facilities
entered into by the association or unit owners prior to the time the
control of the association is turned over to unit owners other than
the developer shall grant to the lessee an option to purchase the
leased property, payable in cash, on any anniversary date of the
beginning of the lease term after the 10th anniversary, at a price
then determined by agreement.
If there is no agreement as to the
price, then the price shall be determined by arbitration.
If the lessor wishes to sell his interest and has received a
(b)
bona fide offer to purchase it, the lessor shall send the association
and each unit owner a copy of the executed offer.
For 90 days
following receipt of the offer by the association or unit owners, the
association or unit owners have kae the option to purchase the
interest on the terms and conditions in the offer. The option shall
be exercised, if at all, by notice in writing given to the lessor
within the 90-day period. If the association or unit owners dE aeee
not exercise the option, the lessor shall have the right, for a
period of 60 days after the 90-day period has expired, to complete
the transaction described in the offer to purchase. If for any
reason such transaction is not concluded within the 60 days, the
offer
shall have been abandoned, and the provisions of this
subsection shall be reimposed.
(d) The provisions of this subsection shall not apply to-3
nonresidential condominium and shall not apply if the lessor is the
Government of the United States or the State of Florida or any
political subdivision thereof or, in the case of an underlying land
lease, a person or entity which is not the developer or directly or
indirectly owned or controlled by the developer and did not obtain,
directly or indirectly, ownership of the leased property from the
developer.
(8)(a)
It is declared that the public policy of this state
prohibits the inclusion or enforcement of escalation clauses in land
leases or other leases or agreements for recreational facilities,
land, or other commonly used
facilities
serving
residential
condominiums, and such clauses are hereby declared void for public
policy. For the purposes of this section, an escalation clause is
any clause in a condominium lease or agreement which provides that
the rental under the lease or agreement shall increase at the same
percentage
rate as any nationally recognized and conveniently
available commodity or consumer price index.
Section 6.

Section 718.501, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

718.501 Regulation
Condominiums.--

by

Division

of

Florida

Land

Sales

and

(1) The Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums of the
Department of Business Regulation, referred to as the division in
this part, in addition to other powers and duties prescribed by
chapter 498 4i18, has the power to enforce and insure compliance with
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the provisions of this chapter and rules promulgated pursuant hereto
relating to the development, construction, sale, lease, ownership,
operation, and management of residential condominium units.
In
performing its duties, the division shall have the following powers
and duties:
(a) The
division
may
make
necessary
public or private
investigations within or outside of this state to determine whether
any person has violated this chapter or any rule or order hereunder,
to aid in the enforcement of this chapter, or to aid in the adoption
of rules or forms hereunder. Tke atvteten eka±± �eee,ve, eRa mey
½Rveettgate pM�eMeRt te tke aMtke�•ty epee,ftea iR es 4il8sl5±,
eemp±a>Rte Pelet½Rg te tke v,elatieR ef tke ppev,eteRe ef tk,e
ekapteP eP PMlee pPemMlgatea �MPeMaRt kePete, ine±MatRg aie�tttee
ePieiRg £�em tke iRtePRal affeiPe eRe maRegemeRt ef eeReemiRittm
eeeeeiet•eRe, eRe mey eeaattet iRfe�mal keePiRge fep tke �MPpeee ef
eeekiRg em,eaele eettlemeat ef a,eptttee eRa velttRtePy eemplieRee witk
tke pPev•e•eRe ef ±ewa
(b) Require or permit any person to file a statement in writ��g L
under oath or otherwise, as the division determines, as to the facts
and
circumstances
concerning
the matter to be investigated.
Netw,tketeRe•Rg eRy �emee,ee
eva,laele
te
MR•t
ewRe�e
aRa
eeeee,at•eRe, •• tke e,vieieR kae PeaeeRaele eattee te eelieve tkat a
v•elat,eR ef eRy ppevieieR ef tk,e ekapteP eP �M±ee pPefflM±getee
ptt�etteRt kePete kae eeeMP�ea, tke e•vieieR mey iaetitttte eRfePeemeRt
pPeeeeeiRge •R ite ewR Reme egeiRet aRy eevelepe� eP eeeeeietieR, eP
ite aeeigReee eP ageRte, ae fellewe�
is Tke
4il8a ±Ho

e,v,eieR may ,eette eeaee eRe eeeiet e�aepe ptt�ettaat te es

�" Tke aiv•eieR may e�iag aR aetiea in etPettit eett�t fe�
eeelarate�y Pelief, iRjttRetive �elief, eP �eetittttieR eR eekelf ef e
elaee ef MRtt ewRePe e� ±eeeeees
3a Tke eivieteR may ,mpeee e,v,l �eRaltiee ega½Ret aRy aevelepeP
eP aeeeeietieR, e� ite eeeigReee eP ageRte, fe� vie±atieRe ef tkie
ekapte� eP Ptt±ee p�emtt±gatee pMPeMeRt kePetea
A peRa±ty may ee
impeeea eR tke eeeie ef eeek eay ef eeRtiRtttRg vielatieR, ettt iR Re
eveRt eke±± tke peRa±ty fep any effenee eKeeee S5,999a A±± amettnte
eelleetee eke±± ee eepee•tee witk tke TPeeett�e� te tke e�eait ef tke
Fle�•aa bena Salee eRa 8eReeffliR½Mffle TPttet FttRes if a eeve±e�ep fe,±e
te �ay tke eivi± peRa±ty, tke a,vieien ekell tkePettpeR ,eette en e�aeP
ei�eettng tkat eMek aevelepe� eeaee aae eeeiet £�em ftt�tkeP epe�at,ea
ttRt>l ettek t,me ae tke eiv•± penalty ie �eie aRe may ptt�ette
eRfe�eemeRt ef tke peRalty >R a eett�t ef eem�eteRt jttP½eaietiena lf
aR aeeeeiat,eR fa,±e te pay tke e,v,± peRe±ty, tke a,vieien eke±±
tke�ettpeR pMPeMe eRfepeemeRt iR e eettPt ef eempeteRt jttPiee,etteRs
¼R e�ee� te pePm>t tke eevelepeP eP aeeeeiatieR aR eppePtMR•ty eitkeP
te appeal ettek eeeie•eR aem•flietPet•ve!y eP te eeek pe!ief in e ee�Pt
ef eempeteRt jttPieeietieR, tke e�aep impee�Rg tke e�v•± penelty eP
tke eeeee eRe eeeiet e�eeP eka±± Ret eeee�e effeet�ve ttRti± 29 aeye
efte� tke eate ef ettek e�ee�a ARy eetieR eeMmeneee ey tke a•¥ieiefl
eke±± ee ePettgkt in tke eettaty tR wktek tke a,v,eieR kae ite
eHeettt,ve effieee eP iR tke eettnty wkePe tke v•elet•eR eeett��ees
(c) For the purpose of any investigation under this chapter, the
division director or any officer or employee designated by the
division director, may administer oaths or affirmations, subpoena
witnesses and compel their attendance, take evidence, and require the
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roduction of any matter which is relevant to the investigation,
including the existence, d escription, nature, custody, condi tion, and
location of any books, documents, or ot her tangible thing s and the
identity and locaticm of persons having knowledge of relevant f acts
or any other matter reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
materia l evidenc e .
Upon failure to obey a subpoena or to answer
questions propounded by the investigating officer and upo n reasonable
notice to all pe r sons affected there by, the division may app l y to the
circ uit court for an order compelling compliance . ,ke eivisieR is
eMtke�ieee te ��epe�e eRe eissemiRete e ��espeetMs eRe
etke�
iRfe�metieR te assist ��es�eetive ewRe�e, �M�ekeee�s, lessees, eRe
eevelepe�e ef �ee>eeRtiel eeReemtRiMme iR eeeeesiRg tke �igkts,
p�ivilegee, eRe eMties �e�tetRfRg tke�ete�
Notwithst and� n g any r emedies available to unit own er s and
if the di vision has r easonable cause to believe that a
viol a tionoTany 2.rovisions of this chapter or rules promulga_1:_�c:j
urs uant hereto has occurred, the division may insti tute
e nforcement
proc eedings in its ow n name against any developer or ass ociati�_ri_._ or
its assiqnees or agent_,;_,_ as follow_,;_:_
(d)

associa tion s,

1. The divis ion may p ermit any p erson whose conduct or actio ns
may be under investigat ion to waive f ormal proceeding s and enter into
a
consent proceeding whereby orders, rules, or l etter s of cen s ure or
war ning, whether for mal or informal,______111__c1_v be entered aqainst the
person.
2. The divis ion may issue an order re quiring the devel oper or
association, or its assignees or ag e nts, to cease and desist from the
unlawful practice and take s uch affirmative ac tion as in the judgment
of the division will c arry out the p urpose s of this chapter.
3. The divisio n
declaratory relie f.

may

bring

an

action

in

ci rcuit

court

for

4. The divisi on may impose civil penalties again st any develope r
or association, or i ts assignees or agent, for violations of this
chap ter or rules promulgated pursuant hereto.
A penalty may be
imposed on the ba sis of each day of continuing violation, bu t in no
even t shall the penalty for any offense exceed $5, 000. All am ounts
collected shall be deposited with the Treasurer to the cr edit of the
If a developer fails
Florida Land Sal es and Co ndominiums Trust F und.
to pay the civil penalty, the division shall thereup on issue an order
direct i ng that s uch developer cease and desist from f urther operation
until such time as the civil p en alty is paid or may pursue
enfo rcem ent
of the p enalty in a court of competent j urisdict ion. If
an association fails to pay the civil
penalty, the division shall
thereupon p ursue enforcement in a court of comp et ent jurisdiction,
and the order imposing the civil penalty or the c ease and desist
order shall not become effective until 20 da ys after the date o f such
order. Any action commenced by the division shall be brought i n the
county in which the division has its executive offices or in the
county where the violation occurred. ,ke eivteteR te eMtkerieee te
p�emMlgete �M±ee eRe regM±etieRe, pM�eMeRt te eke�te� l29, Reeeese�y
te implemeRt, eRfe�ee, eRe iRte���et tkie ehe�te��
(e) The division is authorized to p repare and disseminate a
prospectus and other information to assist prospective owners ,
purchasers, lesse es, and developers of residential condominiums in
assessing the rights , privileg es and duties pertaining thereto. ,he
efvieteR eke!! fM�Riek eeek eeeeefetieR wkiek peye the feee �e�Mt�ee
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by eMbseetteR f31fe1 e ee�y ef tkie �e�t eRe ell emeRemeRts p�ier
tke eete tkey beeeme effeetive�
(f) The division i s
chapter 120, necessary to
cha_pter.

authoriz ed

implement,

te

to promulgate_i,:_1:1les, _pur s"1_<lnt__ 1:_ o
enforce, a nd_ inter..12._r et this

(g) The division shall furnish each ass oci atio n whi_£h Pfl5__1:_h E!
fees required by subsection (3)( a ) a copy of this ac t and the r u le s
promulgated purs uant thereto.
(2)fe1 There is hereby cre ated an advisory b oa rd to advise the
division in carrying out its duties, to be comp osed of seven memb ers.
of which three members shall be citi zens fr om the condominium
developme nt industry, two members shall be nondeveloper unit ow ners
who
are
association
board members, and two members shall be
no ndeveloper unit owners who are not asso ciation officers or board
members .
Members of the advisory boa rd shall b e appointed by the
Secretary of Business Regulati on to serve at his pleasure.
The
advisory
board shall assist and advise the division in residential
condominium
problems.
eRe,
wheR
�essible,
skell
arbitrate
eeRtreve�sies betweeR �flit ewRers eRe tkei� eseeeietieRs�
fbt At tke eieeretfeR ef tke bee�e, iR erbitretiRg e e R��evereiee
betweeR MRft ewRe�e eRe tkeir eeeeeietfeRe, tke bee�e ie eMtkerieee
te
Mtiliee hee�iRg effiee�e ee eeeerieee ½fl e�
129s65s
•he
��eeeeeiRgs eke!! be eeReMetee ½fl eeee�eeRee witk eke�te� l?.Qs
Neitke�
tke
fiReiRgs
ef
feet Rer tke eeRe!MsieRe ef lew,
eemiRistretive rMliRge, e� eree�e ef tke heeriRg effiee� er the
eemmieeieR ehell be biReiRg M�eR tke �e�ties MR±ess eg�eee te by the
�e�ties, iR w�itiRg, et tke time ef tke keeriRg, eRe ell �reeeeeiRge
iR the eeM�te ef tkie etete iRvelviRg the eeme �e�tiee e� eRy ef them
,he
eRe the e�bit�etee eis�Mtes shell eemmeRee eRe p�eeeee ae Reves
��eeeeeiRge she±± Re� be t�eRse�ibee by e eett�t �e�erte� MRless
��evieee by the effeetee �e�ties et thei� ewfl ett�eRses ,he beare mey
�e;eet er meeify the eeRe±MsieR ef ±aw eRe iRte�p�etetieR ef
eemiRiet�etive rMles sMbmittee by tke kea�iRg effiee�, bttt may Re�
�e;eet the fiReiRgs ef feet HRless the beera ••�et eete�RiRes freR e
�eview ef the eem�lete �eee�e thet the fiRe�Rgs ef feet we�e Ret
beeee M�eR eem�eteRt eMbsteRtie! evieeRee e� thet the ��eeeeeiRgs
M�eR whieh the fiReiRge we�e baeee eie Ret eem�ly with eeseRtial
�e�Mi�emeR�e ef laws
(3)(a) Each condominium associati on shall pay to the divi sion, on
before January 1 of e ach year, an ann ual fee in the amou nt of 50
cents for each residen tial unit in condominiums operat ed by the
association.
If the f ee is not paid by June 1, then the associ ation
shall
be assessed a penalty of 10 percent of the amount due, and the
associatio n shall not have standing to maintain or defend any action
i n th e courts of Florida until the amount due plus any penalty is
paid.
or

fbt ARy pe�eeR filiRg e eem�½e•Rt with �he eivieieR ttReer this
eeetieR shell pay e filtRg fee ef �lQ fe� eeeh eem�leiRt�
as

Jl:llfe1 All f ees
p rovided by law.

sh all

is

Sectio n 7. Subsection
amende d to read:

be deposited in
(2)

of
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added to section 719.104, Florida

(2)� Prior to filing as required by subsection (1), a developer
shall not offer a contract for purchase or lease of a unit for more
than 5 years but may accept deposits for reservations upon the
approval of a fully executed escrow agreement and reservation
�reement form properly filed with the Division of Florida Land Sales
and Condominiums. Reservations shall not be taken on a proposed
condominium unless the developer has an ownership, leasehold or a
contractual interest in the land upon which the condominium is to be
developed. fi±iRg wi�h �he Bi¥ieieR ef F±e�iee baRe 6a±ee eRe
EeReemiR•Mme ef �he Be�e�tmeR� ef BMeiReee RegM±etieR 6R eee�ew
eg�eemeRt eRe �eeePve�ieR ag�eemeRt fe�m� The division shall notify
the developer within 20 days of receipt of the reservation filing of
,my deficiencies contained therein.
Such notification shall not
preclude the determination of reservation filing deficiencies at a
later date, nor shall it relieve the developer of any responsibility
under the law. The escrow agreement and the reservation agreement
form shall include a statement of the right of the prospective
purchaser to an immediate unqualified refund of the reservation
deposit moneys upon written request to the escrow agent by the
prospective purchaser or the developer.

(6) If an association fails to fill vacancies on the board of
administration sufficient to constitute a q�orum in accordance wi�b
the bylaws, any unit owner __ may apply to t��_rcu_it court withi£1
whose jurisdiction the cooperative lies for the �pointment of '!
receiver to manage the affairs of the association. _ At least 30 days,;
prior !�-�!2P.l.Y!D.9 to the circujt court, the unit owne��hall mail t�
_
the association and post in a conspicuou'!' _pla_ce_o_n _t:he___£90_P.�rat�ve
property a notice describing _the intended__ action__ givircg _ _ the
association the opportunity_ _t:_o_fill the vacancies. _If duri1_,g_ w_hich
time the association fails to fill the vacancies,_ _ the unit owner may
proceed--wi-th the petition=-- --·:if � __rece1ver _ is-_ -appoint_icL - the
association shall be responsie_le_for the sal�-- of the receiver,._
court costs, and attorneys' fees. The receiver sh_a._ll have all power_s,;
and duties of a duly constitu�d board of administ_ra!l._�_!1_, and shall
serve until the association fills
vacancies
on
the-board
sufficient
----·
- ----- - to constitute a guorum.

{ b) The executed escrow agreement signed by the develc,_per and the
escrow agent shall cc�_ntain the following information:

Section 9. Paragraph (1) of subsection (1) of section 719.106,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

1. A statement that the escrow agent will grant a prospective
purchaser an immed_:Gite, unqualified refund of the reser�ation deposit
mo
_ neys upon written request either directly to the escrow agent or to
the developer.
2. A statement that the escrow agent is responsible that moneys
shall not be released directly to a developer except as _2._ down
payment on the purchase price at the time a contract �ned by the
purchaser if provided in the contract.
.i.EJ. The
following:

reservation

agreement

form

shall

e±ee

include

the

1. fet A statement of the obligation of the developer to file
condominium documents with the division prior to entering into a
binding purchase or lease agreement for more than 5 years.
2. f�t A statement of the right of the prospective purchaser to
receive all condominium documents as required by this chapter.
3. fet The name and address of the escrow agent and a statement
thatthe prospective purchaser may obtain a receipt from the agent
upon request.
4. fat A statement as to whether the developer assures that the
purchase price represented in or pursuant to the
reservation
agreement will be the price in the contract for purchase and sale, or
that the price represented may be exceeded within a stated amount or
percentage, or that no assurance is given as to the price in the
contract for purchase or sale.
5. A statement that the deposit must be ayable to the escrow
�ent and that the escrow agent must provide a recei_pt to the
prospective purchase�c
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719.104
reports.--

719.106

Cooperatives;

access

to

units;

records;

financial

Bylaws; cooperative ownership.

(1) The
bylaws or
following provisions:

other

cooperative

documents

include

the

(1) The proposed annual budget of common expenses shall be
detailed and shall show the amounts budgeted by accounts and expense
clas,sifications, including, if applicable, but not limited to, those
expenses listed in s. 719.504(20). In addition to annual operating
expenses, the budget shall include reserve accounts for capital
expenditures and deferred maintenance. These accounts shall include,
but not be limited to, roof replacement, building painting, and
pavement resurfacing. The amount to be reserved shall be computed by
means of a formula which is based upon estimated life and estimated
replacement cost of each reserve item.
This subsection shall not
apply to budgets in which the members of an association have by a
�we-thi�ee vote of the majority of the members present at a duly
called meeting of the association determined for a fiscal year to
provide no reserves or reserves less adequate than required by this
subsection.
Section 10. Subsection
is amended to read:
719.109

(1) of section 719.109, Florida Statutes,

Right of owners to peaceably assemble.--

( 1) All
common
elements,
common
areas, and recreational
facilities serving any cooperative shall be available to unit owners
in the cooperative or cooperatives served t�ereby and their invited
guests for the use intended for such common elements, common areas,"
and recreational facilities. Th5' entity or entities responsible f��
the operation of the common elem�11ts, common ar_e�
_ s ,._ a"-d recreat�o�.l
facilities may �eee�vea eMe±Meive±y fe� th� Mee eRe eeRefit ef the
HR¼� ewRe�e e.Re �he,� iR-,,�ee <;)Meetea Eeeh eee-,eieticeR ehe±± adopt
reasonable rules and regulations pertaining to the use of such common
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elements, common areas, and recreational facilities.
No entity or
entities shall �ke ttse e£ etteh eefflffleR eieffleR�s, eefflMefl e�eee, efld
�ee�ee��eRe± £ee�±��iee skeii ee eHejee� eR±y �e �kese �H±es efld
�e�H±B��eRe ee e�e ede��ed ey �he eeseeie�ieR, keweve�, sttek �H±ee
Bfld �e�H±e�ieRs eke!! fle� unreasonably restrict any unit owner's
right to peaceably assemble or right to invite public officers or
candidates for public office to appear and speak on common elements,
common areas, and recreational facilities.
Section 11. Subsections (1)
Statutes, are amended to read:
719.202

and (6) of section 719.202, Florida

Sales or reservation deposits prior to closing.--

If a developer contracts to sell a cooperative p�rce!_ and the
( 1)
construction, furnishing, and landscaping of the property submitted
to cooperative ownership has not been substantially completed in
accordance with the plans and specifications and representations made
by the developer in the disclosures required by this chapter, the
developer shall pay into an escrow account established with a bank or
trust company having trust powers, an attorney who is a member of The
Florida Bar, a real estate broker registered under chapter 475, �
financial lending institution having a net worth in excess of 5
million dollars, or a title insurance company authorized to insure
title to real property in the State of Florida, all payments up to 10
percent of the sale price received by the developer from the buyer
towards the sale price. The escrow agent shall give to the purchaser
a receipt for the deposit, upon request. In lieu of the foregoing_L
the division director shall have the discretion to accept other
assurances including, but not limited to, a surety bond or an
irrevocable letter of credit in an amount equal to the escrow
requirements of this section. Default determinations and refund of
deposits shall be governed by the escrow release provision of this
subsection. The escrowed funds may be deposited in separate accounts
or in common escrow or trust accounts or commingled with other escrow
or trust accounts handled by or received by the escrow agent.
The
escrow agent may invest the escrow funds in securities of the United
States or an agency thereof or in savings or time deposits in
institutions insured by an agency of the United States. Funds shall
be released from the escrow as follows:
(a) If a buyer properly terminates the contract pursuant to its
terms or pursuant to this chapter, the funds shall be paid to the
buyer together with any interest earned.
(b) If the buyer defaults in the performance of his obligations
under the contract of purchase and sale, the funds shall be paid to
the developer together with any interest earned.
(c) If the contract does not provide for the payment of any
interest earned on the escrowed funds, interest shall be paid to the
developer at the closing of the transaction.
(d) If the funds of a buyer have not been previously disbursed in
accordance with the provisions of this subsection, they may be
disbursed to the developer by the escrow agent at the closing of the
transaction, unless prior to the disbursement the escrow agent
receives from the buyer written notice of a dispute between the buyer
and developer.
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(6) If a developer enters into a reservation agreement, the
developer shall pay into an escrow account established with a trust
company, a bank having trust powers, an attorney who is a member of
The Florida Bar, a real estate broker registered under chapter 475,
or a title insurance company authorized to insure title to real
property in this state all reservation deposit payments. Reservation
deposits shall be payable to the escrow agent.,. who shall give to the
prospective purchaser a receipt for the deposit H�efl �e�ttes�,
acknowledging that the deposit is being held pursuant to th�
requirements of this subsection. Funds shall not be deposited out of
state unless the out-of-state party holding such escrow funds submits
to the jurisdiction of the division and the courts of this state for
.".!:\Lcause of action arising from the escrow. The funds �fl ese�ew Mey
ee de�es��ed �fl ee�e�e�e eeeettflts eY ie eeMMBfl ese�ew e� tYHS�
eeeettflls keRdted ey e� Yeeeived ey tke ese�ew e�eflt efld may be placed
in either interest-bearing or noninterest-bearing accounts, provided
that the funds shall at all reasonable times be available for
�ithdrawal in full by the escrow agent. The developer shall maintain
separate records for each cooperative or propose·d cooperative for
which deposits are being accepted. Upon written request to the escrow
agent by the prospective purchaser or developer, the fund shall be
immediately and without qualification refunded in full to the
prospective purchaser. Upon such refund, any interest shall be paid
to the prospective purchaser, unless otherwise provided in the
reservation agreement.
Reservation dE'!pDsits__ shall not be released
directly to the developer exce2t as a dow!'.__J)ilyment on the purchas�
price simultaneously with or subsequent to the execution of a
contract. Upon the execution of a purchase agreement for a unit, any
funds paid by thepurchaser as a deposit to reserve the unit pursuant
to a reservation agreement, and any interest thereon, shall cease to
be subject to the provisions of this subsection and shall instead be
subject to the provisions of subsections (1)-(5).
Section 12. Subsection (2) and paragraph (c) of subsection (4) of
section 719.301, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
719.301

Transfer of association control.--

(2) Within 60 days after the unit owners other than the developer
are entitled to elect a member or members of the board
of
administration of an association, the association shall call, and
give not less than 30 days' or more than 40 days' notice of, a
meeting of the unit owners to elect the members of the board of
administration. The meeting may be called and the notice given by
any unit owner if the association fails to do so. Upon election of
the first unit owner other than the developer to the board of
administration,
the developer shall forward to the division the name
and mailin� address of the unit owner board member.
(4) Prior to, or not more than 60 days after, the time that unit
owners other than the developer elect a majority of the members of
the board of administration of an association, the developer shall
relinquish control of the association, and the unit owners shall
accept control.
Simultaneously, the developer shall deliver to the
association all property of the unit owners and of the association
held or controlled by the developer, including, but not limited to,
the following items, if applicable, as to each cooperative operated
by the association:
(c)

The

financial records, including financial statements of the
since the incorP,oration of the

association, and source documents
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association through the date of turnover.
The records shall be
reviewed by an independent certified public accountant. The minimum
report required shall be a review in accordance with generally
accepted accounting standards as defined by rule of the Board of
Accountancy.
The accountant performing the review shall examine to
the extent necessary supporting documents and records, including the
cash
disbursements and related paid invoices to determine if
expenditures were for association purposes, and billings, cash
receipts and related records to determine that the developer was
charged and paid the proper amounts of assessments. Afl eMeit efte
eeeeMfl�iflg, wkiek fteee ftet be eerti£iee, £er ell eeeeeietiefl £Mflee,
per£erfflea by efl eMeiter iflaepeflaeflt e£ the eeveleper, iflelMeiflg
eepitel
eeeeMflte, reeerve eeeMfflMletiefle •fl eeeereeftee with e�
�i9�594f297fetl�k�, efte eefltPibMtiefle�
Section 13. Paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) of subsection (6) and
subsection (8) of section 719.401, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,
are amended to read:
719.401 Leaseholds.--A cooperative may be created on lands held
by a developer under lease or may include recreational facilities or
other common elements or commonly used facilities on a leasehold, if,
on the date the first unit is conveyed by the developer to a bona
fide purchaser, the lease has an unexpired term of at least 50 years.
If rent under the lease is payable by the association or by the unit
owners, the lease shall include the following requirements:
{6)(a) A lease of recreational or other commonly used facilities
entered into by the association or unit owners prior to the time the
control of the association is turned over to unit owners other than
the developer shall grant to the lessee an option to purchase the
leased property,
payable in cash on any anniversary date of the
beginning of the lease term after the 10th anniversary, at a price
then determined by agreement.
If there is no agreement as to the
price, then the price shall be determined by arbitration.
(b) If the lessor wishes to sell his interest and has received a
bona fide offer to purchase it, the lessor shall send the association
and each unit owner a copy of the executed offer. For 90 days
following receipt of the offer by the association or unit owners, the
association or unit owners have hee the option to purchase the
interest on the terms and conditions in the offer. The option shall
be exercised, if at all, by notice in writing given to the lessor
within the 90-day period. If the association or unit owners do eeee
not exercise the option, the lessor shall have the right, for a
period of 60 days after the 90-day period has expired, to complete
the transaction described in the offer to purchase. If for any
reason such transaction is not concluded within the 60 days, the
offer
shall have been abandoned, and the provisions of this
subsection shall be reimposed.
(d) The provisions of this subsection shall not apply to a
nonresidential cooperative and shall not apply if the lessor is the
Government of the United States or the State of Florida or any
political subdivision thereof or, in the case of an underlying land
lease, a person or entity which is not the developer or directly or
indirectly owned or controlled by the developer and did not obtain,
directly or indirectly, ownership of the leased property from the
developer.
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(8) It is declared that the public policy of this state prohibits
the inclusion or enforcement of escalation clauses in land leases or
other leases or agreements for recreational facilities, land, or
other commonly used facilities serving residential cooperatives, and
such clauses are hereby declared void for public policy. For the
purposes of this section, an escalation clause is any clause in a
c�operative lease or agreement which provides that the rental under
the lease or agreement shall increase at the same percentage rate as
any nationally recognized and conveniently available commodity or
consumer price index.
Section 14. Subsections (1)
Statutes, are amended to read:
719.501 Regulation
Condominiums.--

by

and (3) of section 719.501, Florida

Division

of

Florida

Land

Sales

and

(1) The Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums of the
Department of Business Regulation, referred to as the division in
this part, in addition to other powers and duties prescribed by
chapter 498 418, has the power to enforce and insure compliance with
the provisions of this chapter and rules promulgated pursuant hereto
relating to the development, construction, sale, lease, ownership,
operation, and management of residential cooperative units.
In
performing its duties, the division shall have the following powers
and duties:
(a) The
division
may
make
necessary
public or private
investigations within or outside of this state to determine whether
any person has violated this chapter or any rule or order hereunder,
to aid in the enforcement of this chapter, or to aid in the adoption
of rules or forms hereunder. �he eivieiefl ekell Peeeive, efla ffley
iflveetigete pMPBMeflt te the eMthePity e�eei£tea ifl e�
4?8sl5l,
eefflp±eiflte Peletiflg te the vieletiefl e£ the pPevietefle e£ tkte
ehepteP eP PM±ee �PefflM±getee �M�eMeflt hepete, ifle±Metflg eie�Mtee
ePiBiflg £Peffl the ifltePfle± e££eiPe efte ffleflegeffleflt e£ eee�ePetive
eeeeeietiefle, efle ffley eeflaMet ifl£ePffle± heep,flge £ep the �MP�eee e£
eeektflg efflteeble eett±effleflt e£ eie�Mtee efle ve±MfltePy eeffl�liaflee wi�k
tke �Pevieiefle e£ lew�
(b) Require or permit any person to file a statement in writing,
under oath or otherwise, as the division determines, as to the facts
and
circumstances
concerning
the matter to be investigated.
Netwithetefleiflg efly Peffleeiee
eveileble
te
Mfli�
ewflere
efla
eeeeeietiefle, t£ the eivieiefl hee reeeefteble eeMee te believe tket e
vieletiefl e£ efly previeiefl e£ tkie ehe�ter er PMlee �refflM±getea
pMPeMeflt hePete hee eeeMPree, the eivieiefl fflBY ifle�t�Mte efl£ereefflefl�
�Peeeeeiflge ifl ite ewfl fleffle egeiflet efly eevele�er er eeeeeietiefl, ep
ite eeeigfleee eP egeflte, ee £ellewe�
1� �he
4�8si?h

eivieiefl ffley ieeMe eeeee efle eeeiet ereere �MPeMeflt te e�

2� �he eivieiefl ffley briflg efl eetiefl ifl etreMit eeMP� £er
aeeleretery relie£, ifljMfletive relie£, eP reetitMtiefl efl bekel£ e£ e
eleee e£ Mflit ewflere er leeeeee�
3� �he aivieiefl fflBY tfflpeee eivil �efleltiee egeiflet efly eevele�er
er eeeeeietiefl, er ite eeeigfleee eP egeflte; £ep vieletiefle e£ tkie
ekepter er rMlee �PefflMlgatee �MPBMBflt kerete�
A �eflelty ffley be
ifflpeeee efl tke beeie e£ eeeh eey e£ eefltiflMiflg vieletiefl, e�� tfl fte
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eveRt ehsll the peRslty feP sRy effeRee eHeeee $5,999" All sfflettRte
eelleetee ehsll ee eepeeitee with the TPesettPeP te the ePeeit ef the
FlePies bSRe 6slee sRe geReeffliR*ttffle TPttet FttRe" If e eevelepeP feile
te psy the e*v*l peRelty, the e*v*e*eR ehsll tkePett�eR ieette SR eP6eP
e*Peet*Rg thst etteh eevelepeP eesee eRe eeeiet fpeffl fttPtheP epePet*eR
ttRt*l etteh t½ffle ee the e½v½l peRelty ie pe*e eRe fflSY pttPette
eRfepeeffleRt ef the peRslty iR s eettPt ef eefflpeteRt jttP½ee½et½eR" If
SR seeeeiet*eR fe½le te pey tke e*vil peRelty, the eivieieR ehell
thePettpeR pttPette eRfepeeffleRt ½R s eettPt ef eefflpeteRt ;ttPieeiet*eR,
IR ePeeP te pePfflit �ke eevelepeP eP seeeeietieR SR eppePtttR*ty eitheP
te sppesl etteh eee*e*eR seffl*R*etpst*vely eP te eeek Pel*ef *R s eettPt
ef eefflpeteRt jttP*ee*etieR, the ePeeP *fflpeeiRg the eivil peRelty eP
�he eeeee eRe eeeiet ePeeP ehell Ret eeeeffle effeet½ve ttRtil 29 eeye
efteP �he eete ef etteh epeeP, ARy eetieR eefflffleReee ey �he eivieieR
eksll ee ePettgkt ½R tke eettRty !R wkieh the eivieieR hse ite
eHeettt*ve effieee eP
tke eettRty whePe tke vieletieR eeettPPee"

collected shall be deposited with the Treasurer to the credit of the
Florida Land Sales and Condominimums Trust Fund.
If a develo�
fails to pay the civil penalty, the division shall thereupon issue an
order directing that such developer cease and desist from further
operation until such time as the civil penalty is paid or may pursue
enforcement of the penalty in a court of competent jurisdiction.
If
an association fails to pay the civil penalty, the division shall
thereupon pursue enforcement in a court of competent jurisdiction,
and the order imposing the civil penalty or the cease and desist
order shall not become effective until 20 days after the date of such
order.
Any action commenced b�division shall be brought in the,
county in which the division has its executive offices or in the
county_where the violation occurr� Tke e;v;e,eR ie etttkePieee �e
pPefflttleyete Pttlee eRe PeeyttletieRe, rttPetteRt te ekep�eP 129, Reeeeeepy
te ½fflpleffleRt, eRfepee, eRe iRtePpPet tkie ekep t eP"

(c) For the purpose of any investigation under this chapter, the
division director or any officer or employee designated by the
division director, may administer oaths or affirmations, subpoena
witnesses and compel their attendance, take evidence, and require the
production of any matter which is relevant to the investigation,
including the existence, description, nature, custody, condition, and
location of any books, documents, or other tangible things and the
identity and location of persons having knowledge of relevant facts
or any other matter reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
material evidence. Upon failure to obey a subpoena or to answer
questions propounded by the investigating officer and upon reasonable
notice to all persons affected thereby, the division may apply to the
circuit court for an order compelling compliance. The eivieieR *e
stt�kepieee te pPepsPe sRe eieeeffl½Rste s ppeepee�tte sRe
e�keP
½RfePfflst*eR te see*et pPeepeet*ve ewRePe, pttPekeeePe, leeeeee, sRe
eevelepePe ef PeeieeRtisl eeepePet*vee iR seeeeeiRey the Pieyhte,
pPivilegee, sRe etttiee pePtsiR*Rg tkepe�e,

.( f) The division is authorized to promulga_!:�u_l_e.5.,__ .P!c1£S'c!_a_11_t______ __t:_o
: is
cha�te3:: 120, nece_ssary_to__j,__r1lple_111e__11_t,___ _"._1_1f_ci__r_ce, and___i_ nt�rpre_t:_ _ _ th
ch'!Qte_r_._

*"

(d) Notwithstanding any remedies available to unit owners and
associations, if the division has reasonable cause to believe that a
violation of any provisions of this chapter or rules promulgated
pursuant hereto has occurred, the division may institute enforcement
proceedings in its own name against any developer or association, or
its assignees or agents, as follows:
1. The division may permit any person whose conduct or actions
may be under investigation to waive formal proceedings and enter into
a consent proceeding whereby orders, rules, or letters of censure or
warning, whether formal or informal, may be entered against the
person.
2. The division may issue an order requiring the developer or
association, or its assignees or agents, to cease and desist from the
unlawful practice and take such affirmative action as in the judgment
of the division will carry out the purposes of this chapter.
3. The division
declaratory relief.

may

bring

an

action

in

circuit

court

for

4. The division may impose civil penalties against any developer
or association, or its assignees or agent, for violations of this
chapter or rules promulgated pursuant hereto.
A penalty may be
imposed on the basis of each day of continuing violation, but in no
event shall the penalty for any offense exceed $5,000. All amounts
578

(e) The divisic,n is authorized to prepare and disseminate a
J2EO_spe_c tus and other information to assist p_£�e<etiv...'c_____<:)__WI1_"_F!5,
12.':l.rch_�,;er s, lessees,_�_i_-9__".Velopers of reside,_n ti�l_c_ o_Qp
_ erati_'.!__e�__ln
ass�ssing the rights, privileges and duties pertainin9___!_heret_ci_:__ Tke
eivieieR ekell fttPRiek eeek eeeee;et,eR wkiek peye the !eee Pe�tt•Pee
ey etteeeetieR f3tfet e eepy ef tkie pePt eRe ell effleReffleRte pPieP �e
tke ee�e tkey eeeeffle effee�ive"

_l9J The division shall furnish each association which__p�__,;_t:_h_e
fees required by subsection (3 ��� of this act and the rules
prom�ated pursuant thereto.
(3)(a) Each cooperative association shall pay to the di�ision, on
or before January 1 of each year, an annual fee in the amount of SO
cents for each residential unit in cooperatives operated by the
association.
If the fee is not paid by June 1, then the association
shall be assessed a penalty of 10 percent of the amount due, and the
association shall not have the standing to maintain or defend anJ
action in the courts of this state until the amount due is paid_
fet ARY pePeeR filiRey e eefflp�eiR� wi�k �ke eivie,eR ttReeP �k,e
eeetieR ekell pay e filiRey fee ef $19 fep eeek eefflp±eiR�s
1_!:,J_ fet All fees
as provided by law.

shall be deposited in the Land Sales Trust Fund

Section 15. Subsection
is amended to read:
719.502

(2) of section 719.502, Florida Statutes,

Filing prior to sale or lease.

(2)� Prior to filing as required by subsection (1), a developer
shall not offer a contract for purchase or lease of a unit for more
than 5 years but may accept deposits for reservations upon the
�proval of a fully executed escrow agreement and reservation
agreement form properly filed with the Division of Florida Land Sales
and Condominiums. Reservations shall not be taken on a proposecl
co__ciperative unless the developer has an ownershl_fl, leasehold or a
contractual interest in the land upon which the cooperative is to be
developed. filiRg wi�k the BivieieR ef FlePiee beRe 6alee aR�
geRdeffli,:;-;ttffle ef �ke Bepe��ffleRt ef BtteiReee Reeyttle�ieR eR eee�ew
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e.g!!'eeP!le!'I� !!!'lei !!'eee!!''i'!l�!el'I e.g!!'eel!\e!'I� £el!'!!\-, The division shall notify
the developer within 20 days of receipt of the reservation filing of
any deficiencies contained therein.
Such notification shall not
preclude the determination of reservation filing deficiencies at a
later date, nor shall it relieve the developer of any responsibility
under the law. The escrow agreement and the reservation agreement
form shall include a statement of the right of the prospective
purchaser to an immediate unqualified refund of the reservation
deposit moneys upon written request to the escrow agent by the
prospective purchaser or the developer.
(b) The executed escrow agreement signed by the developer and the
escrow agent shall contain the following information:

CHAPTER 81-185

1.£.l The
following:

reservation

agreement

form

shall

alee

include

the

l . fat A statement of the obligation of the developer to file
cooperative documents with the division prior to entering into a
binding purchase or lease agreement for more than 5 years.
2. f�t A statement of the right of the prospective purchaser to
receive all cooperative documents as required by this chapter.
3. fet The name and address of the escrow agent and a statement
thatthe prospective purchaser may obtain a receipt from the agent
upon request.
4. felt A statement as to whether the developer assures that the
purchase price represented in or pursuant to the
reservation
agreement will be the price in the contract for purchase and sale, or
that the price represented may be exceeded within a stated amount or
percentage, or that no assurance is given as to the price in the
contract for purchase and sale.
5. A statement that the deposit must be payable t-"-the escrow
�.9ent and that the escrow agent must provide a receipt to the
prospective purchaser.
Section 16. No resident of any condominium dwelling unit whether
tenant or owner, shall be denied access to any available franchised
or licensed cable television service, nor shall such resident or
cable television service be required to pay anything of value in
order to obtain or provide such service except those charges normally
paid for like services by residents of or providers of such services
to single family homes within the same franchised or licensed area,
and except for installation charges as such charges may be agreed to
between such resident and providers of such services.
Section 17.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
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Approved by the Governor June 25, 1981.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 26, 1981.
CHAPTER 81-186
Committee Substitute for Committee Substitute for Senate Bill No. 327
An

_
l. A stat_ement th� the escrow agent_____wlll.._grant_3_p_r��P<'>.S:t_iy"'
purchaser an immediate, unqualified refund of the reservation deposit
m_on"'���__ritten request either directly to the escrow agent or to
the develop_er.
2. A statement that the escrow agent is responsible that moneys
shall not be released directly to a dev_e_!_?_per excep_!:__ _§ls a dow1,
payment on the purchase price at the time a contract is signed by the
purchaser.

- - ----LAWS

act relating to the state group insurance program;
requiring a pilot cost containment health insurance
plan to be offered by the Department of Administration
to state employees in Dade County subject to stated
conditions
and
limitRtions;
requiring
project
evaluation; requiring a report to the Governor, the
President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House
of Representatives; amending s. 110.1�3(2)(a), (b),
Florida Statutes, to authorize additional state group
health insurance plans; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Pilot
cost
cont�inment plan.--The Department of
Administration shall develop and implement a pilot cost containment
health insurance plan which conforms to the following:
(1) The pilot projects shall provide financial incentives to the
participant who does not annually use available health benefits.
(2) The plan shall be made available to state employees who are
employed in Dade County and who are participating or eligible to
participate in the statewide plan at the time of their election to
parti�ipate in a pilot plan.
(3) The state contribution for employees participating in the
pilot plan shall equal the dollar contribution that would be made for
such employees if participating in the statewide plan. All other
costs of benefits, if any, shall be borne by the participating
employees.
(4) The pilot plan shall exist no longer than 3 years from its
initiation. In the event the pilot plan is discontinued for any
reason, the participants may elect to return to the statewide plan.
As long as the pilot plan is in existence, an employee who has
elected to participate in it may transfer to a health maintenance
organization recognized by the statewide plan and may not transfer to
the statewide plan otherwise.
Section 2.

Evaluation and report.--

(1) The department shall evaluate the effectiveness of the pilot
plan to determine:
(a) The feasibility and desirability
statewide on an optional basis;
(b)

The effects such plan has

(c) The
claims; and

effects

such

plan

011

has

581

of

expanding

the

plan

the number of claims processed;
on

the total dollar amount of

PROPOSED COHDOMIN\UH LEGISLATION
718. l 1}(2)

Content: Permits the Division or unit owner to petition the court
for a receiver to manage the affairs of the association when the
association fails to elect a board of administration.
Reason: There have been a number of instances in Florida where an
association was uniJble to elect a board of directors because of the
um•1i 11ingness of unit owners to serve on the bo;ird. This section
wi11 provide a remedy in instances where the association is unable
to conduct business.

718.202(6) and .502(2)
Content: These sections tighten the requirements imposed upon
developers who are using reservation programs. The provisions
require that escrow accounts be maintained in fin;incial institutions
within Florida, that booksa-�d;·-;:ecords
be kept- separately. for eac
- h
o
-P rog r·;;;;-a--,:;-a---i n accordancewith--goa-·a·ccoun ting--pracfTces· and that
reservations___not_be taken on proposed condominiums unless the-i;·L S,o.:,. .(_')) ·
a·eve
- !oper=has an ownership or equity int"erest in the land upon
which the condominium is to be developed.
Reason: Under the present· statutory requirements relating to
reservation programs, there have been instances where developers
have not escrm'1ed funds or properly accounted for them.

@@ [J)

V

718. 301 (2)
Content: Requires the developer to notify the Division of the
name and mailing address of the first unit owner elected to the
board of directors.

reproducad by
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Reason: The Division is undertaking an educational program. The
identity of the first unit owner elected to the board would enable
the Division to establish contact for the purpose of providing
assistance to unit owners prior ·to turnover.
&
J 18.301 (11 l (-4:l

·.

Content: Requires a certified audit of all associ;ition funds by
the developer prior to turnover.
Reason: The "1:urrent language requires an audit and accounting,
"v,hich need not be certified". The terminology "audit" is used
by accountants to refer to certification. The present language
appears to be contradictory and has resulted· in confusion regarding
the intent of the legisluture.
718.401(6)(d) and .40t(8)(a)
, '-

O

r\J

,_.· '

,\- ':i

\;�

, Content: Exempts non-residential condominiums from the leasehold
requirements relating to esculation clauses.
Reason: Traditionally, the co�cept of consumer protection has been
-app Iied in instances where there are U.!2_5..?._ph_i_s_u_ ca_ted__pur:
_ ct1_ase rs
dealing with business persons. In non-residential condorniniu��.
one <'foci not-h_;��- this typ
. e relutionship but, riJthcr, tv10 busin_e_,;s
entities capable of determining provisions of the_ir_contrac.ts.

!.,

718.501(1) and (2)
Content: The enforcement powers of the Division are specified,in
the amendment as opposed to the current reference to Chapter 498
as a source of authority.
Reason: The current reference to Chapter 498 has caused confusion
in the _industry as wel I as some courts, therefore, this section is
intended to clarify our authority.

----------

This section also deletes the authority _of_the_Division to be
- s· of
· -condominium associations.
involved i _r:i _the_int_ern�1l-_;risp1Jte
Reason: The Division held public hearings around the State of
Florida this summer to receive public input relating to this
question. The recommendation heard around the state as wel 1
as that of the advisory board was that the Division concentrate
upon enforcing the provisions of the Condominium Act and not be
involved in internal disputes bf condominium associations.

Content:

------

Delete hearing power of the_condominium
advisory board.
�
-•·

. ..

.

--� ----·-··� - .. .
,

Reason: This is consistent with the recommendation of the
Condominium Advisory Board as well as the Senate Economic,
Community, and Consumer �ffairs Committee report relating to
the sundowning of- the Condominium Advisory Board. The present
statute also does not make any decision of the board binding
on the parties affected and, therefore, any decision would
have minimal impact.

THE FLORIDA SENATE
COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY & CONSUMER AFFAIRS
\

432 Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
(904) 487-1706

Senator Paul B. Steinberg, Chairman
Senator Edgar M. Dunn, Jr., Vice-Chairman
Lewis 0. Burnside, Jr., Staff Director

May 12, 1981
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TO:

Skip Burnside

FROM:

Sharon MalloyZ)M.__

SUBJECT:

Mr. Berman's Letter Relating to CS/SB 306

SPri<.. :, .;_� __

(

,

'1

1.C�l_!_t

Section 718.123, F.S., currently provides that all common
elements, common areas, and recreational facilities serving any
condominium shall be reserved exclusively for the use and benefit
of the unit owners and their invited guests. This language was
deleted in CS/SB 306. According to the Division of Florida Land
Sales and Condominiums, in multi-developments recreational
facilities, common elements, and common areas may serve more than
one condominium and should not be reserved exclusively for the
unit owners in the condominium where the facilities are located.
The division is working on an amendment to this section which
would reword the present language to make the facilities available
to all unit owners in the condominium or condominiums served by
the facilities. At this time, the division is contemplating
another amendment to this section which would reinsert the words
"unit owners and their invited guests" even though unit owners
have other remedies for a situation in which a board of directors
adopts policies which the unit owners do not favor. For example,
in Mr. Berman's case, if enough unit owners were dissatisfied
with the board's policy, the board could have been removed by
vote if the policy were not changed.
SM/mkl

W.

D. CHILDERS
Presid�nt

CURTIS PETERSON
President Pro Tempore

JOE BROWN
Secretary

JOHN D. MEL TON
Ser.�:::r1nt :i:· .,.\�11:s

Phone: (305) 583-1986

Richard·A. Berman
408 N.W.68th Ave. Apt. 315
\Plantation, Fla. 33317

May 8.1981

Honorable Senator Paul B. Steingerg, Chairman,
Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs Committee
432 Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Fla. 32304
Dear Senator:

I understand that the committee deleted in their bill CS 306 part
of the wording of Florida Statutes 718-123 (l)concerning the rights
of condominium owners to invite kin and guests etc.
Unit owners feel, that by omitting part of the wording, an autocratic
Board of Directors could adopt rules and regulations, to prohibit
kin and invited guests of unit owners to use the recreation facilities
and common areas. Owners would not have any rights now as far as kin
and guests are concerned in conjunction with the recreation areas etc.
We had a case in our condominium where the board decided to keep kin
and guests out of a bowling·alley. A complaint had to be filed with
the Division to inforce Fla. Statutes 718-123 (1). The board had to
rescind their ruling.
We would appreciate it, if you as Chairman of the committee would
use your influence, not to delete this particular section.
We hope to hear from you at your earliest convenience.

.

Sincerely,

l

/lt,V:L/()LAPC br
_1

Richard A. Berman
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1- f]-f/

An act relating to condominiums; amending s. 718.111(2), Florida Statutes,

3

to provide for the appointment of a receiver when an association fails

4

to elect a board of administration; amending s. 718.202(6) ,. Florida

5

Statutes, providing for additional requirements for the establishment

6

of a reservation program; creating s. 718.301(2), Florida Statutes,

7

providing notice -to the division of the first unit owner elected to

8

the board of administration; amending s. _718.301(4)(c), Florida

9

Statutes, providing for a certified audit for all association funds;

10

amending s. 718.501(6)(d) and (8)(a), Florida Statutes, limiting the

ll

prohibition of certain escalation clauses tied to consumer price

l2

indexes; amending s. 718.501 (1) and (3), Florida Statutes, provi�ing

13

that the division may conduct investigations pursuant to Chapter 498;

1/1

deleting provisions allowing the division to investigate and intervene

15

in disputes arising from the internal affairs and management of condo

16

minium associations; and limiting the authority of the condominium

l7

advisory board; amending s. 718.502(2), Florida Statutes, adding

18

certain requirements for approval of reservation programs.

19
2 0 I Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
21

© (o)
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22

Section 1.

Subsection (2) of Section 718.111, Florida Statutes, is

2 3 I amended to read:
24 I

718.111(2)

Each association shall elect a board of administration.

25 I If an association fails to fi11 vacancies on the board of administration
261 thereby resulting in the inability of the association to conduct busines�.
27 I any unit

ovmer

or the division may apply to the circuit court within whose

28 I jurisdi�tion the condominium lies for the appointment of a receiver to
29 I manage the affairs of the condominium association.

The association shall

30 I be respo;sible for the salary of the receiver, court costs and attorneys
31

fees.

The receiver shall have all powers and duties of a duly constituted

CODING:
Words underlined are additions; words in
seruek-eh�augh type are deletions from existing law.
(1)

board of administration, and shall serve until the election
21 of a board at a duly called meeting.

The association may

JI contract, s�e, or be sued with respect to the exercise or
41 nonexercise of its powers.

For these purposes, tha powers

SI of the association include, but are not limited to, the mainte61 nance, management, and operation of the condominium property.
71 After control of the association is obtained by unit owners
81 other that the developer, the association may institute,
91 maintain, settle, or appeal actions or hearings in its name
10 on behalf of all unit onwers concerning matters of common
11 interest, including, but not limited to, the common elements;
l 2 the roof and �tructural comp�nents of a building or other
1 J improvements; mechanical, electrical, and plumbing elements
14 serving an improvement or a building; representations of the

15 developer pertaining to any existing or proposed commonly

16 used facilities; and protesting ad valorem taxes on commonly

I 7 used facilities.

If the association has the authority to

181maintain a class action, the association may be joined in an
19 action as representative of that class with reference to

20 litigation and disputes involving the.matters for which the
2 I association could bring a class action.

Nothing herein limits

22 any statutory or common law right of any individual unit owner

23 or class of unit owners to bring any action which may otherwise
24 be available.
25

Section 2.

Subsection (6) of Section 718.202, Florida

26 Statutes, is amended to read:
718.202(6) If a developer enters into a reservation
27
28 agreement, the developer shall pay int6 an escrow account
29

�

established with a trust company, a bank hav1ng trust powers,

JO an attol"ney who is a member of The Florida Bar, a real estate
JI broker registered under chapter 475, or a title insurance
CODING:

Worde. underline� are additions; words in
type are deletions from existing law.

tH:i:-uek-�ttl'titti;h

(2)

:'t

co�pany authorized to insure title to real property in this
21 state, all reservation deposit payments.

The escrow agent

JI shall give �o the prospective purchaser a receipt for the
� I deposit upon request.

The escrow agent shall establish and

51 maintain the �eguired escrow account in a financial institution
61 located within this state.

�he-fund9-:i:n-e�erew-mey-be-depe9:i:te

71 :i:ft-9eparate-aeeetlflt9-er-:i:n-eem,�en-e9erew-er-trtl9t-aeeeunt9
81 handied-by-er-reee:i:ved-by-the-e9erew-agent-and The funds may
91 be placed in either interest-bearing or noninterest-bearing
IOI accounts, provided that the funds shill at all reasonable
II I times be available for withdrawal in full by the escrow agent.
121 All books and records shall be kept separately for each pro131 gram and in accordance with good accounti�ractices.

Upon

141written request to the escrow agent by the prospective rurchape
151 or developer, the funds shall be immediately and without quali161 fication refunded in full to the prospective purchaser.

Upon

171 such refund, iny interest shall be paid to _the prospective
lSIPurchaser, unless otherwise provided in the reservation agree191ment.

!:l�el'l-the-exeeut:i:e!'l -ef-a-�ureha9e-_agreement�f er-a·-ul'l±t,

201al'ly-fu!'ld9-pa±d-by-the-pureha9er-a9-a-depe9±t-te-re�erve-the
2 I tlfl:i:t-·pursuant-te-a-re9ervat:i:en-agreement 7 -and-a!'ly-:i:l'lteres�

22 theree!'l,-9ha!!-eease-te-be-9ubjeet-te-the-�rev:i:s±eft9-ef-th±s

231sub9eet:i:e!'l-a!'ld-9ha!!-:i:nstead-be-subjeet-te-the-�rev±s�e!'ls-ef
24 subseet:i:e!'l9-f!tfSt7

If a contract is signed by the purchaser,

25 the funds may be released to the developer as deposit on the

26,purchase price, provided the purchaser authorizes the releas�.

·27 If the contract is for a condominium Earcel in a condominium

28 in which the construction, furnishing, and landscaping of the
291proµerty submitted to condominium property has not been sub-

lans and SEecifica

JO

stantiaM.y_�o�Eleted in accordance with the

JI

tions and reeresentations ��de_by the developer in the discloCODING:
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( 3)

sure reauired by this chapter, the deposit shall be subject

21 to the provisions of subsections (1)-(5) of this section.
3

11

'.i

Section ,3.

Subsection (2) of Section 718.301, Florida

718.301(2)

U_eon election of the first unit owner other

I Statutes, is amended to read:

61 than the developer to the board of administration, the develope
shall forward to the division the name and mailing address of

SI the unit owner board member.

Within 60 days after the unit

91 owners other than the developer are entitled to elect a member

101 or members of the board of administration of an association,
II I the association shall call, and give not less than 30 days'

12lor more than 40 days' notice of, a meeting of the unit own�rs

!JI to elect the members of the board of administration.

The

14 I meeting may be called and the notice given by any unit owner,

15I if the association fails to do so.
I6

Section 4.

Subsection (4) (c) of Section 718.301, Florida

18

718,301(4) (cl

)?!Statutes, is amended to read:

A certified audit ond-aeeount±ng7-wh±eh-need

19lnot-be-ee�t±f±ed for all association funds, performed by an
�
201 auditor independent of the developer, including capital

21 I accounts, reserve �ccumulations in accordance with s. 718.504
22 I (20) (c) l.k., and contributions.

23

Section 5.

Subsection (6) (d) of Section 718.401, Florida

25

718.401(6) (d)

24 I Statutes, is amended to read:

The provisions of this subsection shall

26Jnot apply to a non-residential condominium or if the lessor.�s
.

'

27 the Government of the united States or the State of Florida or
_
_
1
28 any political subdivision thereof or, in the case of an
291underlying land lease, a person or entity which is not the

JoJdcvclopcr or directly or indirectly owned or controlled by the

JI 1dcvcloper and did not obtain, directly or indirectly, ownership
CODrNG:
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( 4)

2

of the lease property from the developer.
Section 5.

Subsection (8) (a) of Section 718. 401, Florida

JI Statutes, is amended to read:

,,

71 8 ··. 4 01 (8 ) (a)

It is declared that the public poJ.icy of

51 this state prohibits the inclusion or enforcement of escala-

61 tion clauses in land leas�s or other leases or agreements for

71 recreational facilities, land, or other commonly used facilities

Bl serving residential condominiums, and such clauses are hereby
91 declared void for public policy.
LOI

For the purposes of this

section, an escalation clause is any clause in a condominium

11 I lease or agreement which provides that the rental under the

121 lease or agreement shall increase at the same percenLage rate
131 as any nationally recognized and conveniently available
Lt, I commodity or consumer price index.

15

Section 6.

I7

718.501

161to read:

Section 718.501; Florida Statutes, is amended

'

Regulation by Division of Florida Land Sales

1s1and Condominiums
19

( 1)

The Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums

20 of the Department of Business Reguljtion, referred t6 as the
1
21 division in this part, in addition to the other powers and

22 duties prescribed by Chapter 4�8 498, has the power to enforce

23 and ensure compliance with the provisions of this chapter and
2 ,,

rules promulgated pursuant hereto relating to the development,

251construction, sale, lease, ownership, operation, and management

26,of residential condominium units. In performing its duties,,
27 the division shall have the following powers and duties:
28

(a)

�he-d±v±e±on-ehatt-reee±ve,-and-may-±nveet±gate-�tlretl-

29 ar1t-to-the-atlthof±ty-e�ee±f±ed-±n-e�-4�8�t5t,-eom�ta±nt�
,
30 ret�t±ntJ"""to-the-v±otat±on-of-the-�rov±e±one-of-th±e-chB�tef
JI 1or-rtl±ee-�ro�tltgated-�tlretlant-hereto,-±ncttld±n�-d±9�tlte9
C0DINr;:

\.lords
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11

( 5)

ari9ing-fro�-the-internal-affair9-and-�anage�ent-of-condominitl�
21 a99eeiation9,-ancl-may-eondtlet-informal-hearing9-for-the-ptlr�o9e
JI ef-9ee�ing-amieab:l::e-9ett:l::ement-ef-di9ptlte9-in-veluntary-eem,, I f!liane·e-with-the-pr.evi9ion9-ef-law-:-

The division may make

SI necessary public or private investigations within or outside
61 of this state to determine whether any person has violated
or is about to violate �his chapter or any rule or order hereBl under, to aid in the enforcement of this chapter, or to aid
91 in the adoption of rules or forms hereunder; and
10

1bt--Hetw±thstanding-any-remed±�s-ava±lable-to-un±t-ewner9

1 1 ancl-as9eeiat±ens,-if-the-divisien-has-reasBnab:l::e-eatlse-te
121be:l::ieve-that-a-vielatien-of-any-previ9ion-ef-this-ehaptei-or
131rtl}e9-premtllgatecl�p�r9tlant-herete-ha9-eeeurrecl,-the-divis±en

-

141may-±nst±ttlte-enfereement-preeeedingo-±n-i�s-ewn-name-againet'
151any-deveieper.-er.-aseeeiatien7-ef-its-assignees-er-agents7-es
16 I fol :l::OW9'!'
17

:l::-:---Phe-e±v±9±en-may-isstle-eease-ane-desi9t-erders-ptlr�uant

1R1te-s-:--478-:-l7l-:19

�-=---�he-divisien-may-br±ng-an-aetien-in-e±retlit-eeurt-fer.

20 deelarate�y-r.e:l::ief,-injtlnet±ve-rel±ef7-er-re9t±tutien-en
21 beha:l::f-of-a-elass-of-un±t-ewners-er.-ie9see9-:-

22

3-:---�he-e±v±sien-may-impese-e±vil-pena1ties-aga±nst-any

231develeper-er-asseeiatien,-er.-i�s-as9ignees-er-agents7-fer.

24 vie:l::at±ens-ef-thit•-ehaptet'-et'-r.u:l::es-premuigated-ptlf9tlant-her.ete.
25 A-penalty-may-be-impesed-en-the-bas±s-ef-eaeh-day-ef-eent±nu±ng

26

v±eiat±ens,-btlt-±n-ne-event-sha1l-the-penalty-fef-any-effen9�'

27 e�eeecl-$5 7 888-:-88-:---All-ametlnts-eeiieetecl-shall-be-depesited
28 with-the-�reaStlfer-te-the-efedit-ef-the-Fler.±da-nand-Sales
29

ancl-Eencle�±nitlffiS-�Ftlst-Ftlnds-:---If-a-develeper.-fa±ls-te-pay

30 the-eiv:i.--l:-renalty,-the-divisien-eha:l::l-t-hei'e1..tJX}fr±Sstle-an-ercler
di�eeting-that-stleh-deve:l::epef-eease-and-desi9t-ft'em-ftlrther
Jl 1

COD l NC :
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eperat±ett-tlflt±l-stleh-t±me-as-the-e±v±l-pettalt,-±s-pa±d-attd-may
2

ptlr9tle-ettfereemettt-ef-the-pettalty-±tt-a-eetlrt-ef-eempetettt

J

jtlr±sd±et±efl7--Jf-att-assee±at±eR-fa±ls-te-pay�the-e±v±l

t,

peRalty7-the-d±v±s±eR-9hall-theretlpeR-ptlrstle-eRfer=me_ttt-±R-a

�l

eetlrt-ef-ee�petettt-jtlr±sd±et±ett7--JR-erder-te-�erm±t-the

6

develeper-er-assee±at±eR-att-epperttlR±ty-e±ther-te-arpeal-�tleh

7

dee±s±eR-adm±tt±strat±vely-er-te-seek-rel±ef-±tt-a-eetlrt-ef

8

eempetent-jtlr±sd±et±eR,-the-erder-±mpes±Rg-the-e±v±l-peRalty

9

er-the-eease-aRe-des±st-erder-shall-ne�-beeeme-effeet±ve-tlnt±l

IO!�e-days-after-the-date-ef-stleh-erder7--Any-aet±en-eel'ftffleReed-by
11 I the-d±v±s±eR-shall-be-breu9ht-±R-the-eeunty-±R-wh±eh-the-div±12l s±ett-has-±t�-exeetlt±�e-eff±ees-er-±n-the-eetlnty-where-the
13lv±e1at±ett-eeetlrred7
... 14

Reqt1 ire or permit any person to fil��_tatement in

(bl

,

JSlwriting, under oath or otherwise, as the division determines,
16las to the facts and circumstances concerning the matter to be
17linvestigated; and
18

�he-d±v±s±en-±s-attther±�ed-te-prepere-and-clessem±nate

(c)

19 le-prespeetus-end-ether-±Rfermet±en-te-ass±st-p respeet±ve-eHn�rs,
20lp tirehesers,-lessees,-aftd-develepers-ef-·res±dent±al-eendemin±tlm9
21 l±n-assess±tt g -the-r±g hts,-pr±v±le9es,-and-dtlt±es-perta±n±n9
22 ltherete7

For the purpose of any investiqation under this

2Jlcha2t�� the division Director or any officer or employee
24 ldesign�ted by the division Di�ect�r, may administer oaths or
25 jaffirmations, subpoena

witnesses and compel their attendance,

2 f, I take evidence, and reciu:i,_re_ the producti_on _o_f �my_ matter. which·
27 !is relevant to the investigation, including the existence,
28ldescription, nature, custody, condition, and location of any
29 !books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity
JO I and locci'tion of p_ersons h.:iving_ knowleclg_c of relev.:int facts or
JI 1any_other matter reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery
coorr:c:
Wortls untlcrlincd ,,re ,1dditions; words in
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( 7)

of material evidence.

Upon failure to obey_ a subpoena or to

21 answer a�uestions propoundec:l by the investiqati.nq officer and upo

J reasonable notice to all persons affected thereby, the division
I
4 may_apply to the circuit court for an order compelling compli5 1 ance.
6

(d)

�he-div±sien-±s-atlther±�ed-te-�remtllgate-rtlles-and

71 regtllati�ne,-�tlrstlant-te-eha�ter-128,-neeessary-te-±m�lement,
81 enfe�ee,-ancl-interpret-this-eha�ter�

Notwithstandin�

91 remedies available to unit owners pnd associations, if the

lOldivision has reasonable cause to believe that a violation of

lllany provisions of this chapter or rules promulgat��_Eursuant
12lhereto has occurred, the division may institute enforcemenf

lJlproceedings in its own name against any developer or associa

---:--,

141 tion, or its assignees or agents, as follows:

151

1.

The division may permit any persori whose conduct or

16lactions may be under investigation to waive formal proceedings

17 I and enter into.a consent proceeding whereby orders, rules, or
181 letters of censure or warning_, whether formal or informal,
19 I may_ be entered against the p_erson.

20

2.

The division may issue an order requiring the devel6per

21lor association, or its assig_ne_(:!_s or agents, to cease and desist
22 I from the unlawful Eractice and take such affirmative action as

23 I in the judgment__of the_ cl_iv_isio_n_wiU,_�arr_y out the purposes of
24 !this chaEter.
25

3.

27

4.

The division may_bring_ an action in circuit court for;·

26jdeclar���ry relief or injunctive relief.

The division may impose civil penalties again�_t__any

28ldeveloper or _associat:ion, or its assignees or agents, for
291violatiqns of this chapter or rules promulgated pursuant

JOI hereto.� A penalty may be imposed on the basis of each day of
Jl 1continuing violation, but in no event shall the____12_enaltz for
COOTNC:

Wn rd r;

:•_nd_,·..::J i n_i_:_d
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any offense exceed $5,000.00.

All accounts collected shall be

21 deposited with the Treasurer to the credit of the Florida Land
JI Sales and Condominiums Trust Funds.

If a developer fails to

41 pay the civil penalty, the division shall thereupon-issue an
51 order directing that such developer cease and desist from
6 I further operation until such time as t_h�_c_i_','iJ_ penalty is
7 I paid or may pursue enforcement_o_i_J:.hE?_ penalty in a court of
81 competent jurisdiction.

If an association fails to P.§.Y the

91 civil penalty, the division shall thereupon pursue enforcement
101 in a court of competent jurisdiction.

In order to permit the

11 I developer or association an opportuni_t:_z either !o_app_eal such
12ldecision administratively or to seek relief in a court of
131 competent jurisdiction, the order imposing the civil penalty
14lor the cease and desist order shall not become effective until
151 twenty days after the date of such order.

Any action commenced

16lby the division shall be brought in the county in which the
17Jdivision has its executive offices or in the county where the
18lviolation occurred.
I9

(e)

�fte-clivisieR-SRal±-£tlfR±Sft-eaeR-asseeiatieR-Wft±eft

20l�ays-efte-fees-fe�tlifed-ift-Stleseetiefl-13t1at-a-eery-ef-tRis-raft
21 Jaftd-all-amefldmeflts-rfief-te-tfte-date-tfley-eeeeme-effeetive.
22 !The division is authorized to £repare and disseminate a pro231 spectus and o�her information to assist prospective owners, pur
24 I chasers, lessees, and developers of residential condominiums in
25 I assessing the rights, privil_e_g_es and dut_ies_ pertaining thereto.
26

(f)

The division is authorized to pr_o_111u_l_g:ate rules and

271re_g:ulattons, pursuant_to chapter 120, necessary to implement,
2s1enforce, and interpret t_J-i_is chaeter.
29

(g)

The division shall furnish each association which pays

30 I the fees required by subsection_ t))_(a)_ a COflY of this act and
JI I the rules promulgated pursuant thereto.
Words underlined are additions; words in
CODING:
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(9)

(2)fat

There is hereby created an advisory board to advise

Zlthe division in carrying out its duties, to be composed of
31seven members, of which three members shall be citizens from
41the condoninium development industry, two members snall be
Shon-developer unit owners who are association board members, and
6itwo members shall be non-developer unit owners who are not
71association officers or board members.

Members of the advisory

81board shall be appointed by the Secretary of Business Regulation
9ito serve at his pleasure.

The advisory board shall assist and

lOladvise the division in residential condominium problems� and7
11 lwhen-pe99±bie7-9haii-arb±trate-eentrever9ies-between-tln±t-ewner9
12 land-the±r-asseeiat±ens7
1J

(b)

At-the-d±seret±en-ef-the-beard 7 -±R-arbitratifl�-eeR-

14 ltreversies-betweeR-tlnit-ewfters-aRd-their-asseeiatieRs 7 -the
lSlbeard-±s-atltheri2ed-te-tlti±i�e-hearifl�-effieers-as-deserieea
l6lin-97-lr07657--�he-preeeediR�S-SAa±±-be-eeRdHeted-ift-aeeeraaRee
17lwith-ehapter-±297--Neither-the-fiRdiRgs-ef-faet-Rer-the-eeR181eitlsieRs-ef-±aw7-aemiRistrat±ve-rH±ift�s7-er-ereers-ef-the
19lheariRg-eff±eer-er-the-eemm±ss±eR-sha±±-be-eifle±Rg-HpeR-the
20lparties-tln±e9s-agreed-te-be-the-parties 7 -in-wr±t±R�7-at-the
2lltime-ef-the-heariR�7-aRd-a±±-preeeeeiRgs-iR-the-eeHrts-ef-this
22 lstate-iRve±V±fl�-the-same-parties-er-aRy-ef-them-aRa-the-arei-

231tratee-eispHtes-shail-eemmeRee-ane-preeeed-de-neve7--�he-pre24 leeeeings-shail-net-be-traftseribee-by-a-eeHrt-reperter-HR±ess
2Slprev±eed-by-the-affeetee-part±es-at-�he±r-ewR-expeRse7--�he
26lbeard-may-re1eet-er-medify-the-eefte±HSien-ef-±aw-aRd-iRterpre27ltatieR-ef-admin±strat±ve-rtl±es-stlbmitted-by-the-heariRg-effieer,
28�tlt-may-Ret-re1eet-the-f±RdiRgs-ef-faet-tlR±ess-the-beard-f±rst
29bete�m:i:-nes-frem-a-review-ef-the-eemp±ete-reeerd-that-the-find30l±ngs-ef-faet-were-net-based-tlpen-eempeteflt-sHbstaRtia±-eviaeftee
31 �r-that-ehe-�reeeediR�s-�pen-whfek-tke-finaiR�s-we�e-easea-a±a
CODING:
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( 10)

not-eemply-w±th-e99ent±al-re�tl±rement9-of-law7
2

( 3) (a)

Each condominium association shall pay to the

31 division, o� .or before January 1 of each year, an annual fee
41 in the amount of 50 cents for each residential unit-in
51 condominiums operated by the association.

If the fee is not

61 paid by June 1, the association shall be assessed a penalty
7 I of 10% of the amount due, and the association shall not have
81 standing to maintain or defend any action in the courts of
91 Florida until the amount due plus any penalty is paid.
10

(bl

Any-per9en-f±l±ng-a-eempla±nt-w±th-the-d±v±9ien-tlnder

11 I thi9-9eetiefl-9hall-pay-a-f±l±ng-fee-ef-$l0700-fer-eaeh-eem12 I pla±nt7

All fees shall be deposited in the Land Sales and

131 Condominiums Trust Fund, as provided by law.
14 I

fet--A±l-fee9-9hall-be-depo9±ted-±n-the-hand-Sale9-�rtl9t

16

Section 7.

151 Ftlnd-a9-prev±ded-ey-law7
Subsection (2) of Section 718.502, Florida

17 I Statutes, is amended to read:
J8

718.502(2)

Prior to filing as required by subsection (1),

191a developer shall not offer a contract for purchase or lease
201of a unit for more than 5 years but may accept deposits for
211reservations upon the approval of a fully executed escrow
221agreement and reservation agreement form properly filed with
Reser-

•231 the Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums.

241vations shall not be taken on a proposed condominium unless
251 the developer has an ownership or equity interest in the
261land upon which the condominium is to be developed.

filing

271with-the-Biv±9ien-ef-Flerida-nand-Sale9-and-eondem±n±tlm9-ef
2s1the-Bepartment-ef-Btl9±ne99-Regtllat±en-aft-e9erew-agreement-and
291re9ervat±eft-agreement-ferm7

The division shall notify the

301dcvclopc!'r within 20 days of receipt of the reservation
31 I filing of any deficiencies contained therein.
CODING:

Such notifica-
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(11)

tion shall not preclude the determination of reservation filing
21 deficiencies at a later date, nor shall it relieve the develope�
JI of any res�onsibility under the law.

The escrow agreement and

4 I the reservation agreement form shall include a stat._ement of the
51 right of the prospective purchaser to an immediate unqualified
61 refund of the reservation deposit monies upon written request
71 to the escrow agent by the prospective purchaser or the
The executed escrow agreement signed by the

81 developer.

9 I develope_r and the escrow---9-g§ni shall contain the following
Jo I information:
ll

A statement that the escrow agent will_g£�nt a pros�

(a)

_ r _aT
1_ immediate, unqualified refund of the
121 pective p1J_r:ch�se_
13 I reservation S_ee_osit _monies upon written request either
14 I dire�tly to the escrow_agent or to the developer.

15

(bl

'I.

A statement that the escrow agent_is reseonsible that

16 I no monies be released directly to a de_veloper unless released
I7

pursuant to this subsection.

18

e_urchaser, t�e funds may be released to the developer as

19

deposit on the purchase price, provided the purchaser authorize

20

the release.

21

a condominium in which the construction, furnishing, and land-

22

scaping of the property submitted to the condomj_I1_ium property

23

is in accordance with the plans and specifications and

If a contract is signed by the

If the contract is for a condominium p�rcel in

in the discl0sure requirec
24 representations made by the developer
by this chapter, the_deposit shall be subject to the provisions
25
of subsection (1)-(5) of this section.
26
,
E The reservation agreement form shall e.l�o include the
27
28
29

following:
!:_1at

A statement of the obligation of the developer to

JOI file cotdominium documents with the division prior to entering
JI I into a binding purchase or lease agreement for more than 5
cou r ;,c:

Word,-; !"' d c r 1._i rH� d .:1 re ;1 d d i t .i o n �; ; w u 1· d s in
type nrc deletions from existing law.
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( 12)

years.
2

�1bt

A statement of the right of the prosrective purchaser

JI to receive all condominium documents as required by this
41 chapter.
5

l.:_1et

The name and address of the escrow agent and a

61 statement that the prospective purchaser may obtain a receipt
71 from the agent upon request.
3

i._:_1clt

A statement as to whether the developer assures that

91 the purc�ase price represented in or pursuant to the reservatio
JOI agreement will be the price in the contract for purchase and
ll I sale, or that the price represented may be exceeded within a

121 stated amount or percentage, or that no assurance is given as

lJI to the price in the contract for purchase or sale.
14

Upon fil.i.ng as
· required by subsection (1), the develope

( 3)

I 5 shall pay to the division a filing fee of $10 for each rP.si

[6 dential unit to be sold by the developer which is described in

J 7 the documents filed.

If the condominium is to be built or sold

13 in phases, the fee shall be paid prior to offering for sale
phase.
19 uni ts in any subsequent
_

20

Any developer who complies with this section shall not

( 4)

2 l be required to file with any other division or agency of this
22 state for approval to sell the units in the condominium, the

23 information for the condominium for which he filed.
21,
25
26
27
28
29
JO

,

Jl
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PROPOSED·REVISIONS TO CONDOMINIUM BILL
718.111(2)
Present bill:

Permits the Division or unit owner to petition
the court for a receiver to manage the affairs
of the association when the association fails
to elect a noard of Administration.

Proposed change:

Delete reference to "electing" a Board of
Administration and replace with "if an association
fails to fill vacancies sufficient to constitute
a quorum."

Reason:

The present reference
create problems since
the board may appoint
vacanies occurring on

to "election" of a board
in certain circumstances,
individuals to fill
the Board of Directors.

718.123(1)

'© @ [J) u
reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250

<;erles

IC/.

Carton �

Present bill:

7he present bill does not address this issue.
The statute, however, prohibits the common
practice of shared recreational facilities by
more than one condominium.

Proposed change:

Delete references in the subsection which
require that common elements, co�mon areas,
and recreational facilities serving a condo
minium be reserved exclusively for the unit
owners in that condominium.

Reason:

T�c present statute makes illegal a practice
common to the condominium industry and one
which makes possible sharing of facilities by
a number of condominiums. The Division has
not encountered significant problems in this
area except in cases where the docu.'Tientation
was not adequate to carry out the intended
plan of development.

718.202(1)
Present bill:

The present bill does not address the proposed
change.

Proposed change:

To allow the Division to accept other assurances
by the developer in lieu of maintaining the
10 percent required by 718.202 in escrow.

Reason:

The proposed change would provide the protection
of purchaser d�posits while allowing the developer
to utilize the funds for construction of the
condominium.

Page 2
718.202(6)

Present bill:

Prohibits deposit of reservation funds in an
out-of-state institution; provides for separate
books and records for each "program"; and
that funds may be released to the developer as
deposit on the purchase price if the purchaser
authorizes the release.

Proposed change:

To allow funds to be deposited in out-of-state
institutions if the institution subr.iits to the
jurisdiction of the Division and the courts of
Florida.
Require that reservation deposits be made
payable directly to the escrow agent and that
a receipt be given the purchaser acknowledging
that the deposit is being held pursuant to
the requirements of the Condominium Act.
Substitute "proposed condominium for which
reservations are taken" for "program".
Rewording of provision stating that reservation
deposit shall not be released directly to the
developer except as a down payment on the
purchase price at the time a purchase agreement
is executed.

Reason:

To allow funds in out-of-state institutions as
long as those institutions submitted to the
jurisdiction of the Division would provide the
remedy the Division sought with the original
proposal while not creating unsolvable problems
for developers who do business outside the
State of Florida.
Requiring that reservation deposits be made
payable directly to the escrow agent and that
a receipt be provided reduces the possibility
of the funds not reaching the escrow account.
The wording substituted for "program" is
intended for clarification.
The revised language relating to reservation
deposits being released to the developer is
intended as clarification.

718.301(2)

Present bill:

Requires the developer to notify the Division
of the first non-developer unit owner elected
to the board.

Page 3
Proposed change:

�he provision should appear at the end of the
subsection rat'.1er than as the first sentence.

Reason:

The first sentence is establish the right of the
unit owner to elect a member of the board, The
proposed requirement is contingent upon that
event taking place. It, therefore, logically
should follow rather than precede the requirement.

718.501
Proposed change:

It is suggested that language be added to the en
forcement section which would characterize the
Division as a licensing agency subject to the
provisions of Chapter 120.

Reason:

To clarify the role of the agency with respect to
enforcement ·of provisions relating to developers
of residential condominiums.

718.502(2)
Present bill:

Requires that a developer have an ownership or
long term lease interest in land upon which
reservation deposits are taken.

Proposed change:

Require the developer to have a contractual interest
rather than ownership or lease interest in the
land.

Reason:

The underlying purpose of the reservation program
is to allow a developer to test the market prior
to making a substantial investment. To require an
ownership interest would, in effect, defeat this
purpose.

713.502(2)
Present bill:

Specifies statements that must be contained in
the escrow agreement.

Proposed change:

Require that the reservation agreement form include
a statement that the deposit must be payable to
the escrow agent and that the escrow agent must
provide a receipt to the prospective purchaser.

Reason:

Disclosure.
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to condominiums; amending s.

3

718.111(2), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement;

4

providing circumstances fer appointment of a
receiver; amending s. 718.202(6), Florida

6

Statutes, 1980 Supplement; requiring certain
escrow accounts to be maintained in

8

institutions located in the state; specifying

9

accounting requirements; providing

10

circumstances for release of escrowed funds;

11

amending s. 718.301(2), (4)(c), Florida

12

Statutes; requiring the developer to give

13

notice of the first unit owner elected to the

14

board of administration; requiring a certified

15

audit of association funds; amending s.

16

718.401(6), (8)(a), Florida Statutes, 1980

17

Supplement; exempting nonresidential

18

condominiums from certain provisions relating

19

to leaseholds; amending s. 718.501, Florida

20

Statutes; revising the investigatory and

21

enforcement powers of the Division of Florida

22

Land Sales and Condominiums of the Department

23

of Business Regulation; requiring the advisory

24

board to arbitrate certain disputes; removing

25

authority of the advisory board to use hearing

26

officers; removing fee for filing of a

27

complaint; amending s. 718.502(2), Florida

28

Statutes; authorizing acceptance of deposits

'29

for reservations upon approval of an escrow

30

agreement by the division; specifying content

I

/_;___ ./·;
·.
\j?;f

36-431-81

2

<..

.

31
1
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36-431-81

2

3

of escrow agreement; providing an effective
date.

41 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
5

6

Section 1.

8

718.111

Subsection (2) of section 718.111, Florida

71 S�atutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
9

(2)�

The association.--

Each association shall elect a board of

101 adininistration to conduct association business.

If the

11 members of the association fail to elect a board of
1
12 administration, any unit owner or the division may apply to

131 the circuit court within whose jurisdiction the condominium

141 lies for the aooointment of a receiver to manage the affairs
151 of the association.

The association shall be resoonsible for

161 the salary of the receiver, court costs, and attorneys' fees.

17 I T_he receiver shall have all oowers and duties of_ a duly

18 constituted board of administration, and shall serve until the
1
19 election of a board at a duly called meeting.

20

l£l

The association may contract, sue, or be sued with

211 respect to the exercise or nonexercise of its powers.

For

22 these purposes, the powers of the association include, but are
1
23 not limited to, the maintenance, management, and operation of

24 the condominium property.

After control of the association is

25 obtained by unit owners other than t.�e developer, the

26 association may institute, maintain, settle, or appeal actions

27 or hearings in its name on behalf of all unit owners

23 concerning matters of common interest, including, but not
29 limited to, the common elements; the roof and structural
30
31

components of a building or other improvements; mechanical,

electrical, and plumbing elements serving an improvement or a
2
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building; representations of the developer pertaining to any
2 existing or proposed commonly used facilities; and protesting
3 ad valorem taxes on commonly used facilities.

If the

4I association has the authority to maintain a class action, the
51 association may be joined in an action as representative of
61 that class with reference to litigation and disputes involving
71 the matters for which the association could bring a class
81 action.

Nothing herein limits any statutory or common-law

91 right of any individual unit owner or class of unit owners to
101 bring any action which may otherwise be available.
11

Section 2.

Subsection (6) of section 718.202, Florida

121 Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
13

718.202

14 I closing. -15 I

(6)

Sales or reservation deposits prior to

If a developer enters into a reservation

161 agreement, the developer shall pay into an escrow account
171 established with a trust company, a bank having trust powers,
181 an attorney who is a member of The Florida Bar, a real estate
191 broker registered under chapter 475, or a title insurance
201 company authorized to insure title to real property in this
211 state all reservation deposit payments.

The escrow agent

221 shall give to the prospective purchaser a receipt for the
23 I deposit upon request.

The escrow a�ent shall establish and

241 maintain the required escrow account in a financial
251 institution located within this state. The funds i� ese�ew �a�
26

ae ae�es��ea �� se�a�a�e aeee���s e�

27

aeee�fl�s r.a�a!ea a� e� �eee�¥ea e� �he ese�ew agefl� afta may be

�

placed in either interest-bearing or noninterest-bearing

�fl

eel!\!!\e� ese�ew e� ���s�

�I accounts, provided that the funds shall at all reasonable
JOI times be available for withdrawal in full by the escrow agent.
311 All books and records shall be keot seoarately for each
3
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program and shall be keot in accordance with good accounting
2 practices. Upon written request to the escrow agent by the
3 prospective purchaser or developer, the funds shall be
4

immediately and without qualification refunded in full to the

5

prospective purchaser.

6

be paid to the prospective purchaser, unless otherwise

Upon such refund, any interest shall

provided in the reservation agreement.

If a contract is

8

signed by the ourchaser, the funds may be released to the

9

developer as a deposit on the purchase price if the purchaser

10 I authorizes the release.

If the contract is for a condominium

111 parcel in a condominium in which the construction, furnishing,
121 and landscaoing of the prooerty submitted to the condominium
131 prooerty has not been substantially comoleted in accordance
141 with the Elans and soecifications and reoresentations made bv
151 �he develooer in the disclosure required by this chanter, the
16

deposit shall ��efl �he eKee��iefl ef a ���eftase ag�eefflefl� fe� a

17

�Bit; afly f�fles �aie �y the ���eftase� as a ee�esit te �ese�¥e

18

�he �fli� ���s�afl� �e a �ese�¥atiefl ag�eeffleflt; aP.e afly ifl�e�est

19

the�eefl; shal± eease �e �e stt�jeet �e the ��evis�efls ef �h�s

20

sueee��efl afle sha±± iflsteae be subject to the provisions of

21

subsections (1)-(5).

22

Section 3.

Subsection (2) and paragraph (c) of

23

subsection (4) of section 718.301, Florida Statutes, are

24

amended to read:

25

718.301

26

(2)

Transfer of association control.--

Uoon election of the first unit owner other than

27

the develooer to the board of administration, the develooer

28

shall forward to the division the name and mailing address of

'29

the unit owner board member. Within 60 days after the unit

30

owners other than the developer are entitled to elect a member

31

or members of the board of administration of an association,
4
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the association shall call, and give not less than 30 days' or
21 more than 40 days' notice of, a meeting of the unit owners to
, 31 elect the members of the board of administration.

The meeting

41 may be called and the notice given by any unit owner if the
51 association fails to do so.
(4)

6

Prior to, or not more than 60 days after, the time

that unit owners other than the developer elect a majority of
<

;

SI the members of the board of administration of an association,
91 the developer shall relinquish control of the association, and
10 I the unit owners shall accept control.

Simultaneously, the

111 developer shall deliver to the association all property of the
12 I unit owners and of the association held or controlled by the
131 developer, including, but not limited to, the following items,
141 if applicable, as to each condominium operated by the
151 association:
16

(c)

A certified Ar!. audit afle aeee�fl�±flg, wR±e� �eee

171 Res �e ee��±f±ee, for all association funds, performed by an
181 auditor independent of the developer, including capital
191 accounts, reserve accumulations in accordance with s.
WI 718.504(20)(c) l.k., and contributions.
21

Section 4.

Subsection (6) and paragraph (a) of

221 su.'::,section (8) of section 718.401, Florida Statutes, 1980
DI Supplement, are amended to read:
24

718.401

Leaseholds.--A condominium may be created on

251 lands held under lease or may include recreational facilities
261 or other common elements or commonly used facilities on a
271 leasehold, if, on the date the first unit is conveyed by the
�I developer to a bona fide purchaser, the lease has an unexpired
�I term of at least 50 years.

If rent under the lease is payable

301 by the association or by the unit owners, the lease shall
31I include the following requirements:
5
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(6)(a)

A lease of recreational or other commonly used

2 facilities entered into by the association prior to the time
3 the control of the association is turned over to unit owners

4 other than the developer shall grant to the lessee an option

5 to purchase the leased property, payable in cash, on any
6

anniversary date of the beginning of the lease term after the

8

there is no agreement as to the price, then the price shall be

7

9

10

l�th anniversary, at a price then determined by agreement.

If

determined by arbitration.
(b)

If the lessor wishes to sell his interest and has

111 received a bona fide offer to purchase it, the lessor shall

121 send the association and each unit owner a copy of the
131 executed offer.

For 90 days following receipt of the offer by

141 the association, the association has the option to purchase

15 the interest on the terms and conditions in the offer. The
1
16 option shall be exercised, if at all, by notice in writing

17

given to the lessor within the 90-day period.

If the

19

have the right, for a period of 60 days after the 90-day

18 association does not exercise the option, the lessor shall
period has expired, to complete the transaction described in

20

211 the offer to purchase.

If for any reason such transaction is

nl not concluded within the 60 days, the offer shall have been

231 abandoned, and the provisions of this subsection shall be

241 reimposed.

251

26
V

1

28!

(c)

The option shall be exercised upon approval by

owners of two-thirds of the units served by the leased

property.

(d)

The provisions of this subsection shall not apply

�I to a nonresidential condominium and shall not apoly if the

30
31

1

lessor is the Government of the United States or the State of
Florida or any political subdivision thereof or, in the case
6
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of an underlying land lease, a person or entity which is not
21 the developer or directly or indirectly owned or controlled by
31 the developer and did not obtain, directly or indirectly,
41 ownership of the leased property from the developer.
5

( 8) ( a)

It is declared that the public policy of this

61 state prohibits the inclusion or enforcement of escalation
71 cl�uses in leases or agreements for recreational facilities,
81 land, or other commonly used facilities serving residential
91 condominiums, and such clauses are hereby declared void for
10 I pul:llic policy.

For the purposes of t�is section, an

111 escalation clause is any clause in a condominium lease or
121 agreement which provides that the rental under the lease or
131 agreement shall increase at the same percentage rate as any
141 nationally recognized and conveniently available commodity or
151 consumer price index.
Section 5.

16

Section 718.501, Florida Statutes, is

171 amended to read;
718.501

181

Regulation by Division of Florida Land Sales

191 and Condominiums.-(1)

20

The Division of Florida Land Sales and

21

Condominiums of the Department of Business Regulation,

22

referred to as the division in this part, in addition to other

23

powers and duties prescribed by chapter 498 4�8, has the power

24

to enforce and insure compliance with the provisions of t�is

25 chapter and rules promulgated pursuant hereto relating to the
26

development, construction, sale, lease, ownership, operation,

27

and management of residential condominium units.

29

powers and duties:

30

(a)

In

28 performing its duties, the division shall have the following

31

The division �ay make necessary oublic or orivate

investi�ations within or outside of this state to determine
7
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whether any person has violated or is about to violate this
21 chapter or any rule or order her�11nde�, to aid in the
31 enforcement of this chaoter,__o_r__tQ_______ciid in the ado2_tion of
41 rules or forms hereunder. �fle aivieieH efla!! peeeive, aP.a fflay
51 iaveetigate pttPettafi� te �fle attthe�i�y epeeiiiee ia s� 4i8�!s�,
61 eefflp±aiHte Pe!atiHg te �fle vie±atieH ef tfle pPevieieHe ef �flie
71 e�ap�eP
eP Ptt!ee pPemtt!gatee pttPettaHt flePe�e, iHe!ttaiHg
,
SI aieptttee a�ieiHg (pem tfle iHtePHa! af£aiPs aHa fflaHageffleHt ef
91 eeHeemiHittffl asseeia�ieHe, aP.a may eeHattet iaiePma! hea�iHgs
101 fep tfle ptt��ese ef seekiHg ��iea�!e eet�!emeHt ei ais�tttee aHa
111 ve!ttata�y eem�!iaaee w�th �he pPevieieHs ef !aw�
12

{El

The division may require or oermit any person to

131 file a statement in writing, under oath or otherwise, as the
141 division determines, as to the facts and circumstances
151 concerning the matter to be investigated.
16

{.£2

For the purpose of any investigation under this

171 chapter, the division director or any officer or emolovee
181 designated by the division director may administer oaths or
191 affirmations, subooena witnesses and comoel their attengance,
201 take evidenceL and require the production of any matter which
211 is relevant to the investigation, including the existence,
221 description, nature, custodv, condition, and location of any
231 books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity
241 and location of oersons having knowledge of relevant facts or
251 any other matter reasonablv calculated to lead to the
�I discovery of material evidence.

Upon failure to obey a

271 subpoena or to answer auestions orooounded bv the
�I investigating officer and uoon reasonable notice to all
�I persons affected thereby, the division may aoplv to the
301 circuit court for an order compelling comoliance.
31
8
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.i£lfe7

Notwithstanding any remedies available to unit

2 owners and associations, if the division has reasonable cause
3 to believe that a violation of any provision of this chapter

4 or rules adooted ��em1::1±ga�ea pursuant hereto has occurred, the
5 division may institute enforcement proceedings in its own name

6 against any developer or association, or its assignees or
7 a�ents, as follows:
8

1.

The division may permit any person whose conduct or

9 actions may be under investigation to waive formal oroceedings
1
10 and enter into a consent proceeding whereby orde�r�s� rules, or

111 letters of censure or warning, whether formal or informal, may
121 be entered against the oerson. ��e a�v�s�efl may �ss1::1e eease

13I a.l'l.a aes�st e�eie!!S :!='1::l�S1::lftflic �e S-: 4:;:a., i:;q.,
14
15

2.

The division mav issue an order reouirin� the

develooer or association, or its assignees or agents, to cease

16 and desist from the unlawful oractice and take such
1
17 affirmative action as in the �ent of the division will
181 carry out the ourposes of this chaoter.
191

2-:_�-,

The division may bring an action in circuit court

�I for declaratory relief or, injunctive relief, e!! !!es���1::1��efl
211 efl �e�a:£ ei a e±ass ei 1::1a�� ewfle!!s e!! :essees.
4.3-:

22

The division may impose civil penalties against

231 any developer or association, or its assignees or agents, for
241 violations of this chapter or rules adopted �!!em1::1±ga�ea
�I pursuant hereto.

26

27

1

A penalty may be imposed on the basis of

each day of continuing violation, but in no event shall the

penalty for any offense exceed $5,000.

All amounts collected

281 shall be deposited with the Treasurer to the credit of the
�I Florida Land Sales and Condominiums Trust Fund.

If a

301 developer fails to pay the civil penalty, the division shall

311 thereupon issue an order directing that such developer cease
9
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and desist from further ooeration until such time as the civil

21 penalty is paid and may p�rsue enforcement of the penalty in a

31 court of competent jurisdiction.

If an association fails to

41 pay the civil penalty, the division shall thereupon pursue
51 enforcement in a court of competent jurisdiction.

In order to

6 permit the developer or association an opportunity either to

7 a�peal such decision administratively or to seek relief in a

8 court of competent jurisdiction, the order imposing the civil

9 penalty or the cease and desist order shall not become

10 effective until 20 days after the date of such order.

Any

11 action commenced by the division shall be brought in the

12 county in which the division has its executive offices or in
13 the county where the violation occurred.

14

15

J..!ufe7

The division is authorized to prepare and

disseminate a prospectus and other information to assist

161 prospective owners, purchasers, lessees, and developers of

171 residential condominiums in assessing the rights, privileges,
181 and duties pertaining thereto.

19

_illfa7

The division is authorized to� ��em�:eyate

�I rules ar.a �eg1:1:a��er.s, pursuant to chapter 120, necessary to
�ll implement, enforce, and interpret this chapter.

22I

i9:.lfe7

The division shall furnish each association

23 which pays the fees required by subsection (3)(a) a copy of
1
24 this act and the rules adooted pursuant thereto �a�� afle a ii
25

affler.Mefl�s ���e� �e �fie ea�e tfley eeeeffle eiieet�¥e.

27

advise the division in carrying out its duties, to be composed

26

(2)fa7

There is hereby created an advisory board to

28

of seven members, of which three members shall be citizens

30

be nondeveloper unit owners who are association board members,

�

from the condominium development industry, two members shall

311 and two members shall be nondeveloper unit owners who are not
10
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association officers or board members.

Members of the

21 advisory board shall be appointed by the Secretary of Business
31 Regulation to serve at his pleasure.

The advisory board shall

41 ase±st al'l.a aav±se the a±v±s±eR ±R !!es±ae!'l.t±a± eeRaem±R��m
51 ��eb±effls al'l.a, whel'l. l'ess�b±e, sha±± arbitrate controversies
61 between unit owners and their associations.
fb7

At the a�se!!et�el'l. ei the bea!!a, ±fl a!!b�t!!at�Rg

SI eeat!!eve!!s�es eetweel'l. �fl�t ewRe!!s aRe the�!! assee:i:at�efis, the
91 beal!'a ±s a�the!!:i:�ea te �t:i:i��e hea�:i:Rg ef£:i:ee�s as aese��bea
10 I :i:R s-, ±�9-, 65-,

';'he l'l!'eeeea:i:!'l.gs sfle.±± be eefia�etea :i:!'l.

111 aeeel!'ae.Ree w:i:th ehe.�te� i�8-,

He:i:the!! the f:i:Re:i:!'l.gs ef fe.et Re�

121 the eeRe±�s:i:e!'l.s e£ :aw, ae.Ht:i:R:i:st�at:i:ve !!�±�!'l.gs, el! el!'ae!.'s ef
131 the hea�:i:Rg eff:i:ee!.' e� the eel!ll!l�ss±efl she.:: be b:i:Rd:i:!'l.g ��efl
14 I the �a!.'t:i:ee �l'l.:ese ag!.'eea te by the r,iei.!!'t�es,

15 I the t:i:l':\e ef the heal!':i:!l.g; al'l.a e.:H ��eeeee!:l'l.gs
16 I

��!:5

�fl

Wl!'�t!:!'l.g, at

�fl

tl-!.e ee��ts ef

state �i•we:V:i:l'l.g i:.1-\e sal'!\e �e.!.'t�es el!' aRy ef them e.l'l.e the

171 a�b±tl!'atea a!:s��tes sha±i eel'!\.�eRee al'l.a �l!'eeeea de Reve-,

';'he

181 p�eeeea�Rgs she.±± Ret be tl!'aRse!!:i:bea by a ee��t !.'e�e!.'tel!'
191 �l'l.:ess p!!ev!:eea by the affeeted l'e.�t:i:es at the:i:� ewl'l. ex�e!'l.se-,
201 =he bee.!.'d may !.'ejeet e!.' l'!\ea�iy i:.he eel'l.e±�s±el'l. ef ±aw al'l.d
211 ±l'l.tel!'l'!!etat:i:el'l. e£ e.dffl±l'l.�st�e.t:i:ve !!�±es s�bm:i:i:.tea by i:.he
221 hea!!±l'l.g e££:i:ee�, b�t fflay Ret !.'ejeet the f:i:l'l.e�Rgs ef faet
231 MR:ess ��e bea!!a f�l!'st detel!'ffl:i:l'l.es fl!'em a !!ev�ew e£ the
241 eemp:ete !!eee!!a that the £�l'l.a±Rgs ef faet we!!e Ret be.sea �pel'l.
251 eempeteflt eMbstal'l.t�ai ev:i:ael'l.ee el! that the pl!'eeeea:i:Rgs �l'el'l.
�I wh:i:eh the €:i:l'l.d�!'l.gs we!!e be.sea d:i:a Rei:. eem�:y w:i:th essel'l.t�ai
27 I !!eqi:l�!!el!'.e!'l.ts ef :aw-,
28

(3)(a)

Each condominium associatior. shall pay to the

�I division, on or before January 1 of each year, an annual fee
3 01 in the amount of 50 cents for each residential unit in
311 condominiums operated by the association.

If tile fee is not

11
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paid by June 1, then the association shall be assessed a

2 penalty of 10 percent of the amount due, and the association

3 shall not have standing to maintain or defend any action in

4 the courts of Florida until the amount due plus any penalty is

5
6

paid.

fet

Afl� �e�sefl ii!iflg a eem�!aifl� with the d±vis±efl

7 Mflae� this seet±ea eha!! �at a i±!±flg iee e£ $!8 ie� eaeh
1
8 eeffl�:1:a±flt-:
9

filfet

All fees shall be deposited in the Land Sales

10 I Trust Fund as provided by law.
11

12

13
14

Section 6.

Subsection

( 2)

Statutes, is amended to read:
718.502
( 2)

of section 718.502, Florida

Filing prior to sale or lease.--

Prior to filing as required by subsection (1), a

151 developer shall not offer a contract =or purchase or lease of
161 a unit for more than 5 years but may accept deposits for

171 reservations upon the aoproval of a fully executed escrow

181 agreement and reservation agreement form orooerly filed with

19 I the division.

Reservations shall not be taken on a Eroposed

20

condominium unless the develooer has an ownershio or lon�-term

22

developed £±!±ag with lo..�e Biv±s±efl e£ F!e�±ea -�afle Se!es afle

24

ese�ew ag�eefflent aaa �ese�vat±efl ag�eefflent £e�ffl.

26

reservation filing of any deficiencies contained therein.

28

reservation filing deficiencies at a later date, nor shall it

21

23

25
27

lease interest in the land uoon which the condominium is to be
8enaeffl±fl±'c:U!ls e£ �he Be�a�tmeflt e£ BMsifless Reg1:t:1:at±ea efl

The division

shall notify the developer within 20 days of receipt of the
Such notification shall not preclude the determination of

29

relieve the developer of any responsibility under the law.

31

include a statement of the right of the prospective purchaser

30

The escrow agreement and the reservation agreement form shall
12
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to an immediate unqualified refund of the reservation deposit

2 moneys upon written request to the escrow agent by the
3 prospective purchaser or the developer.

4

(a)

The executed escrow agreement signed by the

5 developer and the escrow agent shall contain the following:
1
6
1. A statement that the escrow agent will grant a

71 pi:::ospec-tiye pu�rchaser an immec:iiat� unaualified refund of the

81 reservation denosit mone�on written reauest either
91 directly to the escrow agent or to the developer.

10

2.

A statement that the escrow a�ent is resoonsible

111 that no moneys be released directly to a developer unless
121 released pursuant to this subsection or s. 718.202.

13

1£1

15

l.:_fat

The reservation agreement form shall e!ee include

141 the following:

A statement of the obligation of the developer

161 to file condominium documents with the division prior to

171 entering into a binding purchase or lease agreement for more
18 I than 5 years.

191

Lf5t

A statement of the right of the prospective

201 purchaser to receive all condominium documents as required by
21 I this chapter.
�fet

22

The name and address of the escrow agent and a

231 statement that the prospective purchaser may obtain a receipt
241 from the agent upon request.
i.:_fat

25

A statement as to whether the developer assures

261 that the purchase price represented in or pursuant to the

27
28

1

nl

30

reservation agreement will be the price in the contract for

purchase and sale, or that the price represented may be

exceeded within a stated amount or percentage, or that no
assurance is given as to the price in the contract for

311 purchase or sale.

13
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Section 7.
3
4

5
6

8
9
10
11
12
13

This act shall take effect October 1, 1981.

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Provides for appointment of a receiver if a condominium
association fails to elect a board of administration.
Provides that required escrow accounts be maintained in a
financial institution located in this state. Provides
circumstances for release of escrowed funds. Requires
th� developer to notify the Division of Florida Land
Sales and Condominiums of the Department of Business
Regulation of the name of the first unit owner elected to
the board of administration. Requires a certified audit
of association funds. Exempts nonresidential
condominiums from certain provisions relating to
leaseholds. Revises investigative and enforcement powers
of the division. Requires the advisory board to
arbitrate disputes between a unit owner and the
association. Authorizes acceptance of deposits for
reservations upon approval by the division of an escrow
agreement.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2i
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

14
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CS for SB 306
A bill to be entitled

1
2

An act relating to condominiums and

3

cooperatives; amending s. 718.111(2), Florida

4

Statutes, 1980 Supplement; providing

5

circumstances for appointment of a receiver;

6

amending s. 718.123(1), Florida Statutes;

7

deleting requirement that common elements,

8

areas, and recreational facilities are for the

9

exclusive use of unit owners and their invited

10

guests; amending s. 718.202(1), (6), Florida

11

Statutes, 1980 Supplement; authorizing the

12

division to accept other assurances; providing

13

a condition for deposits to escrow accounts in

14

out-of-state institutions; specifying

15

accounting requirements; providing

16

circumstances for release of escrowed funds;

17

amending s. 718.301(2), (4)(c), Florida

18

Statutes; requiring the developer to give

19

notice of the first unit owner elected to the

20

board of administration; requiring a certified

21

audit of association funds; amending s.

22

718.401(6), (8)(a), Florida Statutes, 1980

23

Supplement; exempting nonresidential

24

condominiums from certain provisions relating

25

to leaseholds; amending s. 718.501, Florida

26

Statutes; revising the investigatory and

27

enforcement powers of the Division of Florida

28

Land Sales and Condominiums of the Department

29

of Business Regulation; deleting the advisory

30

board's authority to arbitrate certain

31

disputes; removing authority of the advisory
1
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1

board to use hearing officers; removing fee for

2

filing of a complaint; amending s. 718.502(2),

3

Florida Statutes; authorizing acceptance of

4

deposits for reservations upon approval of an

5

escrow agreement by the division; specifying

6

content of escrow agreement; specifying that

7

the reservation agreement include a statement

8

that funds are payable to the escrow agent and

9

that agent provide a receipt; adding s.

10

719.104(6), Florida Statutes; providing

11

circumstances for appointment of a receiver;

12

amending s. 719.106(1)(1), Florida Statutes;

13

providing that subsection not apply to budgets

14

in which association by a vote of the majority

15

of the members present at a meeting determined

16

to provide no reserves or reserves less

17

adequate than required; amending s. 719.109(1),

18

Florida Statutes; deleting requirement that

19

common elements, areas, and recreational

20

facilities are for the exclusive use of unit

21

owners and their invited guests; amending s.

22

719.202(1), (6), Florida Statutes; authorizing

23

the division to accept other assurances;

24

providing a condition for deposits to escrow

25

accounts in out-of-state institutions;

26

specifying accounting requirements; providing

27

circumstances for release of escrowed funds;

28

amending s. 719.301(2), (4)(c), Florida

29

Statutes; requiring the developer to give

30

notice of the first unit owner elected to the

31

board of administration; requiring a certified
2
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1

audit of association funds; amending s.

2

719.401(6), (8), Florida Statutes, 1980

3

Supplement; exempting nonresidential

4

cooperatives from certain provisions relating

5

to leaseholds; amending s. 719.501, Florida

6

Statutes; revising the investigatory and

7

enforcement powers of the Division of Florida

8

Land Sales and Condominiums of the Department

9

of Business Regulation; deleting the advisory

10

board's authority to arbitrate certain

11

disputes; removing fee for filing of a

12

complaint; amending s. 719.502(2), Florida

13

Statutes; authorizing acceptance of deposits

14

for reservations upon approval of an escrow

15

agreement by the division; specifying content

16

of escrow agreement; specifying that

17

reservation agreement include a statement that

18

funds are payable to escrow agent and that

19

agent provide a receipt; providing an effective

20

date.

21
22

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

23
24
25

Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 718.111, Florida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:

26

718.111

27

(2)�

The association.-If an association fails to fill vacancies on

281 the board of administration sufficient to constitute a quorum
291 in accordance with the bylaws, any unit owner or the division
301 may apply to the circuit court within whose jurisdiction the
311 condominium lies for the appointment of a receiver to manage
3
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the affairs of the condominium association.

The association

shall be responsible for the salary of the receiver, court

costs,_ and_ attorneys' fees.

The receiver shall have all

41 powers and duties of a duly constituted board of

5 administration, and shall serve until the association fills
1
6 vacancies on the board sufficient to constitute a quorum.
71

8

91

10

ill

The association may contract, sue, or be sued with

respect to the exercise or nonexercise of its powers.

these purposes, the powers of the association include, but are
not limited to, the maintenance, management, and operation of

111 the condominium property.
12

For

After control of the association is

obtained by unit owners other than the developer, the

13

association may institute, maintain, settle, or appeal actions

15

concerning matters of common interest, including, but not

17

components of a building or other improvements; mechanical,

14

16

or hearings in its name on behalf of all unit owners

limited to, the common elements; the roof and structural

18

electrical, and plumbing elements serving an improvement or a

20

existing or proposed commonly used facilities; and protesting

22

association has the authority to maintain a class action, the

19

building; representations of the developer pertaining to any

211 ad valorem taxes on commonly used facilities.
23

If the

association may be joined in an action as representative of

24

that class with reference to litigation and disputes involving

26

action.

25

27

28
29

30

31

the matters for which the association could bring a class

Nothing herein limits any statutory or common-law

right of any individual unit owner or class of unit owners to
bring any action which may otherwise be available.
Section 2.

Subsection (1) of section 718.123, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
718.123

Right of owners to peaceably assemble.-4
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All eemfflefl elemeflte, eemfflefl a�eae, afla

�ee�eat�efla± fae�l�t�ee ee�viflg afly eeflaefflifli�ffl efla±± ee

2

�eee�vea exel�e�vely fe� tfle �ee afla Beflefit ef tfle �flit

3

ewfle�e afta tfle�� iflv�tea �eete�

4

EaeH aeeeeiatiefl eHaii ade�t

�eaeeRaele ��lee afla �eg�latiefle �e�taifliflg te tfle �ee ef e�efl

5

eefflfflefl eleffleflte, eefflfflefl a�eae, aHa �ee�eatieflai faeil�tiee�

6

�he �ee ef e�efl eel!lfflefl eleffleflte, eel'IU!\efl a�eae, afta

7

�ee�eat�efla± faeilit�ee eHail ee e�ejeet eR!y te these ��!es

8

aftd �e�latiefls ae a�e aae�tee by the asseeiat�efl, heweve�,

9

s�eh ��!es Rules and regulations adopted by an association

10

shall not unreasonably restrict any unit owner's right to

11
12

peaceably assemble or right to invite public officers or

14

elements, common areas, and recreational facilities.

16

Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read:

candidates for public office to appear and speak on common

13

Section 3.

15

718.202

17

18 closing.-1
(1)
19

Subsections (1) and (6) of section 718.202,

Sales or reservation deposits prior to

If a developer contracts to sell a condominium

20

parcel and the construction, furnishing, and landscaping of

22

substantially completed in accordance with the plans and

the property submitted to condominium ownership has not been

21

23 I specifications and representations made by the developer in

241 the disclosures required by this chapter, the developer shall
25I pay into an escrow account established with a bank or trust

261 company having trust powers, an attorney who is a member of

271 The Florida Bar, a real estate broker registered under chapter
28I 475, any financial lending institution having a net worth in
29I excess of 5 million dollars, or a title insurance company
30
31

1

authorized to insure title to real property in the State of
Florida, all payments up to 10 percent of the sale price
5
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1

2

3

4
1
S

61

received by the developer from the buyer towards the sale

price.

The escrow agent shall give to the purchaser a receipt
In lieu of the fore�, the

for the deposit, upon request.

division director shall have the discretion to accept other

assurances including, but not limited to, a surety bond or an
irrevocable letter of credit in the amount of 10 percent of

71

the total sales price of the condominium.

9

subsection. The escrowed funds may be deposited in separate

81
10

Refund of deposits

shall be governed by the escrow release provision of this

accounts or in common escrow or trust accounts or commingled

11

with other escrow or trust accounts handled by or received by

13 I

funds in securities of the United States or any agency thereof

15

agency of the United States.

121 the escrow agent.

The escrow agent may invest the escrow

141 or in savings or time deposits in institutions insured by an

16

17

18
19

20

21
22

23

24
25

escrow as follows:
(a)

Funds shall be released irom

If a buyer properly terminates the contract

pursuant to its terms or pursuant to this chapter, the funds

shall be paid to the buyer together with any interest earned.
(b)

If the buyer defaults in the performance of his

obligations under the contract of purchase and sale, the funds

shall be paid to the developer together with any interest
earned.

( C)

If the contract does not provide for the payment

of any interest earned on the escrowed funds, interest shall

26

be paid to the developer at the closing of the transaction.

28

disbursed in accordance with the provisions of this

27
29

30

31

(d)

If the funds of a buyer have not been previously

subsection, they may be disbursed to the developer by the

escrow agent at the closing of the transaction, unless prior
6
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1

to the disbursement the escrow agent receives from the buyer

2

written notice of a dispute between the buyer and developer.

3

(6)

If a developer enters into a reservation

4

agreement, the developer shall pay into an escrow account

5

established with a trust company, a bank having trust powers,

6

an attorney who is a member of The Florida Bar, a real estate

71 sroker registered under chapter 475, or a title insurance
81 company authorized to insure title to real property in this
9

state all reservation deposit payments.

The escrow agent

101 shall give to the prospective purchaser a receipt for the
111 deposit acknowledging that the deoosit is being held oursuant
12

to the reguirements of this subsection.

Funds shall not be

131 deposited in an out-of-state institution unless the
141 institution submits to the jurisdiction of the division and
15

the courts of this state for any cause of action arising from

161 the escrow.

Reservation deposits shall be �able to the

171 escrow agent. ��efl �e�est� The funds �fl ese�ew Mat ee
181 ee�es�tee �fl se�a�ate aeee�fl�s e� �fl eemfflefl ese�ew e� t��st
191 aeee�flts ftafla!ee et e� �eee�¥ee et tfle ese�ew a�eflt afle may be
201 placed in either interest-bearing or noninterest-bearing
211 accounts, provided that the funds shall at all reasonable
221 times be available for withdrawal in full by the escrow agent.
231 All books and records shall be kept separately for each
241 E!:£12.0Sed condominium for which reservations are taken and
251 shall be kept in accordance with good accounting oractices.
261 Upon written request to the escrow agent by the prospective
271 purchaser or developer, the funds shall be immediately and
281 without qualification refunded in full to the prospective
291 purchaser.

Upon such refund, any interest shall be paid to

301 the prospective purchaser, unless otherwise provided in the
311 reservation agreement.

Reservation deEosits shall not be
7
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11 �eleased direc_tly to the developer except as a down payment on
21 the purchase price at the time a purchase agreement is
31 executed. Upon the execution of a purchase agreement for a
41 unit, any funds paid by the purchaser as a deposit to reserve
SI the unit pursuant to a reservation agreement, and any interest
6

thereon, shall cease to be subject to the provisions of this

7

�µbsection and shall instead be subject to the provisions of

8

subsections (1)-(5).

9

Section 4.

Subsection (2) and paragraph (c) of

10

subsection (4) of section 718.301, Florida Statutes, are

11

amended to read:

12

718.301

13

(2)

Transfer of association control.--

Within 60 days after the unit owners other than

14

the developer are entitled to elect a member or members of the

15

board of administration of an association, the association

16

shall call, and give not less than 30 days' or more than 40

17

days' notice of, a meeting of the unit owners to elect the

18

members of the board of administration.

19

called and the notice given by any unit owner if the

20

association fails to do so.

21

owner other than the developer to the board of adminj.s
_ !;ration,

22

the developer shall forward to the division the name and

23

mailin� address of the unit owner board member.

24

(4)

The meeting may be

Uoon election of the first unit

Prior to, or not more than 60 days after, the time

25

that unit owners other than the developer elect a majority of

26

the members of the board of administration of an association,

27

the developer shall relinquish control of the association, and

28

the unit owners shall accept control.

29

developer shall deliver to the association all property of the

30

unit owners and of the association held or controlled by the

31

developer, including, but not limited to, the following items,

Simultaneously, the

8
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31

if applicable, as to each condominium operated by the
association:
(c)

A certified An audit and aeee�ttt�ttg 7 wk�efl need

41

net be ee�t�f�ed, for all association funds, performed by an

6

accounts, reserve accumulations in accordance with s.

SI auditor independent of the developer, including capital

1
7

8
9

10

11

12

718.504(20)(c) l.k., and contributions.
Section 5.

Subsection (6) and paragraph (a) of

subsection (8) of section 718.401, Florida Statutes, 1980
Supplement, are amended to read:
718.401

Leaseholds.--A condominium may be created on

lands held under lease or may include recreational facilities

13

or other common elements or commonly used facilities on a

15

developer to a bona fide purchaser, the lease has an unexpired

14

16

17
18

19
20

leasehold, if, on the date the first unit is conveyed by the

term of at least 50 years.

If rent under the lease is payable

by the association or by the unit owners, the lease shall
include the following requirements:
(6)(a)

A lease of recreational or other commonly used

facilities entered into by the association prior to the time

21

the control of the association is turned over to unit owners

23

to purchase the leased property, payable in cash, on any

25

10th anniversary, at a price then determined by agreement.

27

determined by arbitration.

29

received a bona fide offer to purchase it, the lessor shall

31

executed offer.

22
24

26
28

30

other than the developer shall grant to the lessee an option
anniversary date of the beginning of the lease term after the

If

there is no agreement as to the price, then the price shall be
(b)

If the lessor wishes to sell his interest and has

send the association and each unit owner a copy of the

For 90 days following receipt of the offer by
9
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1

the association, the association has the option to purchase

2

the interest on the terms and conditions in the offer.

3

option shall be exercised, if at all, by notice in writing

41 given to the lessor within the 90-day period.

The

If the

SI association does not exercise the option, the lessor shall
61 have the right, for a period of 60 days after the 90-day
7
8
9

,·

period has expired, to complete the transaction described in
the offer to purchase.

If for any reason such transaction is

not concluded within the 60 days, the offer shall have been

10

abandoned, and the provisions of this subsection shall be

11

reimposed.

12

(c)

The option shall be exercised upon approval by

131 owners of two-thirds of the units served by the leased
141 property.
15

(d)

The provisions of this subsection shall not apply

161 to a nonresidential condominium and shall not aoply if the
171 lessor is the Government of the United States or the State of
181 Florida or any political subdivision thereof or, in the case
191 of an underlying land lease, a person or entity which is �ot
201 the developer or directly or indirectly owned or controlled by
211 the developer and did not obtain, directly or indirectly,
221 ownership of the leased property from the developer.
23

( 8) ( a)

It is declared that the public policy of this

241 state prohibits the inclusion or enforcement of escalation
251 clauses in leases or agreements for recreational facilities,
261 land, or other commonly used facilities serving residential
271 condominiums, and such clauses are hereby declared void for
281 public policy.

For the purposes of this section, an

291 escalation clause is any clause in a condominium lease or
301 agreement which provides that the rental under the lease or
311 agreement shall increase at the same percentage rate as any
10
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nationally recognized and conveniently available commodity or

2

consumer price index.

3
4
5
6
7

Section 6.

Section 718.501, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
718.501

Regulation by Division of Florida Land Sales

and Condominiums.-(l)

The Division of Florida Land Sales and

8

Condominiums of the Department of Business Regulation,

9

referred to as the division in this part, in addition to other

10

powers and duties prescribed by chapter 498 4�8, has the power

11

to enforce and insure compliance with the provisions of this

12

chapter and rules promulgated pursuant hereto relating to the

13

development, construction, sale, lease, ownership, operation,

14

and management of residential condominium units.

15

performing its duties, the division shall have the following

16

powers and duties:

17

(a)

In

The division may make necessary public or private

18

investi�ations within or outside of this state to determine

19

whether any Person has violated or is about to violate this

20

chapter or any rule or order hereunder, to aid in the

21

enforcement of this chapter, or to aid in the adoption of

22

rules or forms hereunder. :fle eiv±e±eB eha±± �eeeive7 aBe fflay

23

±flveet±gate ���e�aBt te tfle a�tfle�ity e�eeifiee ±B s� 4�8�15! 7

241 eeffl�±a±Bte �elat±Bg te tfle vie±atieB ef the ��evisieBs ef this
251 efta�tef e� f�±ee ��effl�±gatee ��fe�aflt he�ete, ±fle±�e±Bg
261 eis��tes af±S±Bg f�effl the ±Bteffla± affai�s aBa fflaRageffleflt ef
27 1 eeflaeffl±B±�ffl asseeiat±eBs, aRa fflay eeBd�et ±Bfefffla± heaf±Bgs
281 fef tfle ��f�eee ef eeek±Bg affl±eab±e eett±effleBt ef a±e��tes aRd
291 ve±�Rtafy eeffl�±±aBee with the �fev±s±eBs ef ±aw�
30
31

(b)

The division may require or permit any person to

file a statement in writin9..,_ 1.1pder oa_th__()_J:"__otherwise_, as the
11
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division determines, as to the facts and circumstances

concerning the matter to be investigated.
(c)

For the purpose of any investigation under this

41 chapter, the division director or any officer or employee

SI designated by the division director may administer oaths or
6
7
8

affirmations, subpoena witnesses and compel their attendance,

take evidence, and require the production of any matter which

is relevant to the investigation, including the existence,

91 description, nature, custody, condition, and location of any

101 books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity

111 and location of persons having knowledge of relevant facts or

121 any other matter reasonably calculated to lead to the
131 discovery of material evidence.

Upon failure to obey a

141 subpoena or to answer questions propounded by the

1 51 investigating officer and upon reasonable notice to all

161 persons affected thereby, the division may aoply to the
171 circuit court for an order compelling compliance.

181

13lfa1

Notwithstanding any remedies available to unit

19

owners and associations, if the division has reasonable cause

21

or rules adopted ��effl���a�ea pursuant hereto has occurred, the

23

against any developer or association, or its assignees or

20

to believe that a violation of any provision of this chapter

22 division may institute enforcement proceedings in its own name
1

241 agents, as follows:
25

1.

The division may permit any person whose conduct or

261 actions may be under investigation to waive formal proceedings
271 and enter into a consent proceeding whereby orders, rules, or

281 letters of censure or warning, whether formal or informal, may
291 be entered against the person. �he ai��eieR ffla� ise�e eeaee
30 aRe aee±et e�ee�e ���s�aRt te s� 4�8�;���
1
31
12
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2.

The division may issue an order requiring the

21 developer or association, or its assignees or agents, to cease

3 and desist from the unlawful oractice and take such
1
4 affirmative action as in the judgment of the division will
SI carry out the purposes of this chapter.
3.��

6

The division may bring an action in circuit court

7 1 for declaratory relief or, 1nJunct1ve relief, e� festtt�t�efl
81 eft aeBai£ e£ a eiass e£ �fl�t ewfle�s ef lessees.
4.3�

9

The division may impose civil penalties against

10 any developer or association, or its assignees or agents, for
1
violations of this chapter or rules adopted ��eM�!gatea

11

12

1

13

pursuant hereto.

A penalty may be imposed on the basis of

each day of continuing violation, but in no event shall the

141 penalty for any offense exceed $5,000.

All amounts collected

shall be deposited with the Treasurer to the credit of the

15

Florida Land Sales and Condominiums Trust Fund.

16

If a

17

developer fails to pay the civil penalty, the division shall

19

and desist from further operation until such time as the civil

thereupon issue an order directing that such developer cease

18

20
21
22

1

penalty is paid and may pursue enforcement of the penalty in a

court of competent jurisdiction.

If an association fails to

pay the civil penalty, the division shall thereupon pursue

231 enforcement in a court of competent jurisdiction.

In order to

241 permit the developer or association an opportunity either to

251 appeal such decision administratively or to seek relief in a

261 court of competent jurisdiction, the order imposing the civil
27

penalty or the cease and desist order shall not become

29

action commenced by the division shall be brought in the

31

the county where the violation occurred.

28
30

effective until 20 days after the date of such order.

Any

county in which the division has its executive offices or in
13
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1

The division is authorized to prepare and

2

disseminate a prospectus and other information to assist

3

prospective owners, purchasers, lessees, and developers of

4

residential condominiums in assessing the rights, privileges,

5

and duties pertaining thereto.
ffifa+

6
7
8
9

The division is authorized to adopt �feffl�igate

rules aRa fe�!atieF.e, pursuant to chapter 120, necessary to

,✓

implement, enforce, and interpret this chapter.
J...glfe7

The division shall furnish each association

10

which pays the fees required by subsection (3)(a) a copy of

11

this act and the rules adopted pursuant thereto �aft afla aii

12

affleRaffleflte �f±ef te tfle eate tfley beeeffle eiieet±ve.

13

(2)fa7

There is hereby created an advisory board to

14

advise the division in carrying out its duties, to be composed

15

of seven members, of which three members shall be citizens

16

from the condominium development industry, two members shall

17

be nondeveloper unit owners who are association board members,

18

and two members shall be nondeveloper unit owners who are not

19

association officers or board members.

20

advisory board shall be appointed by the Secretary of Business

21

Regulation to serve at his pleasure.

Members of the
The advisory board shall

221 assist and advise the division in residential condominium
231 problems aRa; Wflefl �eseibie; Sfla±± aibitfate eeRtfeVefeiee
241 eetweeR �fl±t ewflefe afle tfteif aeeee±atieRe.
25-

fe7

At tfle eisefetiefl ei tfle eeafa; ±fl afbitfatiRg

261 eeRtfeVefs±ee eetweeR �flit ewflefs aRe tReif aeeeeiatieRe; tfle
271 eeafa is atttflefi2ee te tttiii2e ReafiRg eiiieefe as eeeefieea
28

iR s� :�9�6s�

29

aeeefaaRee witR efta�tef =�9�

30

tfle eeRe±�eieRe ef iaw; aaffliRietfative ftt±iRge; ef efaefe ei

31

tRe fteaf±Rg effieef ef tRe ee!M!issieR Sfla±± be e±F.a±Rg tt�efl

�fie �feeeeaiRge eRa±± be eeRettetea iR
Heitflef tfle fiRaiRgs ef iaet Ref

14
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1

the �aft�ee �fl±eee agfeea te ey the paftiee, ifl Wfitiflg, at

2

the t�me ef the heal!�flg, afld a±± pfeeeeeiflge ifl the ee��te ef

3

thte etate tflve±viflg the same �aftiee ef afly ef them afld the

4

afeitfatea aie��tes sha±± ee!M\eflee afle pfeeeee de Reve�

SI

�feeeeaiflge sha±± flet ee tfaflSel!ieea ey a ee�ft fe�eftef

61

�fl±ese pfevieea ey the affeetee �afties at theif ewfl ex�eflse�

71
Bl
91

%he

�he eeafd may fejeet el! meaify the eefle±�eiefl ef ±aw afla

,;

tfltef�fetatiefl ei aemiflietl!ative f�±ee e�emttted ey the
heafiflg effieef, e�t may flet fejeet the fifld�flge ef faet

101

�fl±eee the eeafa fil!et detefmifles ffem a feview ef the

111

eem�±ete feeefd that the fiBdiflge ef faet wefe flet eaeea ��efl

121

eem�eteflt s�eetafltia± evieeBee ef that the �feeeeaiflge ��efl

131

whieh the fifldiBge wefe eaeed did flet eem�±y with eseefltia!

14 I

l!e�1:d:femeflte ef ±aw�

15

(J)(a)

Each condominium association shall pay to the

16

division, on or before January 1 of each year, an annual fee

17

in the amount of 50 cents for each residential unit in

18

condominiums operated by the association.

191

paid by June l, then the association shall be assessed a

If the fee is not

201 penalty of 10 percent of the amount due, and the association
211 shall not have standing to maintain or defend any action in
221 the courts of Florida until the amount due plus any penalty is
231 paid.
24

fe+

Afly �efeefl fi±�flg a eem�!aiflt with the divieiefl

251 �Bae!! th�e seetiefl sha±± �ay a fi±iflg fee ef �±8 fef eaeh
26
27

eem�±aiflt�
.iEJ.fe7

All fees shall be deposited in the Land Sales

281 Trust Fund as provided by law.
29
30
31

Section 7.

Subsection (2) of section 718.502, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
718.502

Filing prior to sale or lease.-15
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Prior to filing as required by subsection (1), a

developer shall not offer a contract for purchase or lease of

a unit for more than 5 years but may accept deposits for

reservations upon the approval of a fully executed escrow

agreement and reservation agreement form properly filed with
the division.

Reservations shall not be taken on a proposed

condominium unless the developer has a contractual interest in
the land upon which the condominium is to be developed fi±iflg
wi�tt ttte Bivis�efi ef F±e�iea �afle Sales aRe 8eReeffl�fli�ffls ef

��e Be�a�tffleRt ef B�s�ftess Regi::i±at�efi aft ese�ew ag�eefflefl� afle

�ese�va�iefl ag�eefflefi� fe�ffl.

The division shall notify the

12

developer within 20 days of receipt of the reservation filing

14

shall not preclude the determination of reservation filing

13

of any deficiencies contained therein.

Such notification

15

deficiencies at a later date, nor shall it relieve the

17

agreement and the reservation agreement form shall include a

19

immediate unqualified refund of the reservation deposit moneys

16
18

20

developer of any responsibility under the law.

The escrow

statement of the right of the prospective purchaser to an

upon written request to the escrow agent by the prospective

21

purchaser or the developer.

23

developer and the escrow agent shall contain the following:

25

prospective purchaser an�immediate, unaualified refund of the

27

directly to the escrow agent or to the developer.

22
24
26
28

(a)

1.

The executed escrow agreement signed bv the

A statement that the escrow agent will grant a

reservation deposit moneys upon written request either
2.

A statement that the escrow agent is responsible

291 that no moneys be released directly to a developer unless
301 released pursuant to this subsection or s. 718.202.
31

16
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J..£1

The reservation agreement form shall alee include

21 the following:
31

.l.:_fa7

A statement of the obligation of the developer

41 to file condominium documents with the division prior to
SI entering into a binding purchase or lease agreement for more
61 than 5 years.
7

Lfb7

A statement of the right of the prospective

81 purchaser to receive all condominium documents as required by
91 this chapter.
10

l:_fe7

The name and address of the escrow agent and a

11

statement that the prospective purchaser may obtain a receipt

12

from the agent upon request.

13

.!.:_fe7

A statement as to whether the developer assures

14

that the purchase price represented in or pursuant to the

15

reservation agreement will be the price in the contract for

16

purchase and sale, or that the price represented may be

17

exceeded within a stated amount or percentage, or that no

18

assurance is given as to the price in the contract for

19

purchase or sale.

20

5.

A statement that the deposit shall be payable to

21

the escrow agent and that the escrow agent shall provide a

22

receipt to the prospective purchaser.

23
24
25
26
27

Section 8.

Subsection (6) is added to section 719.104,

Florida Statutes, to read:
719.104

Cooperatives; access to units; records;

financial reports.--

w

If an association fails to fill vacancies on the

28

board of administration sufficient to constitute a quorum in

29

accordance with the bylaws, anv unit owner or the division may

30

apply to the circuit court within whose jurisdiction the

31

cooPerative lies for the appointment of a receiver to manage
17
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the affairs of the COO£erative association.

The association

shall be responsible for the salary of the receiver, court
The receiver shall have all

costs, _ar1_q__attorn_e_ys' fees.

4

powers and duties of a duly constituted board of

6

vacancies on the board sufficient to constitute a guorum.

5

7

8

9

10

administration, and shall serve until the association fills
Section 9.

Paragraph (1) of subsection (1) of section

719.106, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
719.106

Bylaws; cooperative ownership.--

(1)

The bylaws or other cooperative documents include

(1)

The proposed annual budget of common expenses

11

the following provisions:

13

shall be detailed and shall show the amounts budgeted by

15

applicable, but not limited to, those expenses listed in s.

12

141 accounts and expense classifications, including, if
16

719.504(20).

In addition to annual operating expenses, the

171 budget shall include reserve accounts for capital expenditures
18

and deferred maintenance.

These accounts shall include, but

not be limited to, roof replacement, building painting, and
1
20 pavement resurfacing. The amount to be reserved shall be

19

211 computed by means of a formula which is based upon estimated

22

life and estimated replacement cost of each reserve item.

231 This subsection shall not apply to budgets in which the

241 members of an association have by a �we-�hi�as vote of the

25I majority of the members present at a duly called meeting of
26 I the association determined for a fiscal year to provide no
27I reserves or reserves less adequate than required by this
281 subsection.

29

Section 10.

31

719.109

Subsection (1) of section 719.109, Florida

30I Statutes, is amended to read:

Right of owners to peaceably assemble.-18
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A!± eeMmeR e!eMeRt5, eeMffleR a�ea5, afle

2

�ee�eatieRa± faei!itie5 5e�viRg aay eee�e�ative 5fla±± ee

4

ewfle�5 afle thei� iavitee g�e5t5�

�e5e�vee exe±�5ive!y fe� tfle �5e aRe eeRefit ef tfle �ait

3

Eaefl a55eeiatiefl 5fla±± aee�t

5

�ea5eflae±e ��±e5 aae �e�!atieR5 �e�taiRiRg te �fle �5e ef 5�eR

7

�Re �5e ef e�eR ee!MleR e±effleRt5, eemmea a�eae7 afla

eemmefl e±emeRt5, eemmeR a�ea5, aae �ee�eatieRa± faei±itie5�

6

�ee�eatieaa± faei!itie5 5fla±± be e�ejeet eR±Y te tBe5e �tt±e5

8

aaa �egttiatieR5 a5 a�e ade�tee by tfle a55eeiatieR, heweve�,

9

5ttefl ��!e5 Rules and regulations adooted by an association

10

shall not unreasonably restrict any unit owner's right to

11

12

peaceably assemble or right to invite public officers or

14

elements, common areas, and recreational facilities.

16

719.202, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

18

closing.--

20

the construction, furnishing, and landscaping of the property

13
15

17

19

candidates for public office to appear and speak on common
Section 11.

719.202
( 1)

Subsections (1) and (6) of section

Sales or reservation deposits prior to

If a developer contracts to sell a cooperative and

submitted to cooperative ownership has not been substantially

21

completed in accordance with the plans and specifications and

22

representations made by the developer in the disclosures

23

241 required by this chapter, the developer shall pay into an

251 escrow account established with a bank or trust company having
261 trust powers, an attorney who is a member of The Florida Bar,
27
28

1

a real estate broker registered under chapter 475, or a title
insurance company authorized to insure title to real property

291 in the State of Florida, all payments up to 10 percent of the

3 01 sale price received by the developer from the buyer towards
311 the sale price.

The escrow agent shall give to the purchaser
19
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1

a receipt for the deposit, upon request.

In lieu of the

21 foregoing, the division director shall have the discretion to
31 accept other assurances including, but not limited to, a
41 surety bond or an irrevocable letter of credit in the amount
SI of 10 percent of the total sales price of the cooperative.
61 Refund of deposits shall be governed by the escrow release
7 1 provisions of this subsection. The escrowed funds may be
,�

81 deposited in separate accounts or in common escrow or trust
91 accounts or commingled with other escrow or trust accounts
101 handled by or received by the escrow agent.

The escrow agent

111 may invest the escrow funds in securities of the United States
121 or an agency thereof or in savings or time deposits in
13

institutions insured by an agency of the United States.

Funds

141 shall be released from the escrow as follows:
15

(a)

If a buyer properly terminates the contract

161 pursuant to its terms or pursuant to this chapter, the funds
171 shall be paid to the buyer together with any interest earned.
18

(b)

If the buyer defaults in the performance of his

191 obligations under the contract of purchase and sale, the funds
201 shall be paid to the developer together with any interest
211 earned.
22

(c)

If the contract does not provide for the payment

231 of any interest earned on the escrowed funds, interest shall
241 be paid to the developer at the closing of the transaction.
25

( d)

If the funds of a buyer have not been previously

261 disbursed in accordance with the provisions of this
271 subsection, they may be disbursed to the developer by the
281 escrow agent at the closing of the transaction, unless prior
291 to the disbursement the escrow agent receives from the buyer
301 written notice of a dispute between the buyer and developer.
31

20
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If a developer enters into a reservation

agreement, the developer shall pay into an escrow account

2

established with a trust company, a bank having trust powers,

3

an attorney who is a member of The Florida Bar, a real estate

4

broker registered under chapter 475, or a title insurance

5

company authorized to insure title to real property in this

6

s_tate all reservation deposit payments.

7

The escrow agent

shall give to the prospective purchaser a receipt for the

8
9

deposit �pett fe�est acknowledging that the deposit is being

11

shall not be deEosited in an out-of-state institution unless

held pursuant to the requirements of this subsection.

10

Funds

12

the institution submits to the jurisdiction of the division

14

from the escrow.

13

and the courts of this state for any cause of action arising

Reservation deposits shall be payable to the

151 escrow agent. The funds ifl esefew ma� ae ee�esitee itt sepafate
161 aeee�Rts ef iR ee!MleR esefew ef tf�st aeee�ttts haRa!ea ey ef
17
18

1

19
20

1

�eee±vea by t�e ese�ew agettt atte may be placed in either

interest-bearing or noninterest-bearing accounts, provided

that the funds shall at all reasonable times be available for
withdrawal in full by the escrow agent.

All books and records

211 shall be kept separately for each proposed cooperative for

221 which reservations are taken and shall be kept in accordance
231 with good accounting practices. Upon written request to the

241 escrow agent by the prospective purchaser or developer, the

251 fund shall be immediately and without qualification refunded
261 in full to the prospective purchaser.

Upon such refund, any

271 interest shall be paid to the prospective purchaser, unless
281 otherwise provided in the reservation agreement.

Reservation

291 deposits shall not be released directly to the developer

301 except as a down payment on the purchase price at the time a
311 purchase agreement is executed. Upon execution of a purchase
21
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1

agreement for a unit, any funds paid by the purchaser as a

2

deposit to reserve the unit pursuant to a reservation

3

agreement, and any interest thereon, shall cease to be subject

4

to the provisions of this subsection and shall instead be

5

subject to the provisions of subsections (1)-(5).

6

Section 12.

Subsection (2) and paragraph (c) of

7

subsection (4) of section 719.301, Florida Statutes, are

8

amended to read:

9
10

719.301
(2)

Transfer of association control.--

Within 60 days after the unit owners other than

11

the developer are entitled to elect a member or members of the

12

board of administration of an association, the association

13

shall call, and give not less than 30 days' or more than 40

14

days' notice of, a meeting of the unit owners to elect the

15

members of the board of administration.

16

called and the notice given by any unit owner if the

17

association fails to do so.

The meeting may be

Upon election of the first unit

181 owner other than the develooer to the board of administration,
191 the developer shall forward to the division the name and
201 mailing address of the unit owner board member.
21

(4)

Prior to, or not more than 60 days after, the time

221 that unit owners other than the developer elect a majority of
231 the members of the board of administration of an association,
241 the developer shall relinquish control of the association, and
25

the unit owners shall accept control.

Simultaneously, the

261 developer shall deliver to the association all property of the
271 unit owners and of the association held or controlled by the
281 developer, including, but not limited to, the following items,
291 if applicable, as to each cooperative operated by the
301 association:
31
22
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A certified AR audit aRe eeee�Rt�Rg, wflieR Reee

Ret ae ee�tifiee, for all association funds, performed by an

2

auditor independent of the developer, including capital

3

accounts, reserve accumulations in accordance with s.

4

719.504(20)(c)l.k., and contributions.

5

Section 13.

6

Subsections (6) and (8) of section

719.401, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to

7

read:

8
9

719.401

Leaseholds.--A cooperative may be created on

101

lands held by a developer under lease or may include

12

used facilities on a leasehold, if, on the date the first unit

111
13

1

141

recreational facilities or other common elements or commonly

is conveyed by the developer to a bona fide purchaser, the

lease has an unexpired term of at least 50 years.

If rent

151 under the lease is payable by the association or by the unit
161 owners, the lease shall include the following requirements:

171

(6)(a)

A lease of recreational or other commonly used

18

facilities entered into by the association prior to the time

20

other than the developer shall grant to the lessee an option

19

the control of the association is turned over to unit owners

211 to purchase the leased property, payable in cash on any

221 anniversary date of the beginning of the lease term after the
23

10th anniversary, at a price then determined by agreement.

If

241 there is no agreement as to the price, then the price shall be
251 determined by arbitration.
261

(b)

If the lessor wishes to sell his interest and has

271 received a bona fide offer to purchase it, the lessor shall
281 send the association and each unit owner a copy of the

291 executed offer.

For 90 days following receipt of the offer by

301 the association, the association has the option to purchase

31

the interest on the terms and conditions in the offer.
23

The
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11 option shall be exercised, if at all, by notice in writing
21 given to the lessor within the 90-day period.

If the

31 association does not exercise the option, the lessor shall
41 have the right, for a period of 60 days after the 90-day
SI period has expired, to complete the transaction described in
61 the offer to purchase.

If for any reason such transaction is

71 not concluded within the 60 days, the offer shall have been
8

abandoned, and the provisions of this subsection shall be

9

reimposed.

101

(c)

The option shall be exercised upon approval by

111 owners of two-thirds of the units served by the leased
121 property.
13

(d)

The provisions of this subsection shall not apply

14

to a nonresidential cooperative and shall not apply if the

15

lessor is the Government of the United States or the State of

16

Florida or any political subdivision thereof or, in the case

17

of an underlying land lease, a person or entity which is not

18

the developer or directly or indirectly owned or controlled by

19

the developer and did not obtain, directly or indirectly,

20

ownership of the leased property from the developer.

21

(8)

It is declared that the public policy of this

22

state prohibits the inclusion or enforcement of escalation

23

clauses in leases or agreements for recreational facilities,

24

land, or other commonly used facilities serving residential

25

cooperatives, and such clauses are hereby declared void for

26

public policy.

27

escalation clause is any clause in a cooperative lease or

28

agreement which provides that the rental under the lease or

29

agreement shall increase at the same percentage rate as any

30

nationally recognized and conveniently available commodity or

31

consumer price index.

For the purposes of this section, an

24
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1

amended to read:
719.501

Section 719.501, Florida Statutes, is

Regulation by Division of Florida Land Sales

and Condominiums.-(1)

The Division of Florida Land Sales and

61 Condominiums of the Department of Business Regulation,

7 referred to as the division in this part, in addition to other
1
8 �owers and duties prescribed by chapter 498 4�8, has the power

9 to enforce and insure compliance with the provisions of this
1
10 chapter and rules promulgated pursuant hereto relating to the
111 development, construction, sale, lease, ownership, operation,
12

and management of residential cooperative units.

In

131 performing its duties, the division shall have the following
141 powers and duties:
151

(a)

The division mav make necessary public or private

161 investigations within or outside of this state to determine
171 whether any person has violated or is about to violate this
18 I chaoter or any rule or or<:i�r�hereunder, to aid in the

191 enforcement of this chapter, or to aid in the adoption of
20

rules or forms hereunder. :he ai¥ieiefl ehall �eeei¥e, afla may

22

eemplaiflte �elatiflg te the ¥ielatiefl ef the p�e¥ieiefle ef thie

21

23

ia¥eetigate p�fe�aflt te the a�the�ity epeeifiea in e� 4�8�l5l,
ehaptef ef ��lee pfem�lgatee p�fe�aflt he�ete, iRel�eiflg

241 eiep�tee afieiRg ffem the ifltefRal affai�e afla maRagemefl� ef
251 eeepefati¥e aeeeeiatiene, afla may eefle�et iflfefmal heafiflge

261 fef the p�fpeee ef eeekiflg amiea�le eettlemeflt ef eiep�tee and
271 ¥el�fltafy eempliaRee with the p�e¥ieiefle ef law�
281

(b)

The division may require or permit any oerson to

291 file a statement in writing, under oath or otherwise, as the

301 division determines, as to the facts and circumstances
311 concerning the matter to be investigated.
25
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For the purpose of any investigation under this

2

chapter, the division director or any officer or employee

4

affirmations� subpoena witnesses and compel their attendance,

designated by the division director may administer oaths or

3

take evidence, and require the production of any matter which

5

6

is relevant to the investigation, including the existence,

8

books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity

description, nature, custody, condition, and location of any

7

and location of persons having knowledge of relevant facts or

9

any other matter reasonably calculated to lead to the

10
11

121
13 I

141

discovery of material evidence.

Upon failure to obey a

subpoena or to answer questions propounded by the

investigating officer and upon reasonable notice to all

persons affected thereby, the division mav apply to the

151 circuit court for an order compelling compliance.

161

.1.E.lfe+

Notwithstanding any remedies available to unit

17

owners and associations, if the division has reasonable cause

19

or rules adopted prem�!gatea pursuant hereto has occurred, the

to believe that a violation of any provision of this chapter

18

20
21

22
23

1

division may institute enforcement proceedings in its own name

against any developer or association, or its assignees or
agents, as follows:
1.

The division may permit any person whose conduct or

241 actions may be under investigation to waive formal proceedings

251 and enter into a consent proceeding whereby orders, rules, or

261 letters of censure or warning, whether formal or informal, may
271 be entered against the oerson. �fle e�v�s�efl may �ss�e eease
281 ana ees�st eraers ��rs�aftt te s� 4�8�!�!�
29

2.

The division may issue an order requiring the

30 I develooer or association, or its assignees or age�nts, to cease

31

and desist from the unlawful £!:actice and take such
26
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1

affirmative action as in the �ent of the division will

2

carry out the purposes of this chapter.

3

3.��

The division may bring an action in circuit court

4

for declaratory relief or

5

efl eefta!f ef a e!ass ef �fl±t ewfle�s e� lessees.

6

4.3�

7

injunctive relief, e� �est±t�t±efl

The division may impose civil penalties against

7

a_ny developer or association, or its assignees or agents, for

8

violations of this chapter or rules adopted ��e��!gatee

9

pursuant hereto.

A penalty may be imposed on the basis of

10

each day of continuing violation, but in no event shall the

11

penalty for any offense exceed $5,000.

12

shall be deposited with the Treasurer to the credit of the

13

Florida Land Sales and Condominiums Trust Fund.

14

developer fails to pay the civil penalty, the division shall

15

thereupon issue an order directing that such developer cease

16

and desist from further operation until such time as the civil

17

penalty is paid and may pursue enforcement of the penalty in a

18

court of competent jurisdiction.

All amounts collected
If a

If an association fails to

191 pay the civil penalty, the division shall thereupon pursue
20

enforcement in a court of competent jurisdiction.

In order to

211 permit the developer or association an opportunity either to
221 appeal such decision administratively or to seek relief in a
231 court of competent jurisdiction, the order imposing the civil
241 penalty or the cease and desist order shall not become
25

effective until 20 days after the date of such order.

Any

261 action commenced by the division shall be brought in the
271 county in which the division has its executive offices or in
281 the county where the violation occurred.
291

Mfe7

The division is authorized to prepare and

301 disseminate a prospectus and other information to assist

311 prospective owners, purchasers, lessees, and developers of
27
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residential cooperatives in assessing the rights, privileges,
and duties pertaining thereto.
ffife7

The division is authorized to adopt �fefflti±�ate

rules afld fegti±atiefle, pursuant to chapter 120, necessary to
implement, enforce, and interpret this chapter.
i_gj_fe7

The division shall furnish each association

which pays the fees required by subsection (3)(a) a copy of

this act and the rules adopted pursuant thereto �aft afle a±±
affleBe.J'!leflts �fief te tfle date tflet aeeeffle e££eetive.
(2)

There is hereby created an advisory board to

advise the division in carrying out its duties, to be composed

12

of seven members, of which three members shall be citizens

14

be nondeveloper unit owners who are association board members,

16

association officers or board members.

13
15

from the cooperative development industry, two members shall

and two members shall be nondeveloper unit owners who are not
Members of the

17

advisory board shall be appointed by the Secretary of Business

19

the Senate.

18

Regulation to serve at his pleasure and shall be confirmed by
The advisory board shall assist and advise the

20

division in residential cooperative problems afld, Wflefl

22

afle tfleif asseeiatiefls.

21

23

�eesie±e, sfta±± afeitfate eefltfevefsiee eetweeB tiflit ewflefs
(3)(a)

Each cooperative association shall pay to the

241 division, on or before January 1 of each year, an annual fee
25

in the amount of 50 cents for each residential unit in

261 cooperatives operated by the association.

If the fee is not

271 paid by June l, then the association shall be assessed a

281 penalty of 10 percent of the amount due, and the association
291 shall not have the standing to maintain or defend any action
30

1
31

in the courts of this state until the amount due is paid.
28
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Afly �e�sefl fil�flg a eem�laiflt with the e�visiefl

�flee� th�s seetiefl shall �ay a f�±iflg fee ef $±9 fe� eaeh

2

3

eeffl�±aiflt�

SI

Trust Fund as provided by law.

7

S�atutes, is amended to read:

4

61

frlfe,

Section 15.

719.502

8

(2)

9

All fees shall be deposited in the Land Sales
Subsection (2) of section 719.502, Florida

Filing prior to sale or lease.--

Prior to filing as required by subsection (1), a

developer shall not offer a contract for purchase or lease of

10

11 a unit for more than 5 years but may accept deposits for
1
12 reservations upon the approval of a fully executed escrow

131 agreement and reservation agreement form properly filed with
141 the division.

Reservations shall not be taken on a �osed

151 cooperative unless the developer has a contractual interest in
161 the land upon which the cooperative is to be developed.
17
18

1

fi±�flg w�th the B�v�s�efl ef F±e�iea Sefle Sales afle

8efleemifli�ms ef the 9e�a�tffleflt ef B�Biflese Re�±atiefl afl

19

eee�ew ag�eemeflt afle �ese�vatiefl ag�eeffleflt fe�m� The division

21

reservation filing of any deficiencies contained therein.

shall notify the developer within 20 days of receipt of the

20
22

23

24

Such notification shall not preclude the determination of

1

25
1

26

reservation filing deficiencies at a later date, nor shall it
relieve the developer of any responsibility under the law.

The escrow agreement and the reservation agreement form shall

include a statement of the right of the prospective purchaser

271 to an immediate unqualified refund of the reservation deposit
281 moneys upon written request to the escrow agent by the
291 prospective purchaser or the developer.
301

(a)

The executed escrow agreement signed by the

311 developer and the escrow agent shall contain the following:
29
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A statement that the escrow agent will grant a

21 prospective purchaser an immediate, unqualified refund of the

31 reservation deposit money upon written request either directly

41 to the escrow agent or to the developer.
2.

5

A statement that the escrow agent is responsible

6I that money shall not be released directly to a developer

71 except as a down payment on the purchase price at the time a
8I contract is signed by the purchaser.

9I

iQ1

The reservation agreement form shall alee include

10I the following:
11

Lta+

A statement of the obligation of the developer

12I to file cooperative documents with the division prior to

13I entering into a binding purchase or lease agreement for more
141 than 5 years.
L._fe7

15

A statement of the right of the prospective

16I purchaser to receive all cooperative documents as required by
17

this chapter.

19

statement that the prospective purchaser may obtain a receipt

1
18

l..:_te+

The name and address of the escrow agent and a

from the agent upon request.

20
21

�ta+

A statement as to whether the developer assures

22I that the purchase price represented in or pursuant to the

23I reservation agreement will be the price in the contract for

2 4I purchase and sale, or that the price represented may be

251 exceeded within a stated amount or percentage, or that no
261 assurance is given as to the price in the contract for
2 7I purchase and sale.
5.

28

A statement that the deoosit shall be Eayable to

29I the escrow agent and that the escrow agent shall provide a
30

31

1

receipt to the prospective purchaser.
30
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This act shall take effect October 1,

4

5

6
7

8
9

10

11

12

13
14

15

16
17

18
19

20

21

22

23
24

25

26

27

28

29
30

31

31
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 306

1.

Provides that any unit owner or the Division of Florida
Land Sales and C ondominiums may apply to the court for
appointment of a receiver when an association fails to fill
vacancies on the board of administration sufficient to con
stitute a quorum.

2.

Allows the division to accept other assurances in lieu of the
establishment of an escrow account required under certain
conditions.

3.

Escrowed funds may be deposited in an out-of-state financial

@ @ {J)
..J&_

institution if the institution submits to the jurisdiction
of the division and Florida courts.
4.

Removes the advisory board's authority to arbitrate certain
controversies.

5.

Requires that reservations shall not be taken on a proposed
condominium unless the developer has a contractual interest
in the property upon which the condominium is to be built.

6.

Applies all provisions of the bill to chapter 719, F.S.,
relating to cooperatives.
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SB 306 by
Senator Steinberg

SUMMARY:

A.

B.

II.

r'fiJ
}/D �

Present Situation:

Chapter 718, F .S., p=vides for regulation of the creation, sale, and
operation of condollUJliums by the Division of Florida Land Sales and
Concbminiums of the Deparbnent of Business Regulation.
Effect of Pror:osed Changes:

'!his bill, which includes mmy technical changes for clarity, v.0uld
effect a substantial revision of r:ortions of ch. 718, F.S. (See
addendum)

EXJJNJMIC IMPACT' AND FISCAL l'DI'E:

A.

Public:

'!he p=visions contained in this bill which require developers to
maintain escrow accounts in a Florida financial institution v.0uld
significantly impact SO!lE developnent companies according to the
industry. Many companies obtain loans from out-of-state financial
institutions which offer lower interest rates if escrow accounts are
maintained in that institution. These comp:u1ies w:::iuld experience an
increase in the cost of operation in the form of higher interest rates.
Developers w:::iuld also be rB::lllired to obtain a certified audit of all
association fun:ls prior to transfer of association cont=l. A
certified audit for a 20 - 30 unit condominium costs app=xirrately
$3,000. whether these costs w:::iuld be passed on to purchasers ¼Ould
depend on margin of profit, local market, arrl other factors.

Associations, if they fail to elect a l::oard of administration, v.0uld
irx::ur costs associated with the apr:ointllEnt of a receiver. These costs
¼Ould irx::lude the salary of the receiver, court costs, and attorney's
fees.

B.

III.
N.

Any i:erson or group of i:ersons (unit owner, association, or developer)
filing a ccmplaint v.0uld no longer be required to pay a $10 filing fee.
Governrrent:

According to the Division of Florida I.and Sales and Condominiums, this
bill should rot substantially alter existing operational exi:enses of
the division.

CXM-1ENTS:

N:me

N-!ENI:MEN'l'S:

N:me

SB 306 - Addendum
'Ihis bill addresses changes in condominium law in chapter
718, F.S., and changes in =perative law in chapter 719,
F. S. All existing sections referenced in this bill, airend
ments to existing sections, and created sections are similar
in chapters 718 and 719; the prirrary difference is the use
of the w::irds "condominium" and "=perative" in the respective
chapters. Referenced sections are similar by number and
content (i.e., s. 718.501/719.501). Therefore, the following
surrma:ry of changes relating to condominiums is applicable to
cooperatives.
An additional change is rra.de to chapter 719, F.s. , to conform
a provision in =perative law to a provision in condominium
law which was amended during the 1980 session. Section
719.106(1)(1), F.S., is amended to require a mjority vote of
the members present in order to provide no reserves or
statutorily inadequate reserves in the =perative association's
annual budget.
PRESENI'

SITUATICN

EFFEx::T OF PIDPOSED CHA."JGES

If an association fails to fill vacancies on
the board of administration sufficient to
constitute a quorum, any unit owner or the
division may apply for the appointment of a
receiver to manage the affairs of the
condominium W1til the vacancies are filled. The
association is responsible for the salary of
the receiver, court costs, and attorney's fees.
(s. 718.111(2) (a), F.S.)
All conr.on element,, areas, and recreational
facilities serving any condominium shall be for
the exclusive use and benefit of the unit owners
and their invited guests (s. 718.123(1), F.S.).
If the developer contracts
which is not substantially
pay all payments up to 10%
into an escrow accoW1t (s.

Deletes reference that comron elerrents, areas,
and recreational facilities are reserved for
the exclusive use and benefit of unit owners
and their invited guests (s. 718.123(1), F.S.).

to sell a condominium In lieu of the escrow account, the division
completed, he ImlSt
director shall have the discretion to accept
other assurances (e.g., surety borrl, irrevocable
of the sales price
letter of credit) in the arroW1t of 10% of the
718.202(1), F.S.).
total sales price of the condominium (s. 718.202
(l)
F.S.).
I

Developers who enter into a reservation
agree:rent shall pay all reservation deposit
payments into an escrow accoW1t (s. 718.202(6),
F.S.).

Escrowed funds shall mt be deposited in an out
of-state institution unless the institution
sul:::mits to the jurisdiction of the division and
the courts. The escrow agent shall ackn:::lwledge
that the deposit is being held pursuant to this
subsection.
(s. 718.202(6), F.S.)

Escrowed funds may be deposited in separate
or ccmron accounts which are either interest
bearing or run-interest bearing (s. 718.202(6),
F.S.).

All !xxJks and records are to be kept separately
for each proposed condominium for which
reservations are taken and in accordance with
good accounting practices (s. 718.202(6), F.S.).

Upon execution of a purchase agreement, escrowed
funds (reservation deposit) shall becorre subject
to the provisions of tlose sections relating to
sales deposits prior to closings (s. 718.202(6),
F.S.).

Reservation deposits shall not be released
directly to the develoi:er except as a down
payment on the purchase price at the time a
purchase agreement is executed (s. 718.202(6),
F.S.).

Provides procedures for transfer of
association control (s. 718.301, F.S.).

Requires the developer to send to the division
the narre and address of the first unit owner
elected to the board of administration
(s. 718.301(2), F.S.).

SB 306 - Addendum
PRESENT SITUATION

Page 2

EFFECT OF PffiPOSED CHANGES

U[xln relinquishing control of the association, Requires the audit be certified (s. 718.301(4) (c),
the developer must have an in:iei:enctent audit F.S.).
and accounting performed (s. 718.301(4)(c),
F.S.). 'Ille audit need rot be certified.
Certain provisions are required in leases of Provides that these requirements do rot apply to
recreational or other a:mronly used
mn-resident.ial condominiums (s. 718.401(6)(d),
facilities by an association, such as: an
F.S.).
option for lessee to µrrchase leased property;
and the right of first refusal of an offer to
purchase property (s. 718.401(6), F.S.).
'Ille p.iblic policy of this state is to
prohibit the inclusion or enforcement of
escalation clauses in leases or agreerrents
for recreational facilities, land, or other
camonly used facilities (s. 718.401(8) (a),
F.S.).

Specifies that the prohibition against
escalation clauses in leases applies to only
residential condominiums (s. 718.401(8) (a), F.S.)

Authorizes the Division of Florida I.and Sales
and Concbminiums to receive and investigate
ccmplaints µrrsuant to the authority speci
fied in s. 478.151, F.S. (s. 718.501(1),
F.S.). Includes the authority to investigate
disputes arising from the internal affairs
and ffi3.J1agerrent of the association arrl conduct
infonral hearings to settle these disputes.

Deletes the division's authority to become
involved in the internal affairs and =ge-rent
of the association (s. 718.501(1) (a), F.S.).
Enforcement authority is provided instead of
reference to ch. 478, F.S. Fowers and duties
include authority to: investigate; require writter
statements; administer oaths or affirrrations;
subr:cena witnesses, and corrtp=l attendance; take
eviden::e and require production of l::ooks,
documents, etc.; institute enforcement proceed
ings; and issue cease and desist orders.
(s. 718.5()_1(1), F.S.)

'Ille division rray bring an action in the
circuit court for declaratory relief, injunc
tive relief, or restitution on behalf of a
class of unit owners or lessees (s. 718.501
(1) (d), 2., F.S.).

Deletes the division's authority to institute
a class action for restitution (s. 718.501(1)
(d), 3., F.S.).

'Ille division is required to furnish each fee
paying association with a copy of this part
and all arrendments prior to their effective
date (s. 718.50l(l)(g), F.S.).

'Ille division would be required to furnish each
fee-paying association with a copy of this act
and the rules acbpted pursuant thereto
(s. 718.501(1) (g), F.S.).

'Ille advisory board shall, when possible,
arbitrate controversies between unit owrers
and their associations (s. 718.501 (2) (a),
F.S.). 'Ille board rray utilize hearing officers
µrrsuant to ch. 120, F.s., in arbitrating
controversies (s. 718.501(2)(b), F.S.).

Deletes board's authority to arbitrate disputes
(s. 718.501(2) (a), F.S.). Deletes board's
authority to utilize hearing officers
(s. 718.501(2)(b), F.S.).

Requires $10 filing fee per complaint
(s. 718.501(3)(b), F.S.).

Deletes filing fee for complaint (s. 718.501
(3) (b), F.S.).

'Ille developer rray accept deposits on
reservations, prior to filing as required by
s. 719.502(1), F.S., upon the division's
approval of a fully e..'(ecuted escrow and
reservation agreerrent (s. 718.502(2), F.S.).

Prohibits reservations on a proposed
condominium unless the developer has
a_contractual interest in the
land (s. 718.502(2), F.S.). 'Ihe escrow
agreo....rnent must contain the folla,.;ing
statements: that escrow agent will grant
purchaser an imrediate, unqualified refurrl
upon written request to the escrow agent or
to the developer; and that escrow agent is
responsible that ro rroneys be released directly
to the developer unless released pursuant to
718.202, F.S. (s. 718.502(2)(a), F.S.).

SB 306 - .Addendum
Pagi= 3
PRESENI' SITUATION
Specifies infornation to be included on
reservation agreement fonn (s. 718.502(2) (b),
F.S.).

EFFEX.;I' OF PFDPOSED

c�s

Reservation agreement fonn shall include a
statarent that esc=w dei:osits shall be payable
to the escrow agent and that the agent provide
a receipt to the p=spective purchaser
(s. 718.502(2)(b), F.S.).

I

April 6, 1981
April 8, 1981 (Revise::I)
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SlM1ARY:

A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 718, F.S., provides for regulation of the creation, sale, and
operation of oondaniniums by the Division of Florida land Sales and
Condaniniums of the Departrrent of Busiress Regulation.

Chapter 719, F.S., provides for regulation of the creation, sale, and
operation of c:ooperatives by the Division of Florida Land Sales and
Condaniniums.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
'!his bill, which inclu::l.es many technical changes for clarity, would
effect a substantial revision of portions of chapters 718 and 719,
F.S. (See Addendllln)

II.

ECON:MIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NYI'E:

A.

Public:
Condorninillln and cooperative developers w::iuld be required to obtain a
certified audit of all association funds prior to transfer of
association control. A certified audit for a 20 - 30 unit oondaninillln
or =perative costs approxiJrately $3,000. Whether this cost 1-.ould
be p:1.sse::I on to purchasers w::iuld depend on rrargin of profit, local
rrarket, and other factors.
Associations, if they fail to elect a toard of administration, v.0uld
incur costs associated with the appoint:Jrent of a receiver. These
oosts w::iuld include the salary of the receiver, court oosts, and
attorney's fees.
Any person or group of persons (unit owner, association, or developer)
filing a canplaint w::iuld no longer be required to p:1.y a $10 filing
fee.

B.

Covernrrent:
According to the Division of Florida land Sales and Concbminiums, this
bill soould not substantially alter existing operational expenses of
the division.

III.

CXMvlENI'S:
None

IV.

AMENI:MENI'S:

None
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An act relating to condominiums and

cooperatives; amending s. 7l8.ll2(2)(a),

Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, to provide

5

for the appointment of a receiver when an

7

vacancies on a board of administration;

9

relating to common elements, common areas, and

6

- ,:

A bill to be entitled

8

10

ll

association fails to fill sufficient number of
amending s. 718.123(1), Florida Statutes,

recreational facilities; amending s. 718.202(1)
and (6), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,

12

providing that the Division of Florida Land

14

in lieu of certain escrow requirements;

13

Sales and Condominiums may approve assurances

15

providing for additional requirements for .th�,

17

amending s. 718.301(2) and (4)(c), Florida

16

18

establishment of a reservation program;

Statutes, providing notice to the division of

19

the first unit owner elected to the board of

21

review; amending s. 718.401(6)(a), (b) and (d)

20

22
"'o
.S
o
23
{=;::
___.. 24

25

administration; providing for a financial

and (8)(a), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,

limiting the prohibition of certain escalation
clauses tied to consumer price indexes;
amending s. 718.501, Florida Statutes,·

26

providing that the division may conduct

28

Statutes; deleting provisions allowing the

JO

disputes arising from the internal affairs' 'and

27

29

31

investigations pursuant to chapter 498, Florida

division to investigate and intervene in
management of condominium associations;
1
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l

limiting the authority of the condominium

2

advisory board; amending s. 718.502(2), Florida

�

Statutes, adding certain requirements for

4

approval of reservation programs; adding

5

subsection (6) to s. 719.104, Florida Statutes,

.6

to provide for the appointment of a receiver

7

when an association fails to fill sufficient

8

number of vacancies on a board of
·administration; providing powers of an

9
l-0

association; amending a. 719.106(1)(1), Florida

;ll

Statutes, relating to the vote required to

;J.2

adopt budgets having no or inadequate-re,serves;

13

amending s. 719.109(1), Florida Statutes,

1-;

relat
. in_g to.common elements, common areas, and

15

resa·eational facilities; amending s. 719.202(1)

;J.6

and (6), Florida Statutes, providing that the

17

division may approve assurances in lieu of

18

certain escrow requirements; providing for

l9

additional requirements for the establishment

20

of a reservation program; amending s.

< '

21

719.301(2) and (4)(c), Florida Statutes,

22

providing notice to the division of the first

,23

unit owner elected to the board of

24

administration; providing !or a financi.al

25

review; amending s. 719.401(6)(a), (b) and (d)

26

a
. nd (8)·, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,

27•

limiting the prohibition of certain escalation

:za

clauses tied to consumer price indexes;

29

,-mending a. 719.501(1), (3), Florida Statutes,

�o

.. ;31

· '>•

.

;providing that the division may conduct
investigations pursuant to chapter 498, Florida
2
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Statutes; deleting provisions allowing the

2

division to investigate and intervene in

4

management of cooperative associations;

6

adding certain requirements for approval of

3

disputes arising from the internal affairs and

5
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

amending s. 719.502(2), Florida Statutes,

:ti

reservation programs; providing an effective

· \• I : t

- � I '. �

date.

:· -;;·

�
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (2) of section·

718.112

Bylaws.--

:� :

(2)

The bylaws shall provide for the following, and if.

(a)

The form of administration of the association

they do not do so, shall be deemed to include the following:

19

shall be described, indicating the title of the officers and

20

board of administration and specifying the powers, duties,

22

officers and boards.

24

except in the case of condominiums having five or fewer units,

21
23
25

26

27
28

29

l':

manner of selection and removal, and compensation, if a."riy, of

,.

In the absence of such a provision, the
'

board of administration shall be composed of five members,

in which case one owner of each unit shall be a member of the
board of administration.

In the absence of provisions to the

contrary in the bylaws, the board of administration shall have·
a president, a secretary, and a treasurer, who shall perform

the duties of such officers customarily performed by officers

30 of corporations. Unless prohibited in the.bylaws, the board
1
31 of administration may appoint other officers and grant them
3

r..
t-, �

, }'
./

17

18

't)

718.112, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

read:

! ,l

J ,:

:_- t

_;�
'S:

.:
�
�
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the duties it deems appropriate.

2

Unless otherwise provided in

the bylaws, the officers shall serve without compensation and

J

at the pleasure of the board of administration.

If an

41 association fails to fill vacancies on the board of
5

administration sufficient to constitute a quorum in accordance

7

within whose jurisdiction the condominium lies for the

6

with the bylaws, any unit owner may apply to the circuit court

8

appointment of a receiver to manage the affairs of the

9 association. At least JO days prior to applying to the
1
10 circuit court, the unit owner __shal_l mail to the association

ll
12

l

and post in a conspicuous place on the condominium property a
notice describing the intended action giving the association

131 the oppo;tunity to fill the vacancies.

14

15

If during which time

the association fails to fill the vacancies, the unit owner

may proceec;Y 'with the petition.
<

If a receiver is appointed,

,

16 I the association shall be� responsible for the salary of the
171 receiver, court costs, and attorneys' fees.

The receiver

181 shall have all powers and duties of a duly constituted board

191 of administratis,n� and shall serve until the association fills
201 vacancies on the board sufficient to constitute a 9:!:!_orum.
21

Section 2.

23

718.123

Subsection {l) of section 718.123, Florida

221 Statutes, is amended to read:
24

(l)

Right of owners to peaceably assemble.-

All common elements, common areas, and

251 recreational facilities serving any condominium shall be

261 available to unit owners in the condominium or condominiums

271 served thereby and their invited guests for the use intended
281 for such common elements, common areas, and recreational
291 facili�i.J!s.

The entity or entities responsible for the

30 operation of the common elements, common areas, and
1
31 recreational facilities may reeel.'Yea eKe¼�eive¼y fer �e �ee
4
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1

al\s &ellefi� ef �ke ttlli� e'lt'l'lere alls �heir tllYt�es �es�s�

2

aeeeeia�iell ska¼¼ adopt reasonable rules and regulations

3

pertaining to the use of such common elements, common areas,

4

No entity or entities shall 'i'l'\e
· ·
�..:"!.
ttee &f ettek eelllll\ell e¼e111el\�8T eellllllel\ ereae7 &1\5 reerea�·iell"a ¼

s

Eaek

and recreational facilities.

:.:.:-.
•\�

·-�•I

6

faei¼i�iee eka¼¼ &e ett&;ee� el\ ¼ y �& �eee rtt¼ee al\5

7

re�¼a�iel\e ae are a5ep�e5 &y �ke aeeeeia�tel\7 k&vever7 ettek ,.�

8

rtt¼ee al\5 re�¼a�iel\e eka¼¼ l\e� unreasonably restrict any unit

9

owner's right to peaceably assemble or right to invite public·•j,.

10

officers or candidates for public office to appear and speak

11

on common elements, common areas, and recreational facilities_

12
13

Section 3.

Subsections (1) and (6) of section ·110.202,

Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read:

14

718,202

15

closing.--

16

(1)

'

>

Sales or reservation deposits prio;rto

If a developer ccntracts to sell a condominium

17

parcel and the construction, furnishing, and landscaping of

18

the property submitted to condominium ownership has not been

19

substantially completed in accordance with the plans and

20

specifications and representations made by the developer in

21

the disclosures required by this chapter, the developer shall

22

pay into an escrow account established with a bank or trust

23

company having trust powers, an attorney who is a member of

24

The Florida Bar, a real estate broker registered under chapter

25

475, any financial lending institution having a net worth in

26

excess of S million dollars, or a title insurance company

27

authorized to insure title to real property in the State of

28

Florida, all payments up to 10 percent of the sale price

29

received by the developer from the buyer towards the sale

301 price.

The escrow agent shall give to the purchaser a receipt

311 for the deposit, upon request.

In lieu of the fore� the
5
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ll•division director shall have the discretion to acce£t other
2

assurances including, but not limited to, a surety bond or an

3

irrevocable letter of credit in an amount eaual to the escrow

4

requirements of this section.

5

refund of deposits shall be governed by the escrow release

Default determinations and

"'l5r·ovision of this subsection. The escrowed funds may be
7

deposited in separate accounts or in common escrow or trust

8

accounts or commingled with other escrow or trust accounts

9

handled b_y or received by the escrow agent.

The escrow agent

10

may invest the escrow funds in securities of the United States

11

or any agency thereof or in savings or time deposits in

12

institutions insured by an agency of the United States.

13

shall be released from escrow as follows:

14
15
16

(a)

Funds

If� buyer properly terminates the contract

pursuant t<Ylts terms or pursuant to this chapter, the funds
< '
shall be paid to the buyer together with any interest earned.

17

(b)

If the buyer defaults in the performance of his

18

obligations under the contract of purchase and sale, the funds

19

shall be paid to the developer together with any interest

20

earned.

21

(c)

If the contract does not provide for the payment

22

of any interest earned on the escrowed funds, interest shall

23

be paid to the developer at the closing of the transaction.

24

.(d)

If the funds of a buyer have not been previously_

25

disbursed in accordance with the provisions of this

26

subsection, they may be disbursed to the developer by the

27

escrow agent at the closing of the transaction, unless prior

28

to the disbursement the escrow agent receives from the buyer

29

written.notice of. a dispute between the buyer and developer�

30
31

(6)

If a.developer enters into a reservation

agreement, the developer shall pay into an escrow account
6
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11 established with a trust company, a bank having trust powers,

21 an attorney who is a member of The Florida Bar, a real estate

31 broker registered under chapter 475, or a title insurance

41 company authorized to insure title to real property in this
51 state all reservation deposit payments.
6

Reservation deposits

shall be payable to the escrow agent, who shall give to the

7

prospective purchaser a receipt for the deposit ttpeft Pe4!Jl:lee�L

9

requirements of this subsection.

8

10

11

acknowledging that the deposit is being held pursuant to the

Funds shall not be deposited

out of state unless the out-of-state party holding such escrow

funds submits to the jurisdiction of the division and the

121 courts of this state for any cause of action arising from the·

131 escrow.

The funds ift eeePew ffiay he aepeei�ea ift sepaPa�e

14 aeeettft�e ep ift eeffiffieft eeePew eP �Ptte� aeeettft�e �aftd±ed by eP
./
1
.
15 Peeeivea by ��e eeePew ageft� afta may be placed in either
161 interest-bearing or noninterest-bearing accounts, provided

171 that the funds shall at all reasonable times be available for
181 withdrawal in full by the escrow agent.

The developer shall

191 maintain separate records for each condominium or proposed

201 condominium for which deposits are being accepted. Upon
21

written request to the escrow agent by the prospective

221 purchaser or developer, the funds shall be immediately and

231 without qualification refunded in full to the prospective
24

25

purchaser.

Upon such refund, any interest shall be paid to

the prospective purchaser, unless otherwise provided in the

1
26 reservation agreement.

Reservation deposits shall not be · -

271 released directly to the developer except as a down payment on

281 the purchase price simultaneously with or subsequent to the
291 execution of a contract. Upon the execution of a purchase

301 agreement for a unit, any funds paid by the purchaser as a
311 deposit to reserve the unit pursuant to a reservation

7
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l

aqreement, and any interest thereon, shall cease to be subject

2

to the provisions of this subsection and shall instead be

3

subject to the provisions of subsections (l)-(5).

4

51
6

Section 4.

subsection (4) of section 718.301, Florida Statutes, are
amended to read:

7

718.JOl

8

(2)

9

Subsection (2) and paragraph (c) of

Transfer of association control.--

Within 60 days after the unit owners other than

the developer are entitled to elect a member or members of the

10

board.of administration of an association, the association

ll

shall call,- and give not less than JO days' or more than 40

12

days' notice of, a meeting of the unit owners to elect the

13

members of the board of administration.

14

called and the notice given by any unit owner if the

15
16

associatiorv-!ails to· do so. Upon election of the first unit
< ,
owner, other than the developer, to the board of

17

administration, the developer shall forward to the division

18

the name and mailin� address of the unit owner board member.

19

(4)

The meeting may be

Prior to, or not more than 60 days after, the time

20

that unit owners other than the developer elect a majority of

21

the members of the board of administration of an association,

22

the developer shall r�linquish control of the association, and

23

the unit owners shall accept control.

24

developer shall deliver to the association all property of the

25

unit owners and of the association held or controlled by the

Simultaneously, the

26 developer, including, but not limited to, the following items,
27

if applicable, as to each condominium operated by the

28

association:

2!!

. (c.) ·.· The financial records, including financial

30

statements of the association, and source documents since tht!C,

31

incorporation of the association through the date of turnover.
8
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11 The records shall be reviewed by an independent certified
21 public accountant.

The minimum report required shall be a

3

review in accordance with generally accepted accounting

5

accountant performing the review shall examine to the ·'extent.,.,,.

4

standards as defined by rule by the Board of Accountancy.

6

The

necessary supporting documents and records, including the' cash

71 disbursements and related £&id invoices to determine if

�..

-...:

expenditures were for association purposes, and billings,· cash·

8

receipts and related records to determine that· the developer'·::':

9

10 was charged and paid the proper amounts of assessments·: Aft
1
11 attdi� and aeeettn�ing7 w�ie� need ne� �e ee��ified, fe� a¼l
12

;� .-

aeeeeia�ien fttnds, �epfePmed �y an attdi�eP ine.e�ene.en�·ef lhe<

13 deve¼e�e�, inelttding ea�i�a¼ aeeettn�e7 �eee�ve aeettmtt¼a�iens r·
1
1 4 in aeee�danee wi�� e� �l8�594f�9tfetl�k� 7 and een�.��tt�iens�
15

Section 5.

16

Paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) of subsection·

(6) and paragraph (a) of subsection (8) of section 718.401,

171 Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read:
18

718.401

Leaseholds.--A condominium may be created on·•.•�

191 lands held under lease or may include recreational facilities
201 or other common elements or commonly used facilities on a

21 leasehold, if, on the date the first unit is conveyed by the':
1
22 developer to a bona fide purchaser, the lease has an unexpired
231 term of at least SO years.

If rent under the lease is payable

241 by the association or by the unit owners, the lease shali'
251 include the following requirements:

26

(6)(a)

A lease of recreational or other commonly usec;\

271 facilities entered into by the association or unit owners

281 prior to the time the control of the association is turned

291 over to unit owners other than the developer shall grant to

30
31

1

the lessee an option to purchase the leased property, payable

in cash, on any anniversary date of the beginning of the lease
9

I j ,;
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11 term after the 10th anniversary, at a price then determined by

2

agree�ent.

4

(b)

If there is no agreement as to the price, then the

3 1 price shall be determined by arbitration.

If the lessor wishes to sell his interest and has

51 received a bona fide offer to purchase it, the lessor shall

6

send the.association and each unit owner a copy of the
1
7 executed offer. For 90 days following receipt of the offer by

81 the association or unit owners, the association or unit owners

9 hpve_�ee the option to purchase the interest on the terms and
1
10 conditions in the offer. The option shall be exercised, if at
11

all, gy notice in writing given to the lessor within the 90If the association or unit owners do t!l.eee not

12

day perio_d.

14

period of _60 ,days after the 90-day period has expired, to

li

1S

16

exercise the option, the lessor shall have the right, for a
complete the transaction described in the offer to purchase.
,/·

If for any reason such transaction is not concluded within the

17 60 days, ·the offer shall have been abandoned, and the
1
18 provisions of this subsection shall be reimposed.
19

(d)

The provisions of this subsection shall not apply

20( to a nonresidential condominium and shall not apply if the

211 lessor is the Government of the United States or the State of
22

Florida or any political subdivision thereof or, in the case

24

the developer.or directly or indirectly owned or controlled by

23

25

26

27

of an underlying land lease, a person or entity which is not
the developer and did not obtain, directly or indirectly,
ownership of the leased property from the developer.
(8)(a)

It is declared that the public policy of this

281 etate prohibits the inclusion or enforcement of escalation

2�1 clauses in land leases or other leases or agreements for
30

recreational facilities, land, or ·other commonly used

311 facilities serving residential condominiums, and such clauses
10
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11 are hereby declared void for public policy.

For the purposes

21· of this section, an escalation clause is any clause in a

3 1 condominium lease or agreement which provides that the rental

41 under the lease or agreement shall increase at the same

51 percentage rate as any nationally recognized and conveniently
61 available commodity or consumer price index.
7

Section 6.

9

718.501

81 amended to read:

Section 718. 501, Florida Statutes, :i s

Regulation by Division of Florida Land Sales

101 and Condominiums.-(1)

11

The Division of Florida Land Sales and

121 Condominiums of the Department of Business Regulation,

1 31 referred to as the division in this part, in addition to ·other
14

powers and duties prescribed by chapter 498 4�8, has,the power

,.

15

to enforce and insure compliance with the provisi�ns of this

16

chapter and rules promulgated pursuant hereto relating to the

171 development, construction, sale, lease, ownership, operation,
18 and management of residential condominium units. In
1
19 performing its duties, the division shall have the following
20 I .powers and duties:
21

(a)

The division may make necessary public or private

22,I investi�ations within or outside of this state to determine
23

whether any person has violated this chapter or any rule or

24

order hereunder, to aid in the enforcement of this chapter, or

26

,iivieiel'I el\a¼¼ reee¼ve7 al'!d 111ay il'lves4!i<Ja4!e pttrettal'l4! 4!e 41J!.e

25

to aid in the adoption of rules or forms •hereunder. 'Fhe

27. .att4!l\er¼4!y epeei£ie,i ¼Pl e-. 4�8-r ¼5:h ee111r,¼aiP14!e re¼a4!il'l<J 4!e • 4!)\e

28

29 :
30

1

v¼e¼a4!iel'I e£ 41J!.e previeiel'le e£ 4!1\ie el\apeer er ·rtt¼ee

pre111tt¼l)'a4!e,i r,ttrettal'l4! l\ere4!e7 iP18¼ttd¼P1<J •s¼ep114!ee ar¼s¼l'l<J £rem
4!1\e ¼n4!er!la¼.a££aire �Pld 111aP1a<Je111eP14!·e£ eeP1se111iP1¼11111

31'1 a.,...,ee!l:el!!!l:-eP1e,- .41'1,i 111ay 8&1'lsll84! ··in£er111a¼ .·1'-rifl<JB ·£er · 4!)\e
1'1

.;.
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ptt�peee e£ eeeking IUl\iee.l!lle eettleffient e£ dieptttee end
vellil\tary eemplienee wiu the previeiene ef law�
(b)

Require or permit any person to file a statement

41 in writing, under oath or otherwise, as the division

51

determines, as to the facts and circumstances concerning the

6 matter to be investigated. NetwiueteJ\ding any remediee

71 availe.l!lle te ttnit ewnere and aeeeeia�iens 7 if ue divieien hae

Bl reaseneele eettee te eelieve that a vieletien ef any previeien

91 ef uie ehepter er nlee premttlgated pttretteJ\� herete hae

101 eeettrred 7 �e divieien may inetitttte enfereement preeeedinge

111 in ite ewn nllllle 11.geinet any develeper er eeeeeietien7 er ite

121 11.eei<Jfteee er egente 7 11.e fellewe�
13

1�

The divieien May ieette eeaee and deeiet erdere

14 pttretteJ\t te �� 4�S-.l�l�
1
ih•n.e divieien may ering an ae�ien in eirettit eettrt
15

,,,.

161 fer deeleretery relief, in;ttnetive relief 7 er reeti�tttien en
171 eehalf ef a elaee ef ttnit ewnere er leeeeee�

18

a�

The divieien may impeee eivil penalties againe� any

191 develeper er aeeeeiatien, er i�e aeeigneee er agents, fer
201 vieletiene ef thie ehapter er rttlee premttlgated pttrsttant

211 heret-

A penalty may ee impeeed en �he eaeie ef eaeh day ef

221 eentintting viela�ien, ettt in ne even� ehall ue penalty fer
231 any effenee eneeed •57888-r

All Sffiettnte eelleeted ehall ee

241 depeei�ed wi� �e Treeettrer �e �e eredi� ef �e Flerida band
:-.:..
2,5 Salee and 6endeminittme Tne� Fttnd� if a develeper faile �e
26
'

27

pay �e eivil penel�y, �he divieien ehell �herettpen ieette an
--:_i_:

't

erder direeting �a� etteh develeper eeaee and deeiet £rem

281 fttr�er epera�ien ttft�il etteh �iffie ae the eivil penel�y ie paid
291 eJ\d may pttrette enfereemen� ef the penel�y in e eettrt ef

301 eempeten� ;ttriedie�ien�

if en eseeeiatien £ails te pay �e

311 eivil penel�y, �e divieien shall �erettpen pttrette enfereeMen�
12
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1

in a eeH�t ef eefflpetent ;Hrisdietien�

2

develeper er aeeeeiatien an eppertHn¼ty eitl-\er te appeal etteft

3

deeisien aMinietratively er te eeek relief in a eettrt ef.

4

eefflpetent ;Hriedietien7 tfte erder ifflpeeing tl-\e eivil penalty

5

er tl-\e eeaee and deeiet erder eftall net &eeeme effeetive ttnt¼l

6

29 daye after tl-\e date ef etteft erder�

In erder te permit tfte

Al!iy aetien ee!Mleneed ey

7

�e divieien eftall ee &rettgftt in tl-\e eettnty in vftieft �e

8

divieien ftae ite eKeetttive effieee er in �e eettnty vftere tfte

9

vielatien eeettrrea�

10

(c)

For the purpose of a�y investigation under this

11

chapter, the division director or any officer or employee

12

designated by the division director, may administer oaths or

13

affirmations, subpoena witnesses and compel their attendance,

14
15

take evidence, and require the production of any matter which
./
is relevant to the investigation, including the 'existence,

16

description, nature, custody, condition, and location of any

17

books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity

18

and location of persons having knowledge of relevant facts or

19

any other matter reasonably calculated to lead to the

20

discovery of material evidence.

21

eubpoena or to answer guestione propounded by the

22

investigating officer and upon reasonable notice to all

23

persone affected thereby, the division may apply to the

24

circuit court for an order compelling compliance. '¼'ile divieien

25

ie atttfterieed �e prepare and d¼eeem¼nate a preepee�tte and

26

etl-\er infell"!'lla�ien �e aeeie� preepee�ive e'lfflere7 pttreftaeere7

27

leeeeee7 and develepere e� reeiden�ial eendeminittms in

28

aeeeeeing �fte rigfttey privilegee7 and dtttiee per�aining

29

tl-\ere��

30
31

(d)

Upon failure to obey a

Notwithstanding any remedies available to unit

own.ere and aseociations,_if_the divieion has reaeonable cause
13
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l

to believe that a violation of any provisions of this chapter

2

or rules··promulgated pursuant hereto has occurred, the

3

division"may institute enforcement proceedings in its own name

4

against any developer or association, or its assignees or

5

agents,·as follows:

l.

6

The division may permit any person whose conduct or

7

actions.may be under investigation to waive formal proceedings

8

and.enter into a consent proceeding whereby orders, rules, or

9

letters of censure or warning, whether formal or informal, may

10

be entered against the person.
2.

11

The division may issue an order requiring the

12

developer or association, or its assignees or agents, to cease

13

and desist from the unlawful E_ractice and take such

14

affirmative ·action as in the judgment of the division will

15

carry out·'t�e purposes of this chapter.

16
17

3.

The division may bring an action in circuit court

for declaratory relief.

18

4.

The division may impose civil penalties against any

19

developer or association, or its assignees or agent, for

20

violations of this chapter or rules promulgated pursuant

21

hereto.

2�

continuing violation, but in no event shall the penalty for

23

any offense exceed $5,000.

A penalty may be imposed on the basis of each day of
All amounts collected shall be

24 ·deE_osited with the Treasurer to the credit of the Florida Land
251 Sales and Condominiums Trust Fund.

If a develoE_er fails to

261 pay-the.civil penalty, the division shall thereupon issue an
27

order directing that such developer cease and desist from

28
I
219

further.'operation until such time as the civil penalty is paid
or may pursue enforcement of the penalty in a court of

301 competent jurisdiction.

If an association fails to .P2.Y the

311 civil penalty, the division shall thereupon pursue enforcement

14
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l

in a court of competent jurisdiction, and the order imposing

3

become effective until 20 days after the date of such order.

5

county in which the division has its executive offices or in

2

the civil penalty or·the cease and desist order shall not

4

Any action commenced by the division shall be brought in "the

6

the county where the violation occurred. The divisieft ie

71 a�tAerised te preM�l•ate r�les aft« re�latiefts7 p�rs�aftt te

8 1 eAapter i287 fteeeeeary �e iMpieMeftt7 eftferee7 aft« iftterpret

.. ,(

9 I tAi e eAapter-:

10

(e)

11

The division is authorized to prepare and

disseminate a prospectus and other information to assist
1
12 prospective owners, purchasers, lessees, and developers of
13

residential condominiums in assessing the rights, privileges

15

aeeeeia�ieft VAieA paye �Ae feee re<!!'dired ey e"tteeee�ieft f37fe7

14

and duties pertaining thereto. The divieieft eAaii f�rftieA eaek
_,,,.... f ,

16

a eepy ef �ie par� aft« all aMeftdffieft�e prier te �Ae aa�e �Aey

17

eeeeMe effee�ive-:

18

(fl

The division is authorized to promulgate rules,

191 pursuant to chapter 120, necessary to implement, enforce, and
201 interpret this chapter.
21

22

23

1

24
25

26

27

1..9..l

The division shall furnish each as;ociation which

pays the fees required by subsection (3)(a) a copy of this act
and the rules promulgated pursuant thereto.
(2)fa7

There is hereby created an advisory board to

advise the division in carrying out its duties, to be composed

of seven members, of which three members shall be citizens

from the condominium development industry, two members shall

281 be nondeveloper unit owners who are association board members,

29

and two members shall be nondeveloper unit owners who are not
1
30 association officers or board members. Members of the

311 advisory board shall be appointed by the Secretary of Business
15
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1

R�gulation to serve at his pleasure.

3

problems� 11..1\a, when peeeih¼e, ehe¼¼ erhi�re�e een�reversiee

The advisory board shall

21 assist and advise the division in residential condominium

4

1

5

he�ween 'llfti� ownere and �heir eeeeeie�iene�
fht

A� �e disere�ien of �e hoard, in arhi�ra�ing

61 eon�roversiee he�ween �nit ewners and �eir aeeeeie�iens7 �e

71 heard is a��erised te ��i¼iee hearing effieers as deeerihed
81 in 1h ¼i8-riS�
9

10

11

12
13

14

the preeeedings she¼¼ he eend�eted in

aeeerdenee with ehap�er ¼i8-r

Nei�er �e findinge ef feet ner

�e eone¼�siens ef ¼aw, adminis�re_�ive r�¼ings 7 er erdere e£
�e hearing effieer er �he eel!llllieeien shall he binding �pen
the par�iee �n¼ees agreed te hy �e per�ies, in wri�ing7 e�

�e time 0£ �e hearing; end ell preeeedings in �e ee�rts e£

15

Uis s�a�e inv;¼ving �e Se.Jl\e per�ies er any ef �em and the
. ,,.:
arhitre�ed disp��es shall eel!llllenee and preeeed de nev- the

17

�nlees provided by �e e£fee�ed per�ies a� �heir ewn expense-,

16

preeeedings shall net he �renserihed hy a ee�r� reper�er

18

'i'l\e heard may re;ee� er modify �e eenel�eion ef lew 11..1\a

20

hearing e£fieer; h�� mey ne� re;ee� �he £indinge e£ fee�

19

in�erpre�a�ien of adminis�re�ive r�¼es eumi��ed by �e

21

'llft¼ess �e heard £ire� de�ermines freffi e review ef �he

23

eeffipe�en� sustan�ial evidenee or �e� �he preeeedings �pen

25

retftiireffien�s ef ¼a'"

22

24

26
27

28

eeMple�e reeerd ��a� �he £indinge e£ £ee� were ne� hesed �pen

whieh �e findings were hesed did ne� eeMply wi� essen�ial
(3)(a)

Each condominium association shall pay to the

division, on or before January 1 of each year, an annual fee
in the amount of 50 cents for each residential unit in

291 condominiums operated by the association.

If the fee is not

301 paid by June 1, then the association shall be assessed a

311 penalty of 10 percent of the amount due, and the association
16
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1

shall not have standing to maintain or defend any action in

3

paid.

2

:1
6
7

the courts of Florida until the amount due plus any penalty is
f&t

Al\y pePse" £i¼t"� a eefflp¼ai"� wi�ft �fte aiviste"

�"aep �ftts eee�te" eftai¼ pay a fi¼i"g fee ef $18 fep eaeft·
eefflp¼ai"�..

ill fet

All fees shall be deposited in the Land Sales

8

Trust Fund as provided by law.

10

Statutes, is amended to read:

9

11

12

13

14

Section 7.
718.502
(2)1.!l

Subsection (2) of section 718.502, Florida·

Filing prior to sale or lease.--

Prior to filing as required by subsection (1),

a developer shall not offer a contract for purchase or lease

15

of a unit for more than S years but may accept deposits for
'/ ..
reservations upon the approval of a fully executed.-escrow

17

the Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums.

16

agreement and reservation agreement form properly filed with

18

Reservations shall not be taken on a �osed condominium

20

contractual interest in the land U£on which the condominium is

19

21

22

23
24

25

unless the developer has an ownership, leasehold or a

to be develo� £i¼iftg wt�ft �fte Bivieie" ef F¼ePtaa ba"a
6aies a"a Seftaeffliftt�ffle ef �fte BepaP�me"i ef B�eiftees

Re�iaiie" a" eeePew agPeeffle"� a"e PeeePvaiie" agpeeffle"� fe..,,,..

The division shall notify the developer within 20 days of
receipt of the reservation filing of any deficiencies

261 contained therein.

Such notification shall not preclude the

271 determination of reservation filing deficiencies at a later

281 date, nor shall it relieve the developer of any responsibility
291 under the law.

30

The escrow agreement and the reservation

agreement form shall include a statement of the right of the
1
31 prospective purchaser to an immediate unqualified refund of
17
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ll the reservation deposit moneys upon written request to the

21 escrow agent by the prospective purchaser:or the developer.
3

4

(b)

The executed escrow agreement signed by the

developer and the escrow agent shall contain the following
1
5 information:
6

l.

A statement that the escrow agent will grant a

7 prospective purchaser an immediate, unqualified refund of the
1
8 reservation deposit moneys upon written request either

91 directly to the escrow agent or to the developer.

lO

2.

A statement that the escrow agent is responsible

11 that moneys shall not be released directly to a developer
1
12 except as a down payment on the purchase price at the time a
131 contract is signed by the purchaser if provided in the
141 contract.
151
16

17

i.£1

The reservation agreement form shall e¼se include

✓the following:

!.:.tat

A statement of the obligation of the developer

181 to file condominium documents with the division prior to

191 entering into a binding purchase or lease agreement for more
201 than 5 years.
21

LtBt

A statement of the right of the prospective

221 purchaser to receive all condominium documents as required by
231 this chapter.
24

1.:_ tet_

The name and address of the escrow agent and a

251 statement that the prospective purchaser may obtain a receipt
261 from the agent upon request.
27

!.,.tat

A statement as to whether the developer assures

281 that the purchase price represented in or pursuant to the

291 reservation agreement will be the price in the contract for
30 purchase ·and sale ,' or that the price represented may be
I
31 exceeded within a stated amount or percentage, or that no
18
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l

assurance is given as to the price in the contract for

2

purchase or sale.

J

5.

A statement that the deposit must be payable to the

4

escrow agent and that the escrow agent must provide a receipt

5

to the prospective purchaser.

6
7

Section 8.

Subsection (6) is added to section 719.104,

Florida Statutes, to read:

8

719.104

9

financial reports.--

10

(6)

Cooperatives; access to units; records;

If an association fails to fill vacancies on the.

ll

board of administration sufficient to constitute a quorum in

12

accordance with the bylaws, any unit owner may apply to the

13

circuit court within whose jurisdiction the cooperative lies

14

for the appointment of a receiver to manage the affairs of the

15

association.

16

circuit court, the unit owner shall mail to the association

At least JO days prior to applying to the

17· and post in a conspicuous place on the cooperative property a
18

notice describing the intended action giving the association

19

the opportunity to fill the vacancies.

20

the association fails to fill the vacancies, the unit owner

21

may proceed with the petition.

22

the association shall be responsible for the salary of the

23

receiver, court costs, and attorneys' fees.

24

shall have all powers and duties of a duly constituted board

25

of administration, and shall serve until the association fills

26

vacancies on the board sufficient to constitute a quorum.

27
28
29
JO
31

Section 9.

If during which time

If a receiver is appointed,
The receiver

Paragraph (l) of subsection (1) of aection

719.106, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
719.106
(1)

Bylaw■; cooperative ownership.--

The bylaws or other cooperative documents include

the following provisions:
19
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The proposed annual budget of common expenses

2

shall be detailed and shall show the amounts budgeted by

3

accounts and expense classifications, including, if

4

applicable, but not limited to, those expenses listed in s.

5

719.504(20).

6

budget shall include reserve accounts for capital expenditures

7

and deferred maintenance.

8

not be limited to, roof replacement, building painting, and

9

pavement resurfacing.

In addition to annual operating expenses, the
These accounts shall include, but

The amount to be reserved shall be

10

computed by means of a formula which is based upon estimated

11

life and estimated replacement cost of each reserve item.

12

This subsection shall not apply to budgets in which the

13

members of an association have by a �we-tAirae vote of the

14

majority of the members present at a duly called meeting of

15

the association determined for a fiscal year to provide no

16

reserves or reserves less adequate than required by this

17

subsection.
Section 10.

18

Subsection (1) of section 719.109, �lorida

19I Statutes, is amended to read:
20

719.109

21

(1)

Right of owners to peaceably assemble.-

All common elements, common areas, and

22

recreational facilities serving any cooperative shall be

23

available· to unit owners in the cooperative or cooperatives

24

served thereby and their invited guests for the use intended

25

for such common elements, common areas, and recreational

26I facilities.

The�entity or entities responsible for the

27

2J)eration of the common elements, common areas, and

28

recreational facilities may reservea eKe¼�eive¼y £er �e �se

29

efta 8efte£it e£ �Ae �ftit eWftere efta Uleir iftvitea �ests�

EaeA

30I aoseeiatieft sAe¼¼ adopt reasonable rules and regulations
31I p�rtaining to the use of such common elements, common areas,
\

20
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l

and recreational facilities.

2

�ee e£ s�eh eell\l!\eft eieMeft�s7 eell\l!\eft areas, aftd reerea�iefta±

3

£aei¼i�ies aha¼¼ &e s�;ee� eft±y �e �hese r�¼es aftd

4

re'J"ti±a�iefts as are adep�ed �y �he aseeeia�ieft, hewever, e�eh

5

�¼es aftd re'J"d.±a�iefte aha¼¼ fte� unreasonably restrict any unit

6

owner's right to peaceably assemble or right to invite public

7

officers or candidates for public office to appear and speak

8

on common elements, common areas, and recreational facilities.

9
10

Section 11.

No entity or entities shall n..e

Subsections (1) and (6) of section

719.202, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

11

719.202

12

closing.--

13

(1)

Sales or reservation deposits prior to

If a developer contracts to sell a cooperative

14

parcel and the construction, furnishing, and landscaping of

15

the property submitted to cooperative ownership has not been

16

substantially completed in accordance with the plans and

17

specifications and representations made by the developer in

18

the disclosures required by this chapter, the developer shall

19

pay into an escrow account established with a bank or trust

20

company having trust powers, an attorney who is a member of

21

The Florida Bar, a real estate broker registered under chapter

22

475, any financial lending institution having a net worth in

23

excess of 5 million dollars, or a title insurance company

24

authorized to insure title to real property in the State of

25

Florida, all payments up to 10 percent of the sale price

26

received by the developer from the buyer towards the sale

27

price.

28

for the deposit, upon request.

29

division director shall have the discretion to accept other

30

assurances including, but not limited to, a surety bond or an

31

irrevocable letter of credit in an amount equal to the escrow

The escrow agent shall give to the purchaser a receipt
In lieu of the foregoing, the

21.
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l

·requirements of this section.

2

refund of deposits shall be governed by the escrow release

3

provision of this subsection. The escrowed funds may be

4

deposited in separate accounts or in common escrow or trust

Default determinations and

5 .accounts or commingled with other escrow or trust accounts
6 °handled by or received by the escrow agent.

The escrow agent

7

may invest the escrow funds in securities of the United States

8

or an agency thereof or in savings or time deposits in

9

institutions insured by an agency of the United States.

10

Funds

shall be released from the escrow as follows:

11

(a}

If a buyer properly terminates the contract

12

pursuant to its terms or pursuant to this chapter, the funds

13

shall be paid to the buyer together with any interest earned.

14

(b)

If the buyer defaults in the performance of his

15

obligations under the contract of purchase and sale, the funds

16

shall be paid to the developer together with any interest

17

earned.

18

(c)

If the contract does not provide for the payment

19

of any interest earned on the escrowed funds, interest shall

20

be paid to the developer at the closing of the transaction.

21

(d)

If the funds of a buyer have not been previously

22

disbursed in accordance with the provisions of this

23

subsection, they may be disbursed to the developer by the

24

escrow agent at the closing o� the•transaction, unless prior

25

to the disbursement the escrow agent receives from the buyer

26

written notice of a dispute between the buyer and developer.

27

(6)

If a developer enters into a reservation

28

agreement, the developer shall pay into an escrow account

29

established with a trust company, a bank having trust powers,

:.JQ. .�an attorney •Who. is- a- member of The Florida Bar, a. real es.tate
\
31 broker registered under chapter 475, or a title insurance
22
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11 company authorized to insure title to real property in this
2

state all reservation deposit payments.

3

shall be payable to the escrow agent, who shall give to·the

41
5

61

Reservation deposits

prospective purchaser a receipt for the deposit �peft reglies�L
acknowledging that the deposit is being held pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection.

Funds shall not be deposited

71 out of state unless the out-of-state party holding·such·escrow
81 funds submits to the jurisdiction of the division and the
91 courts of this state for any cause of action arising from the
101 �-

The funds ¼ft eserew Mey ee depesited ift seperete

111 eeee�ft�B er ift se!Mleft eserew er tr�s� eeee�ft�s fteftdied ey er
121 reeeived ey tfte eserew egeftt eftd may be placed in either
131 interest-bearing or noninterest-bearing accounts, provided
141 that the funds shall at all reasonable times be available for
-151 withdrawal in full by the escrow agent.

·The developer shall

161 maintain separate records for each cooperative or proposed

171 cooperative for which deposits are being accepted. Upon·
18

written request to the escrow agent by the prospective

191 purchaser or developer, the fund shall be immediately and
201 without qualification refunded in full to the prospective

211 purchaser.
22

Upon such refund, any interest shall be paid to

the prospective purchaser, unless otherwise provided in the

231 reservation agreement.

Reservation deposits shall not be

241 released directly to the developer exceot as a down payment on·
25

the purchase price simultaneously with or subsequent to the

261 execution of a contract. Upon� execution of a purchase
271 agreement for a unit, any funds paid by the purchaser as a
281 deposit to reserve the unit pursuant to a reservation
291 agreement, and any interest thereon, shall cease to be subject
301 to the provisions of this subsection and shall instead be
311 subject to the provisions of subsections (l)-(5).
23
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Section 12.

Subsection (2) and paragraph (c) of

2

subsection- (4) of section 719.301, Florida Statutes, are

3

amended to read:

4

719.301. Transfer of association control.--

5

(2)

Within 60 days after the unit owners other than

6

the developer are entitled to elect a member or members of the

7

board of administration of an association, the association

8

shall call, and give not less than 30 days' or more than 40

9

days' notice of, a meeting of the unit owners to elect the

10

members of the board of administration.

The meeting may be

11

called and the notice given by any unit owner if the

12

association fails to do so.

13

owner other than the developer to the board of administration,

14

the developer shall forward to the division the name and

15

mailing_ address of the unit owner board member.

16

(4)

Upon election of the first unit

Prior to, or not more than 60 days after, the time

17

t.�at unit owners other than the developer elect a majority of

18

the members of the board of administration of an association,

19

the developer shall relinquish control of the association, and

20

t.�e unit owners shall accept control.

21

developer shall deliver to the association all property of the

22

unit owners and of the association held or controlled by the

23

Simultaneously, the

developer, including, but not limited to, the following items,

24

if applicable, as to each cooperative operated by the

25

association:

26

(c)

The financial records, including financial

27

statements of the association, and source documents since the

28

incorporation of the association through the date of turnover.

29

The records shall be reviewed by an independent certified

30

public accountant. . The minimum report.required shall be .-a

31

review in accordance with generally accepted accounting
24
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1

standards as defined by rule of the Board of Accountancy.

The

2

accountant performing the review shall examine to the extent

3

necessary supoorting documents and records, including the cash

4

disbursements and related paid invoices to determine if

5

expenditures were for association purposes, and billings, cash

6

receipts and related records to determine that the developer

7

was charged and paid the proper amounts of assessments. 1ut.

8

attdi� aad aeeetta�iag, WAieA aeed ne� be eer�ified, fer aii

9

aeeeeia�iea fttnde, perferMed by aa attdi�er iadepeadea� ef �e

10

deveieper, inei�diag eapi�ai eeeetta�e, reeerve aeeWll�ia�ieae

11

ia aeeerdaaee wi� e� �i9�584fa8tfetl�k�, aad eea�rib��ieae�

12

Section 13.

Paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) of subsection

13

(6) and subsection (8) of eection 719.401, Florida Statutes,

14

1980 Supplement, are amended to read:

15

719.401

Leaseholds.--A cooperative may be created on

16

lands held by a developer under lease or may include

17

recreational facilities or other common elements or commonly

18

used facilities on a leasehold, if, on the date the first unit

19

ie conveyed by the developer to a bona fide purchaser, the

20

lease has an unexpired term of at least SO years.

21

under the lease is payable by the association or by the unit

22

owners, the lease shall include the following requirements:

23

(6)(a)

If rent

A lease of recreational or other commonly used

24

facilities entered into by the association or unit owners

25

prior to the time the control of the association is turned

26

over to unit owners other than the developer shall grant to

27

the lessee an option to purchase the leased property, payable

28

in cash on any anniversary date of the beginning of the lease

29

term after the 10th anniversary, at a price then determined by

30

agreement.

31

price shall be determined by arbitration.

If there is no agreement as to the price, then the
25
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If the lessor wishes to sell his interest and has

received a bona fide offer to purchase it, the lessor shall

send ·the association and each unit owner a copy of the

executed offer.

For 90 days· following receipt of the offer by

5:

·the ·association or unit owners, the association or unit owners

8

all, by notice 1n writing given to the lessor within the 90-

�

7,
9

;1

have �as the option to purchase the interest on the terms and
conditions in the offer.

day period.

The option shall be exercised, if at

If the association or unit owners do aees not

10.f ·exercise the option, the lessor shall have the right, for a
11

period of 60 days after the 90-day period has expired, to

12 . complete the transaction described in the offer to purchase.
13 If for any reason such transaction is not concluded within the
14 60 days, the offer shall have been abandoned, and the
1
15 provisions of this subsection shall be reimposed.
16

(d)

The provisions of this subsection shall not apply

171 to a nonresidential cooperative and shall not apply if the

181 lessor is the Government of the United States or the State of
19 I Florida ·or any pol'i'tical subdivision thereof or, in the case

201 of an underlying land lease, a person or entity which is not

211 the developer or directly or indirectly owned or controlled by
221 the developer and did not obtain, directly or indirectly,
23

24

25

ownership of the leased property from the developer.
.(8)

•It is declared that the .public policy of this

state,prohibits the inclusion or enforcement of escalation
:1
26. clauses .in � leases or other ·1eases or ·agreements for

27,

recreati•onal ·facil1.ties, .land, or ·other commonly used
1
28, ·faciLities .serving residential cooperatives, and ·such clauses
29: .are ·'hereby declared void ·for .public ,policy.

.For the purposes

301 ;of ':thi-8 '.llecticn, can .escal..ation -clause i,s any ,cl-a.use in ·a.·

3� _'t:o0}:1'61:"at:ive _'leas'e ·or. agreement_ which :provides_ _'that :the rental-..

:26
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l

under the lease or agreement shall increase at the same

2

percentage rate as any nationally recognized and conveniently

3

available commodity or consumer price index.

4
5
6
7
8
9

Section 14.

Subsections (1) and (3) of section

719.501, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
719.501

Regulation by Division of Florida Land Sales

and Condominiums.-(1)

The Division of Florida Land Sales and

Condominiums of the Department of Business Regulation,

10

referred to as the division in this part, in �ddition to other

ll

powers and duties prescribed by chapter 498 4i8, has the power

12

to enforce and insure compliance with the provisions of this

13

chapter and rules promulgated pursuant hereto relating to the

14

development, construction, sale, lease, ownership, operation,

15

and management of residential cooperative units.

16

performing its duties, the division shall have the following

17

powers and duties:

18

(a)

In

The division may make necessary public or private

19

investigations within or outside of this state to determine

20

whether any person has violated this chanter or any rule or

21 order hereunder, to aid in the enforcement of this chapter, or
22

to aid in the adoption of rules or forms hereunder. 'f'!\e

23

divieieft ehsii reeeive7 11.l'ld May iavee�igs�e pttrettll.l'l� �e tl\e

24 stttl\eri�y epeei£iea ia s� 4iS-.i5i7 eeMpisia�e reis�iag �e tl\e
25

vieis�iea e£ �he previsiefts e£ �is ehap�er er l'liies

26

premttigs�ed pttrsttaa� here�e7 iaeittdiag disptt�es srisiag £rem

27

�e ia�erasi s££aire aad maaagemea� e£ seepera�ive

28

aseeeis�ieas7 sad may eeadtte� ia£erniai )\e.ariage £er �)\e

29

pttrpese e£ seekiag amieal!lie se��ieMel\� e£ dhsptt�es Sl\a

30

veittl\�ary eell'.piiaa.ee wit)\ tl\e previsieas e£ is-.

31
27
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deeieieft &811\iftis�ra�tveiy er �e eeek reiie£ ift a ee�r� e£

2

eempe�eft� ;�riedie�ieft; �he erder impeeiftg �e eivii peftai�y

3

er �e eeaee aftd deeie� erder ehaii fte� Deeeme e££ee�ive �a�il

5

�e divieieft ehaii De Dre��h� ia �e ee�ft�Y ift whieh �e

4

ae

6

daya a£�er �he da�e e£ e�eh erder�

Afty ae�iea eelllJl\eaeed DY

divieieft hae i�e eKee��ive e££ieee er ia �he ee�a�y where �e

7

vieia�ieft eee�rred�

9

chapter, the division director or any officer or employee

8

(c)

10

For the purpose of any investigation under this

designated by the division director, may administer oaths or

affirmations, subpoena witnesses and compel their attendance,

ll

12

take evidence, and require the production of any matter which

13

is relevant to the investigation, including the exi�tence,

14

description, nature, custody, condition, and location of any

15

books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity

16

and location of persons having knowledge of relevant facts or

17

any other matter reasonably calculated to lead to the

181 discovery of material evidence.

Upon failure to obey a

191 subpoena or to answer questions propounded by the

201 investigating officer and upon reasonable notice to all
21

persons affected thereby, the division may apply to the

23

ie a��eriaed �e prepare &ftd dieeemifta�e a preepee��e aad

22

24

25

circuit court for an order compelling compliance. TI\e divieieft

1

e�er tftferma�ieft �e aeeie� preepee�ive eWl'lere; p�rehaeers;
ieeeeee; sad deveiepere e£ reeidea�iai eeepera�ives tft

261 aeeeeeiftg �e righ�s; privileges; aad d��iee per�aiftiftg

271 �ere��
28

(d)

Notwithstanding any remedies available to unit

291 owners and associations< if the division has reasonable cause

30 to believe that a violation of any provisions of this chapter
1
31 or rules promulgated pursuant hereto has occurred, the
29
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1

di.vi_sion may institute enforcement proceedings in its own name

3

agents, as follows:

2

against any developer or association, or its assignees or
1.

4

The division may permit any person whose conduct or

s

actions may be under investigation to waive formal proceedings

7

letters of censure or warning, whether formal or informal, may

6

and enter into a consent proceeding whereby orders, rules, or

8

be entered against the person.

9

2.

10

The division may issue an order requiring the

developer or association, or its assignees or agents, to cease

and desist from the unlawful £ractice and take such

11

12

affirmative action as in the �en_t of the division will

13

carry out the purposes of this chapter.

14

3.

The division may bring an action in circuit court

4.

The division may impose civil penalties against any

15

for declaratory relief.

17

developer or association, or its assignees or agent, for

16
18

violations of this chapter or rules promulgated pursuant

20

continuing violation, but in no event shall the penalty for

22

de£oeited with the Treasurer _ to the credit of the Florida Land

19

21
23

hereto.

A penalty may be imposed on the basis of each day of

any offense e,c·ceed $5,000.

All amounts collected shall be

Sales and Condominimums Trust Fund.

If a develo£er fails to

241 pay the civil penalty, the division shall thereupon issue an

25

26

1

oi·der directing that such developer cease and desist from

further oper
' ation until such time as the civil penalty is paid

271 or may pursue enforcement of the penalty in a court of
281 competent jurisdiction.

If an association fails to� the

29

civil penalty, the division shall thereupon pursue enforcement

31

the civil penalty or the cease and desist order shall not

30

�

0

in a court of competent jurisdiction, and the order imposing
30

·1

310-1446A-81
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become effective until 20 days after the date of such order.

2

Any action commenced by the division shall be brought in the

3

countx in which the division has its executive offices or in

4

the county where the violation occurred. 'i'Ae aivisien is
1
5 a��erieea �e prem�iga�e r-liies ana regttia�iens7 pHrsHan� �e
6
7

8

eAap�er ¼a8 7 fteeessary �e impiemen�7 en£eree, ana in�erpre�

1

l!l\is eAap�er-,
(e)

The division is authorized to prepare and

91 disseminate a �ectus and other information to assist

101 prospective owners, purchasers, lessees, and developers of
11

residential cooperatives in assessing the rights, privileges

12

and duties pertaining thereto. TAe aivisieft sAaii £Hrn�sA eaeA

14

a eepy e£ �is par� ana all M1enaJ11eft�s prier �e �e aa�e �ey

13

asseeia�ien WAieA pays �e £ees req,,.irea �y s�see�ien f37fa7

15

�eeeme e££ee�ive-,

16

(f)

The division is authorized to promulgate rules,

171 pursuant to chapter 120, necessary to implement, enforce, and
181 interpret this chapter.
19

.(_gl

22

(3)(a)

20

The division shall furnish each association which

pays the fees required by subsection (3){a) a copy of this act
1
21 and the rules promulgated pursuant thereto.
Each cooperative association shall pay to the

231 division, on or before January 1 of each year, an annual fee
241 in the amount of 50 cents for each residential unit in
25

cooperatives operated by the association.

If the fee is not

26

paid by June 1, then the association shall be assessed a

28

shall not have the standing to maintain or defend any action

27

29

30

penalty of 10 percent of the amount due, and the association

1 in the courts of this state until the amount due is paid.

31

31
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Al".y pePeeft filiftg a eefflpla¼ft� w¼� �fte a¼v¼sieft

ttftaeP �¼e eee�ieft eftall pay a filiftg fee ef $19 fep eaeft
eefflpla¼ft��
1£1fe1

All fees shall be deposited in the Land Sales

Trust Fund as provided by law.
Section 15.

Subsection (2) of section 719.502, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

8

719.502

9

(2)1.!Ll_

Filing prior to sale or lease.-Prior to filing as required by subsection (1),

10

a developer shall not offer a contract for purchase or lease

11

of a unit for more than 5 years but may accept deposits for

12

reservations upon the approval of a fully executed escrow

13

agreement and reservation.agreement form properly filed with

14

the Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums.

"-5

Reservations shall not be taken on a proposed cooperative

16

unless the developer has an ownership, leasehold or a

17

c�ntractual interest in the land upon which the cooperative is

18

to be developed. f¼liftg wiU\ �fte B¼visteft ef FlePiaa bafta

19

Sales afta €eftaem¼ft¼ttms e£ �fte BepaP��eft� ef Btts¼ftese

20

Regllla�ieft aft eeepew agPeemeft� afta PesePva�¼eft agpeemeft� fep-.

21

The division shall notify the developer within 20 days of

22

receipt of the r7servation filing of any deficiencies

23

contained therein.

Such notification shall not preclude the

24

determination of reservation filing deficiencies at a later

25

date, nor shall it relieve the developer of any responsibility

26

under the law.

27

agreement form shall include a statement of the right of the

28

pcospective purchaser to an immediate unqualified refund of

29

the reservation deposit moneys upon written request to the

30

escrow agent by the prospective purchaser or the developer.

The escrow agreement and the reservation

31
32

310-1446A-81
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(b)

The executed escrow agreement signed by the

2

developer and the escrow agent shall contain the following

3

information:

4

l.

A statement that the escrow agent will grant a

5

prospective purchaser an immediate, unqualified refund of the

6

reservation deposit moneys upon written request either

7

directly to the escrow agent or to the developer.

8
9

2.

A statement that the escrow agent is responsible

that moneys shall not be released directly to a developer

10

except as a do....n payment on the purchase price at the time a

11

contract is signed by the purchaser.

12
13
14

1.£1

The reservation agreement form shall alee include

the following:
.L_fst

A statement of the obligation of the developer

15

to file cooperative documents with the division prior to

16

entering into a binding purchase or lease agreement for more

17

than 5 years.

18

Lf&t

A statement of the right of the prospective

19

purchaser to receive all cooperative documents as required by

20

this chapter.

21

�fet

The name and address of the escrow agent and a

22

statement that the prospective purchaser may obtain a receipt

23

from the agent upon request.

24

�fat

A statement ae to whether the developer assures

25

that the purchase price represented in or pursuant to the

26

reservation agreement will be the price in the contract for

27

purchase and sale, or that the price represented may be

28

exceeded within a stated amount or percentage, or that no

29

assurance is given as to the price in the contract for

30

purchase and sale.

31
33
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A statement that the deposit must be payable to the

2

escrow agent and that the escrow agent must provide a receipt

3

to the prospective purchaser.

4

Section 16.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

51 law.
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN

cs/COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL_.3..Q.6._

1) Provides that if an association fails to fill
vacancies on the board of adminlstration sufficient to
constitute a quorum, any unit owner may apply to the
circuit court for the appointment of a receiver to
manage the affairs of the condominium or cooperative
until the vacancies are filled. Requires a unit owner
to give notice to the association and unit owners prior
to petitioning the court for a receiver.
2) Requires that common elements, common areas, and
recreational facilities be available to unit owners
and their invited guests. Provides for the entity
responsible to adopt reasonable rules.
3) Requires that escrowed funds not be deposited out
of-state unless the out-of-state party submits to the
jurisdiction of the division and the courts. Previously,
the bill addressed out-of-state institutions.
4) Clarifies that release of funds to a developer can
be simultaneously with or subsequent to the execution of
a contract.
5) Provides that the bill will become effective upon
becoming a law.
6) Prohibits reservations taken on a proposed condominium
er cooperative unless the developer has an ownership,
leasehold or contractural interest in the land upon which
the condominium or cooperative is to be developed.

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
34
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SUBJECT:

Corrlaniniums

I.

1.

EX:CA

AUlilli

3. ----- -----

3. ---- ----

SUM1ARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Oiapter 718, F.S., p=vides for regulation of the creation, sale, and
OP=ration of condaniniums by the Division of Florida I.a.nd Sales and
Condominiums of the Department of Business Regulation.

Oiapter 719, F.S., provides for regulation of the creation, sale, and
OP=ration of COOP=ratives by the Division of Florida land Sales and
Condorniniums.
B.

Effect of Prop:,sed Changes:
'lllis bill, which includes rrany technical changes for clarity, v,0uld
effect a substantial revision of p:,rtions of chapters 718 and 719,
F.S. (See Addendum)

II.

ECON:MIC Il1PACT AND FISCAL NJTE:
A.

Public:
Condominium and COOP=rative develoP=rS =uld be required to obtain a
certified audit of all association funds prior to transfer of
association control. A certified audit for a 20 - 30 unit o:mdaninium
or COOP=rative costs app=ximately $3,000. vihether this cost 1-.ould
be pc.,ssed on to purchasers =uld depend on rrargin of profit, local
rrarket, and other factors.
Associations, if they fail to elect a board of administration, v,0uld
incur costs associated with the app:,int:rrent of a receiver. These
costs v,0uld include the salary of the receiver, court costs, and
attorney's fees.
Any P=rSOn or group of persons (wu.t owner, association, or developer)
filing a corrplaint •...ould ro longer be required to pay a $10 filing
fee.

B.

Gove.rrJl!El1t:
The impact of this bill is expected to be rnininial. According to
the Division of Florida land Sales and Condominiums, this bill
should not substantially alter existing operational expenses of
the division.

III. CTMMENTS:

Technical Errors -- None Noted.
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vacancies on the board of administration sufficient to
constitute a quorum, any unit owner may apply to the
circuit court for the appointment of a receiver to
manage the affairs of the condominium or cooperative
until the vacancies are filled. Requires a unit owner
to give notice to the association and unit owners prior
to petitioning the court for a receiver.
2)
Requires that common elements, common areas, and
recreational facilities be available to unit owners
and their invited guests. Provides for the entity
responsible to adopt reasonable rules.
�) Requires that escrowed funds not be dep�sited out
of-state unless the out-of-state party submits to the
jurisdiction of the division and the courts. Previously,
the bill addressed out-of-state institutions.
4) Clarifies that release of funds to a developer can
be simultaneously with or subsequent to the execution of
a contract.
5) Provides that the bill will become effective upon
becoming a law.
Prohibits reservations taken on a proposed condominium
6)
or cooperative unless the developer has an ownership,
leasehold or contractural interest in the land upon which
the condominium or cooperative is to be developed.
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Present Situation:
Oiapter 718, F.S., p=vides for regulation of the creation, sale, and
operation of =ndominiums by the Division of Florida Land Sales and
Condominiums of the Departrrent of Business Regulation.

01apter 719, F.S. , p=vides for regulation of the creation, sale, and
operation of =peratives by the Division of Florida Land Sales and
Condominiums.
B.

S <f

II.

2.
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BILL Ho, AND SPONSOR:

SUBJECT:

I•

illl.Oli

ll..E£f.B.E.Hil

SIAE.LO.uw:.I.Jl.R

NlAUS.I.

Effect of P=posed Qianges:
'Ihis bill, which includes many technical changes for clarity, i,.ould
effect a substantial revision of portions of chapters 718 and 719,
F.S. (See Addendum)

ECONCM.IC Il'1PACI' .!\ND FISCAL NJTE:
A.

Public:
Associations, if they fail to elect a l::oard of administration, =uld
incur =sts associated with the appointment of a receiver. These
=sts =uld include the salary of the receiver, court =sts, and
attorney's fees.
Any person or g=up of persons (unit owner, association, or developer)
filing a complaint i,.ould ro longer be required to pay a $10 filing
fee.

B.

CovernrTE11t:
According to the Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums, this
bill smuld rot substantially alter existing operational expenses of
the division.

III.

CDMMENTS:
This bill was ordered enrolled by the Senate on June 5, 1981.

SB 306 - Addendum
This bill addresses changes in condominium law in chapter
718, F.S., and changes in cooperative law in chapter 719,
F.S. All existing sections referenced in this bill, arnend
ments to existing sections, and created sections are similar
in chapters 718 and 719; the prinary difference is the use
of the ¼Ords "a:mdominium" and "cooperative" in the respective
chapters. Referenced sections are similar by number and
content (i.e., s. 718.501/719.501). Therefore, the following
SUITID3.ry of changes relating to condominiums is applicable to
c=peratives.
An additional change is made to chapter 719, F.S., to conform
a provision in cooperative law to a provision in concbminium
law which was amended during the 1980 session. Section
719.106(1)(1), F.S., is amended to require a majority vote of
the menbers present in order to provide no reserves or
statutorily inadequate reserves in the cooperative association's
annual budget.
EF'F1:X:T OF PFOPOSED CHANGES

PRESENT SITUATICN

If an association fails to fill vacancies on
the board of administration sufficient to
constitute a quorun, any unit owner
may apply for the appointrrent of a
receiver to manage the affairs of the
condominium until the vacancies are filled.
Requires a unit owner to give notice to the asso
ciation and other unit owners prior to petition
ing the court for a receiver. 'Ihe association
is responsible for the salary of the receiver,
court costs, and attorney's fees.
(s. 718.112(2) (a), F.S.)
All caw.on elements, areas, and recreational
facilities serving any comominium shall be for
the exclusive use and benefit of the unit owners
and their invited guests (s. 718.123(1), F.S.).

All carm::m elerrents, areas , and recreational
facilities are to be available to the unit
owners in the condaninium or condaniniums
secured thereby and their invited guests
(s. 718.123(1), F.S.).

If the developer contracts
which is not substantially
pay all payrrents up to 10%
into an escrow account (s.

In lieu of the escrow account, the division
director shall have the discretion to accept
other assurances (e.g., surety borrl, irrevocable
letter of credit) in the arrount of 10% of the
total sales price of the condominium (s. 718.202
(1), F.S.).

to sell a condominium
completed, he must
of the sales price
718.202(1), F.S.).

Developers who enter into a reservation
agreerrent shall pay all reservation deposit
payrrents into an escrow account (s. 718.202(6),
F.S.).

Escrowed funds shall not be deposited out-of
state unless the out-of-state party sul:rnits to
the jurisdiction of the division and the courts.
The escrCM agent shall acknCMledge that the
depcsit is being held pursuant to this
subsection.
(s. 718.202(6), F.S.)

Escrowed funds may be deposited in separate
or camon accounts which are either interest
bearing or ron-interest bearing (s. 718.202(6),
F.S.).

All t.ooks and records are to be kept separately
for each proposed condominium for which
reservations are taken (s. 718.202(6), F.S.).

Upon execution of a purchase agreerrent, escrowed
funds (reservation deposit) shall becare subject
to the provisions of th:,se sections relating to
sales deposits prior to closings (s. 718.202(6),
F.S.).

Reservation deposits shall not be released
directly to the developer except as a down
payrrent on the purchase price simultaneously
with or subsequent to the e,'{ecutiun of a
contract (s. 718.202(6), F.S.).

SB 306 - Addendum
PRESENT SITUATION

Page 2

Provides procedures for transfer of
association control (s. 718.301, F.S.).

EFFECT OF PRJPOSED CHANGES

Requires the developer to send to the division
the nane and address of the first unit owner
elected to the ooard of administration
(s. 718.301(2), F.S.).

Up:m relinquishing control of the association, The minimt.rn rer:ort required shall be a review
the developer 11U.1St have an irrlependent audit in a=ordance with generally accepted accounting
standards as defined by ru.J.e by the I3oard of
and a=unting perfo:ored (s. 718.301(4)(c),
Accountancy (s. 718.301(4) (c), F.S.).
F.S. ) • 'llle audit need mt be certified.
Certain provisions are required in leases of Provides that these requirs:nents do mt apply to
mn-residential condominiums (s. 718.401(6)(d),
recreational or other camonly used
F.S.).
facilities by an association, such as: an
option for lessee to p.rrchase leased property;
and the right of first refusal of an offer to
purchase property (s. 718.401(6), F.S.).
'llle p.iblic rolicy of this state is to
prohibit the inclusion or enforcement of
escalation clauses in leases or agreerrents
for recreational facilities, larrl, or other
camonly used facilities (s. 718.401(8)(a),
F.S.).

Specifies that the prnhibition against
escalation clauses in leases applies to only
residential condominiums (s. 718.401(8)(a), F.S.).

Authorizes the Division of Florida Land Sales
and Coru:bminiums to receive and investigate
canplaints pcrrsuant to the authority speci
fied in s. 478.151, F.S. (s. 718.501(1),
F.S.). Includes the authority to investigate
disputes arising frnm the internal affairs
and rranagerent of the association am conduct
inforrral hearings to settle these disputes.

Deletes the division's authority to become
involved in the internal affairs and nanaganent
of the asscx::iation (s. 718.501(1)(a), F.S.).
Enforcement authority is prnvided instead of
reference to ch. 478, F.S. R:Jwers and duties
include authority to: investigate; require writter
statanents; administer oaths or affirnations;
subroena witnesses, and compel attendance; take
eviderx:e and require production of books,
documents, etc.; institute enforcement proceed
ings; and issue cease and desist orders.
(s. 718.50_1(1), F.S.)

'llle division rray bring an action in the
circuit court for declaratory relief, injunc
tive relief, or restitution on behalf of a
class of unit owners or lessees (s. 718.501
(1) (d), 2., F.S.).

Deletes the division's authority to institute
a class action for restitution (s. 718.501(1)
(d), 3., F.S.).

'llle division is required to furnish each fee
p:tying asscx::iation with a copy of this p:trt
and all arrendments prior to their effective
date (s. 718 .501 (1) (g), F.S.).

'llle division v.Duld be required to furnish each
fee-p:tying asscx::iation with a copy of this act
and the ru.les acbpted pursuant thereto
(s. 718.501(1)(g), F.S.).

'llle advisory ooard shall, when rossible,
arbitrate controversies between unit own:rs
and their associations (s. 718.501(2)(a),
F.S.). 'llle ooard rray utilize hearing officers
p.rrsuant to ch. 120, F.S., in arbitrating
controversies (s. 718.501(2)(b), F.S.).
Requires $10 filing fee per complaint
(s. 718.501(3)(b), F.S.).

Deletes ooard's authority to arbitrate disputes
(s. 718.501(2)(a), F.S.). Deletes ooard's
authority to utilize hearing officers
(s. 718.501(2)(b), F.S.).

Deletes filing fee for complaint (s. 718.501
(3) (b), F.S.).
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EFFECT OF PROPC6ED CHANGES

'Ihe developer nay accept deposits on
reservations, prior to filing as required by
s. 719.502(1), F.S., upon the division's
approval of a fully executed escrow arrl
reservation agreement (s. 718.502(2}, F.S.).

Prohibits reservations on a proposed
condominium unless the developer has an
a.mership, leasehold, or contractual interest
in the larrl (s. 718.502(2), F.S.). 'Ihe
es== agreerrent ITU.JSt contain the foll=ing
statarents : that escr= agent will grant
purchaser an irrrnediate, unqualified refund
upon written request to the escrow agent
or to the developer; arrl that escr= agent
is responsible that no rroneys be released
directly to the developer unless released
pursuant to s. 718.202, F.S. (s. 718.502(a),
F.S.).

Specifies inforrration to be incll.rled on
reservation agreerrent fonn (s. 718.502(2)(b),
F.S.).

Reservation agreement fonn shall include a
staterrent that es== deposits shall be
payable to the escr= agent and that the
agent provide a receipt to the prospective
purchaser (s. 718.502(2)(b), F.S.).
No resident of any condaninium dwelling unit
shall be denied access to any cable
television service nor shall they be
required to pay any thing of value to
obtain such service except those charges
nonnally paid.
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By the Committee on Commerce and Senator Steinberg-

By Senators Gordon and McKnight-SB 163-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida
State Commission on Hispanic Affairs; amending s. 14.25(1),
(2)(e), (f), Florida Statutes; removing the commission's ex
clusion from the requirements of chapters 216 and 287, Florida
Statutes; providing the commission with the independence of
operation as prescribed by s. 20.03(10), Florida Statutes; pro
viding that employees of the commission, with the .exception of
the executive director, be included in the Career Service Sys
tem; providing an effective date.

-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
mittee on Governmental Operations.
The Honorable Ralph H. Haben, Jr., Speaker
I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed SB 528 and requests the concurrence of
the House.
Joe Brown, Secretary
By Senator MaxwellSB 528--A bill to be entitled An act relating to education;
requiring the Department of Education, in cooperation with
certain expert researchers, and certain school district personnel
to conduct certain studies and develop and submit to the Legis
lature reports of program cost review procedures for evaluat
ing program category cost, to be used in the Florida Education
Finance Program; providing an appropriation; providing an
effective date.
-was read the first time by title and taken up by waiver
of the rule. On motions by Rep. Easley, the rules were waived
and SB 528 was read the second time by title and the third
time by title. On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-116
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Crady
Crawford
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Drage
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Ready
Lewis
Reynolds
Liberti
Lippman
Richmond
Robinson
Mann
Martin
Rosen
Sadowski
Martinez
Sample
McEwan
McPherson, S. Shackelford
McPherson, T. Sheldon
Meek
Silver
Meffert
Smith, C.R.
Melby
Smith,J. H.
Smith, L. J.
Messersmith
Spaet
Mills
Mitchell
Steele
Moffitt
Thomas
Moore
Thompson
Morgan
Tygart
Upchurch
Myers
Nergard
Ward
Nuckolls
Watt
Webster
Ogden
Weinstock
O'Malley
Pajcic
Wetherell
Williams
Patchett
Woodburn
Patterson
Plummer, J.
Woodruff
Plummer, L. H. Young
Price

Nays-None

CS for CS for SB 306-A bill to be entitled An act relating
to condominiums and cooperatives; amending s. 718.112 (2) (a),
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, to provide for the appoint
ment of a receiver when an association fails to fill sufficient
number of vacancies on a board of administration; amending
s. 718.123(1), Florida Statutes, relating to common elements,
common areas, and recreational facilities; amending s. 718.202
(1) and ( 6), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, providing that
the Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums may
approve assurances in lieu of certain escrow requirements;
providing for additional requirements for the establishment of
a reservation program; amending s. 718.301(2) and (4) (c),
Florida Statutes, providing notice to the division of the first
unit owner elected to the board of administration; providing
for a financial review; amending s. 718.401(6)(a), (b) and (d)
and (8)(a), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, limiting the
prohibition of certain escalation clauses tied to consumer price
indexes; amending s. 718.501, Florida Statutes, providing that
the division may conduct investigations pursuant to chapter
498, Florida Statutes; deleting provisions allowing the division
to investigate and intervene in disputes arising from the in
ternal affairs and management of condominium associations;
limiting the authority of the condominium advisory board;
amending s. 718.502(2), Florida Statutes, adding certain re
quirements for approval of reservation programs; adding sub
section (6) to s. 719.104, Florida Statutes, to provide for the
appointment of a receiver when an association fails to fill suf
ficient number of vacancies on a board of administration; pro
viding powers of an association; amending s. 719.106(1) (I),
Florida Statutes, relating to the vote required to adopt budgets
having no or inadequate reserves; amending s. 719.109(1), Flor
ida Statutes, relating to common elements, common areas, and
recreational facilities; amending s. 719.202(1) and (6), Florida
Statutes, providing that the division may approve assurances
in lieu of certain escrow requirements; providing for additional
requirements for the establishment of a reservation program;
amending s. 719.301(2) and ( 4)( c), Florida Statutes, providing
notice to the division of the first unit owner elected to the
board of administration; providing for a financial review;
amending s. 719.401(6)(a), (b) and (d) and (8), Florida Stat
utes, 1980 Supplement, limiting the prohibition of certain esca
lation clauses tied to consumer price indexes; amending s. 719.501 ( 1), (3), Florida Statutes, providing that the division may
conduct investigations pursuant to chapter 498, Florida Stat
utes; deleting provisions allowing the division to investigate
and intervene in disputes arising from the internal affairs and
manag-ement of cooperative associations; amending s. 719.502
(2), Florida Statutes, adding certain requirements for approval
of reservation programs; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and taken up by waiver of
the rule. On motion by Rep. Richmond, the rules were waived
and CS/CS/SB 306 was read the second time by title.
Representative Richmond offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-0n page 34, line 4, strike the entire Section
16 and insert: Section 16. No resident of any condominium
dwelling unit, whether tenant or owner, shall be denied access
to any available franchised or licensed cable television service,
nor shall such resident or cable television service be required
to pay anything of value in order to obtain or provide such
service except those charges normally paid for like services
by residents of or providers of such services to single family
homes within the same franchised or licensed area, and except
for installation charges as such charges may be agreed to
between such residents and providers of such services.
Section 17.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Rep. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-L. R. Hawkins, Gersten
So the bill passed and was i=ediately certified to the
Senate.

Representative Richmond offered the following title amend
ment:

The Honorable Ralph H. Haben, Jr., Speaker

Amendment 2-On page 3, line 7, strike all after the semi
colon and insert: prohibiting the denial of access to ca_ble
television service to any resident of any condominium dwellmg
unit; providing an effective date.

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed CS/CS/SB 306 and requests the concur
rence of the House.
Joe Brown, Secretary

Rep. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

On motion by Rep. Richmond, the rules were waived and
CS/CS/SB 306, as amended, was read the third time by title.
On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-107
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Brown
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Crady
Crotty
Davis
Deratany
Drage
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Evans-Jones
Ewing
Fontana
Foster
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Friedman
Gallagher
Gardner
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Hagler
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Hall, L.J.
Hattaway
Hawkins,M. E.
Hazouri
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Hodges, W.R.
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Liberti
Lippman
Mann
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Martinez
McEwan
McPherson, S.
McPherson, T.
Meek
Meffert
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Messersmith
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Moore
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer, J.
Plummer, L. H.
Price

Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Sample
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith,J. H.
Smith, L.J.
Spaet
Steele
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Williams
Woodburn
Woodruff
Young

Danson

Hollingsworth

Shackelford

Nays--4.
Carpenter

Votes after roll call:
Yeas--L. R. Hawkins, Gersten
Yeas to Nays-Kelly
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately cer
tified to the Senate after engrossment.
The Honorable Ralph H. Haben, Jr., Speaker

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed SB 824 and requests the concurrence of
the House.
Joe Brown, SecretarJI

SB 824-A bill to be entitled An act relating to veterans;
creating s. 295.016, Florida Statutes, providing that it is the
policy of the state to provide educational opportunity at state
expense for dependent children of the servicemen who died
or suffered 100 percent disability in the Iranian Rescue Mission;
amending s. 295.02, Florida Statutes, providing for use of
funds; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and taken up by waiver
of the rule. On motions by Rep. Boles, the rules were waived
and SB 824 was read the second time by title and the third
time by title. On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-111
Cox
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Drage
D,mbar
Dyer
Easley
Evans-Jones
Ewing
Fontana
Foster

Fox
Friedman
Gallagher
Gardner
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Hagler
Ha!l,C.A.
Hall, L. J.
Hattaway
Hawkins,M. E.
Hazouri

Lehtinen
Lewis
Lippman
Mann
Martin
Martinez
McEwan
McPherson, S.
McPherson, T.
Meek
Meffert
Messersmith
Mills
Mitchell

Moffitt
Moore
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer, J.
Plummer, L. H.
Price

Ready

Reynolds
Robinson
Rosen
Sadowski
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith, J. H.
Smith, L.J.
Spaet
Steele

Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Williams
Woodburn
Woodruff
Young

Nays-None
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Burnsed, L. R. Hawkins, Gersten
So the bill passed and was immediately certified to the
Senate.
The Honorable Ralph H. Haben, Jr., Speaker

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed as amended SB 632 and requests the con
currence of the House.
Joe Brown, Secretary

By Senator Vogt and othersSB 632-A bill to be entitled An act relating to state lands;
amending s. 253.023, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement; pro
viding for priority in acquiring certain lands; providing for re
version of unobligated funds to General Revenue; granting rule
making authority to the Board of Trustees of the Internal Im
provement Trust Fund to further define categories of land for
acquisition by the state; amending s. 259.03(2), Florida Stat
utes; deleting descriptions of types of environmentally endan
gered lands; amending s. 259.035, Florida Statutes; providing for
membership on a committee which selects certain lands for ac
quisition by the state; amending s. 259.04( 1) ( c), Florida Stat
utes; requiring the committee to establish a list of acquisition
projects by a certain time; requiring the board of trustees to
approve the list in a certain priority within a certain time after
receiving it; providing for acquisition of land in the priority
approved; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and taken up by waiver
of the rule. On motion by Rep. C. R. Smith, the rules were
waived and SB 632 was read the second time by title.
Representative Thompson offered the following amendment:

By Senators Renick and Winn-
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Hieber
Hodes
Hodges, G.
Hodges, W.R.
Hollingsworth
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kimmel
Kiser
Lehman

Amendment 1-On page 3, lines 5-8, strike "If the moneys
credited to the fund at any time during the fiscal year are
not obligated by the end of the subsequent fiscal year, the ex
cess shall be transferred to the General Revenue Fund."
Rep. Smith moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Thompson offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 2--0n page 1, lines 5-6, strike "providing for
reversion of unobligated funds to General Revenue" and in
sert: removing the limitation on the balance of the Conser
vation and Recreation Lands Trust Fund

Rep. Smith moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
On motion by Rep. Smith, the rules were waived and SB 632,
as amended, was read the third time by title. On passage, the
vote was:
Yeas-111
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Batchelor

Bell
Boles
Brantley
Brodie

Brown
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush

Carlton
Carpenter
Clements
Cox

